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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 INCA

This thesis is the result of a five-year period of research at the University
of Limburg in Maastricht, the Netherlands. In September 1988 the INCA
(iNtelligent CASE) project was launched in the computer-science department,
with the long-term objective of developing an INtelligent computer-aided sys-
tems engineering (CASE) environment for systems development.

Early 1989, the research field of computer science witnessed the rebirth of
o6/ec< oneniah'on. In fact, commercial objectives led the way to make object
orientation the new /ir/pe-o/-^e-j/ear. Object orientation, it was proclaimed,
held the promise of systems development in a controlled manner, enabling
large-scale software reuse through the distinguished feature, in/ien'tance. The
label of object orientation has since become synonymous with good. However,
the inheritance of object orientation as a hype-of-the-year has also caused
confusion on what it really means: today one can read advertisements for
object-oriented drawing tools, referring to the capability of treating manipu-
lated items as objects.

In our opinion, object orientation, when treated adequately and seriously,
really keeps a promise for future software development. The arguments are
twofold: (1) object orientation allows a natural view of the world, and (2)
object orientation offers good concepts for software engineering.

Object orientation as a natural view of the world The use of objects
for representing a domain goes back to Minsky's seminal paper on frames
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(Minsky, 1975; Minsky, 1981). The frames were used to represent particular
objects in a domain, with slots describing the different properties of an object.
Since the introduction of frames, the notion of object orientation has had
several adaptations and extensions in knowledge representation and knowledge
engineering.

Object orientation for software engineering Considering the develop-
ment of software, object orientation has a great importance for software en-
gineering. Object orientation combines important ideas from the software-
engineering field, such as encapsulation (combining and shielding various items
within one structure), data hiding (focus on the external workings of an entity,
not its internal realization), modularization (dividing a program into distinct
parts), and inheritance (defining new types in terms of existing ones).

The above examples aided in choosing the concepts of object orientation for
the realization of an iNtelligent CASE (INCA) environment. The two main goals
of an INCA environment are (1) to furnish a representation system for capturing
the real world in which a (future) information system is to be employed, and
(2) to offer concepts for modelling and constructing information systems, in
terms of the representation of (1). As we stated above, object orientation
combines concepts for the representation system of an INCA environment with
concepts for software engineering. This combination of concepts led us early
1989 to choose object orientation as a research issue for the development of
our INCA environment.

In this thesis, we describe the concepts of a concepiua/ o6/ec< mode/, capable
of capturing the semantics of real-world objects and their relations, occurring
in a complex domain such as CASE.

1.2 Structure of the thesis

After the Introduction in Chapter 1, Chapter 2 describes the evolution of
hardware and the so-called software crisis. It forms the background of this
thesis. We then formulate the problem statement describing the subjects to
be addressed. Software engineering is introduced as a possible answer to the
software crisis, and the concept of CASE is presented as a particular way of
assisting software engineers in performing their tasks. As an intermediate
station along the way to automatic programming, INtelligent CASE is proposed
as the next goal to be accomplished.



1.2 Structure of the thesis

In Chapter 3 we introduce object orientation from the programming-language
perspective. Subsequently, we treat the different kinds of modelling perspec-
tives which a modeller may have, ranging from empirical models to formal
models. The chapter ends with a unifying view on object orientation and
modelling by describing object-oriented conceptual modelling.

Chapter 4 presents the main ideas underlying the INCA Conceptual Object
Model (INCA-COM). It focusses on the importance of semantics in the object
model. The object-describing entities distinguished as important for describ-
ing a model in an object-oriented fashion are introduced. Subsequently, four
different models for modelling according to INCA-COM are presented; they are
the information model, the event model, the behaviour model and the com-
munication model.

Chapter 5 deals with structuring principles which are part of INCA-COM. We
treat sort hierarchies, specification, composite objects, grouping, and systems.

Since versions are also part of INCA-COM, Chapter 6 discusses the version-
management mechanism for composite objects. We believe it to be indispens-
able in an object-oriented model for complex objects. We clarify the ideas of
version management with examples.

In Chapters 7 and 8 we illustrate the modelling concepts of INCA-COM by (1)
constructing and describing a model of data-flow diagrams, and (2) showing
the application of INCA concepts to the domain of spreadsheets.

Chapter 9 describes INCATOOL, a tool supporting the modelling with INCA-
COM. Based on an ontology for object-oriented modelling and a form of lan-
guage reflection, called descriptor reflection, the architecture of INCATOOL is
described.

Chapter 10 concludes the thesis with a review of the main goals set forth for
the INCA project, and lists possible directions for future research.
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Chapter 2

The software crisis

A general goal of information science is to study the concepts of information
processing. To this end information scientists are doing research on informa-
tion systems, i.e., systems which process and store information. The research
has spawned many useful methods and techniques for the actual development
of these systems. Yet, there have been numerous accidents in systems devel-
opment, leading to the so-called so/ftwzre crisis: software projects finished too
late and costed much more than predicted, software systems were often unre-
liable and performed rather poorly (Sommerville, 1992). Although methods
and techniques have been improved considerably, the software crisis still per-
sists. And with the steady increase in computer capacity, the software crisis
is likely to stay around for several years.

In order to reduce the costs of systems development the /ewe/ of specification
of an information system plays an important role. In this chapter we address
the importance of raising </ie /eve/at which an information system is specified.
This leads to our problem statement. Moreover, it provides some indications
on how we deal with the problems stated in this thesis.

2.1 Information systems and the software crisis

All organizations employ information to conduct their business. Whether it is
a university, a building company, or a bridge club, information plays an impor-
tant role. Any ensemble of information and information processing agents, hu-
mans or machines, is called an in/ormaJion sj/stem. The in/ormaJicm paradigm
for systems splits any system into a real system and an information system
(Brussaard and Tas, 1980). The rea/ system is the system being controlled,
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and the m/ormaiion system is the system controlling the real system. The
information paradigm is shown in Figure 2.1. For a full explanation and other
details of the information paradigm we refer to Brussaard and Tas (1980).

flow of ~ ~
material, energy.
or information

object system

real system

control '
signals

internal
f observations

information system

i

external
observations

' external
information

Figure 2.1: The information paradigm.

In order to control Mings in the real system, an information system must have
some representation of these things. The things in the real system of which
information is contained within an information system are generally termed
the f/ntverse o/ Discourse (UOD).

A f/niverse o/Discourse (UOD) of an information system consists of the things
in a particular domain, about which people in the information system perform
a meaningful discourse. This term expresses that a UOD consists of the things
upon which a meaningful discourse can be held.

As an example, we consider the domain of a university, giving courses and having
students enrolled in courses. For the determination of time schedules, the UOD con-
sists of the university, students, courses, course results, graduations, teachers, course
rooms, etc. Not included in the UOD are the bricks of the university buildings, the
eye colour of students, the bicycles of the students etc. From another point of view,
the UOD might very well contain the latter things. This illustrates that the UOD is
determined by the problem under consideration.

Others, such as Van Griethuysen (1982) include in the UOD all things which
are of interest, or mijf/it ever fee. However, such a definition is problematic
for it forces us to look into the future foreseeing which things might become
of interest. In our opinion, the UOD is just the restricted collection of things
about which the information system contains information.
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Currently, information systems are progressively being automated. The au-
tomation of an information system consists of assigning parts of the informa-
tion system to information-processing machines. The information-processing
machines can be dedicated to a particular task, such as vending or weaving,
or they can be general-purpose machines (computers), which have been in-
structed to act as particular information-processing machines. The latter are
interesting: they require a special set of instructions (a program) to make it
behave as the intended information processor. In case the information system
is large and a fair part of it is being automated, the resulting programs can also
be considered as a system. A set of programs cooperating as an information
processor, is called a so/tware system.

The increasing demand for automated information systems requires software
systems to be built. In combination with the increasing power of computers,
the demand for large and complex software systems is increasing. The develop-
ment of these software systems has been a complex task for developers for over
25 years now. Its complexity causes problems with the software-development
process and introduces errors in the software. The problems, such as the spec-
ification and implementation of large software systems, have become known
as the so/tioare crisis.

In 1968 the NATO organized a workshop on the software crisis (Naur and
Randell, 1968). The increasing computing power of computer hardware had
revealed the phenomenon of a crisis in software development. At that time
the third-generation computers were introduced. Table 2.1 gives an overview
of the evolution of the distinct hardware generations.

We do not treat each hardware generation, but instead focus on the difference
between the second and third generation. The transition from the second gen-
eration to the third was not a mere euo/uiion, but rather a reuo/uta'on. "New
hardware, especially the microminiature integrated circuit, enabled internal
memory to expand. It also made possible the construction of direct-access
(disk) devices, providing mass external storage. The third generation changed
the way the computer was perceived. It was no longer an expensive, esoteric
device limited to serial processing, but it became a centralized resource acces-
sible via terminals throughout organizations" (Evans, 1989, p. 11). Compared
to second-generation computers these new computers were orders of magni-
tude more powerful (see also Table 2.1): (1) integrated circuits on computer
chips enabled internal memory to expand, (2) the development of disk devices
improved the access time of external storage, (3) the total capacity of both
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Genera/ion
1
2

3

4

5

PenW
1950-58
1958-67

1968-78

1978-88

1988-now

CViaracterish'cs
vacuum tubes, machine and assembly language
transistor, high-level languages,
batch processing
integrated circuit, disks, extended memory,
interactivity
very large-scale integration, microcomputers,
decentralization
workstations, networking,
decentralized integration

Table 2.1: The evolution of hardware generations.

internal and external memory became much larger, and (4) the computer be-
came an interactive resource on which several persons could work concurrently
(via time sharing).

With the third-generation revolution, automation of information systems
which had been impossible to realize so far suddenly became feasible. For
the realization (implementation) of such applications, large software systems
had to be built. Due to their complexity, these systems could not be built by
one person within a limited period of time. Therefore, they were implemented
by a group of people, cooperating in a software project. Existing software-
development methods, such as the code-and-yix model (Boehm, 1988), were
used to build the systems, but the methods showed to be inadequate: the ex-
isting methods for building small software systems simply could not be scaled
up. Hence, large-scale software projects finished too late (sometimes years too
late or even finished not at all), and costs were much higher than originally
predicted. The products delivered were unreliable and difficult to maintain,
and their performance was often rather poor (Sommerville, 1992).

As a result, building large software systems was provocatively called so/tat>are
engineermg. This reflected the opinion that an engineering approach to soft-
ware development would enable software developers to deal with the increasing
demands for complex and reliable software.

A real-world example may clarify the problems software engineers encountered. When
preparing a meal for two persons, one person can very well manage the preparations,
the cooking and the serving of the dinner. The details of the meal are known and a
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simple time schedule, like "I'd better start with cooking the potatoes because these
will take 20 minutes to prepare and the salad only takes 10 minutes" is sufficient.
Assume you have invited ten of your friends to have dinner at your place. For the
occasion you will cook the same meal as you did just two days ago for the two of you.
For twelve persons you will need two or three pans and somewhat, more preparation,
but you will manage, although you will have to work quite a bit harder to get dinner
ready. You can scale all the quantities needed and adjust your schedule a little to
assure everything to be ready in time.

Next, imagine the preparation of a banquet for about 800 persons. Is it possible
for one person to manage this? Of course, the answer is no and the reasons will be
clear: it is not possible for one person to buy food for 800 persons and bring it home
nor is it possible for one person to prepare the food for 800 persons. Extra people
are needed to scrap the potatoes, to cook the vegetables and to prepare dessert. It
is also necessary to have new equipment, capable of holding the large quantities of
food for the banquet. In addition, a schedule should be used to state explicitly time
constraints, preventing the food from being served cold. Beyond this, where will all
the banquet guests be seated? It is clear that only a scaling of the two-person cooking
methods and techniques as suggested above will not work; you need new methods and
techniques to manage the complexity of the task in front of you.

Returning to the software crisis, the techniques used to develop software for
the second-generation computers were not appropriate anymore for the devel-
opment of software for third-generation computers. The distinction between
one-person programming and building large software systems was made clear
by DeRemer and Kron (1975). They introduced the terms programming-
in-the-small and programming-in-the-large. Programming-in-the-small deals
with moderate-sized programs developed within a short period of time by in-
dividual programmers, as opposed to programming-in-the-large which deals
with the efforts of groups of people to develop large software systems with
long (intended) lifetimes. The transition from programming-in-the-small to
programming-in-the-large evoked a need for new techniques and methodolo-
gies enabling control of the complexity of building large software systems.
Already in 1975, Brooks pointed out that scaling of programming-in-the-small
to address programming-in-the-large is not feasible (Brooks, 1975).

2.2 Complexity

Though it was believed that complexity would vanish over time, a decade
later Brooks (1987) stated that there is no silver bullet as a final answer
to complexity problems in software development. The software crisis, still
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existing after 25 years, has made clear that complexity is an inherent part of
software and software development. In this section we will systematically look
at the three different forms of complexity, which make software development
inherently difficult: (1) complexity of the exzsimgr in/ormah'on system; (2)
complexity of the deue/opmeni process; and (3) complexity of the resuming
so/<u;are system.

Complexity of the existing information system Information systems
are being used for centuries. They are used for "support or replacement of
spoken or written communication in goal-directed activities" (Nijssen, 1989).
Thus, an information system supports or replaces human communication. Hu-
man communication is based by and large on natural language, which is the
conceptually richest language we have. An information system holds informa-
tion for the real system it controls. Very often, the real system is a complex
system, consisting of people, business goals, plans, production machines, and
materials, etc. In order to control the real system adequately, the information
system must contain information on all relevant objects in the real system.
This information is used for decisions regarding the control of the real system.
Although an information system contains abstractions of things in the real
system, it is often as complex as its real system. Furthermore, to support or
replace human communication, an information system must be able to repre-
sent the real system in sufficient detail. If such is not the case, the decision
processes cannot function adequately. Thus, the complexity of the existing
information system is caused by an equally complex real system.

Complexity of the development process The development process of a
large software system can, in princip/e, be accomplished by one person. How-
ever, if the system is to become operational within a short period of time,
the necessary work has to be split into separate pieces. Thus, several people
can work on these pieces in parallel. In order to control the development pro-
cess, an effective work-breakdown structure and a time schedule are needed,
enlarging the complexity of the process. Regarding the division of work, com-
munication of results between the different project members is crucial. If
communication fails, the project will fail. The communication between project
members requires a common "language" in which the object of communica-
tion, the intended software system, can be addressed. Such common languages
range from graphical languages (diagrams) to programming languages. Still,
the use of such a common development language has its drawbacks. First, it
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needs to be learned by the project members. Second, there exist no standards
for such languages. Frequently, different projects use different languages for
communication. In addition to the problems with a common development
language, the number of communication lines between the project members
increases non-linearly with the number of project members.

Complexity of the resulting software system The software, i.e., the
program for an automated information system is complex in itself, which
makes it hard to understand. As Brooks (1987) describes, comp/exity, con/or-
im'lj/, c/iangeata'/ity and mmsibi'/tty are the four essential properties of software.
Software is inherently complex because of the following three reasons. First,
no piece of software is the same; if two pieces of software are similar, they are
coded as a subroutine or function, making it unique and generic. In this sense,
software systems are different from computers, buildings, or cars, where re-
peated elements abound. Second, the state space of a software system is very
large compared to other systems. The conception, description, and testing
of such a system is difficult. Third, the different pieces of a software system
mostly interact in a non-linear fashion. Scaling of such a system increases its
complexity more than linearly.

Conformity, changeability, and invisibility influence complexity in a negative
way. Con/ormiiy requires that a software system has the ability to com-
municate with other systems. This conformity requires software systems to
have multiple interfaces, which enlarge the overall complexity of the system.
C/iangea6i7i<2/ of software makes it possible to extend a system's functionality
by changing the software. Current software systems are indeed frequently up-
dated in order to enhance functionality or to remove errors (bugs). /nin'si6z7t<j/
of software hinders its understanding. Since software is immaterial and ab-
stract, it has no adequate geometrical representation in the way that a house
has a construction map, and a electrical system has a diagram. Insufficient
understanding of a software system leads to communication problems among
project members, which introduces cost overruns, system flaws and schedule
delays. Moreover, insufficient understanding leads to management problems
of the development process.

Summarizing, the complexity of the existing information system is caused by
the complexity of the real system it controls. This complexity makes it diffi-
cult to understand the existing information system. The development process
of software is complex since it requires the work to be divided among project
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members. Moreover, communication between project members requires the
use of a common language. Due to the complexity of a software system it is
difficult to construct and understand such a system. The insufficient under-
standing of a software system leads to functional and technical problems and
to management problems.

In order to make complexity manageable, software scientists have developed
software-development methodologies. The concept of a methodology is the
subject of the next section.

2.3 Software-development methodologies

The software crisis and the complexities of software development spawned
research activities into so/iiyare-deue/opmen^ mei/iodo/ogtes. A software-
development methodology offers a framework for the ordered and controlled
development of a software system. In order to control software development,
two aspects of the development need to be addressed: the process and its
output. Therefore, a methodology generally consists of two parts: (1) a pro-
cess model, and (2) a development model. A process mode/ describes w/i«c/i
stapes in software development are recognized, and how they relate to each
other. Such a model is used for controlling a project, i.e., keeping it within
budget and time, using available resources optimally. A deue/opmeni mode/
describes /IOU; the particular stages, distinguished by a process model, should
be executed. The development model offers a set of atsiracta'ons to be used
for analyzing an existing information system, designing a software system, and
implementing a software system. The development model also offers methods
for creating the intended output based on the input of a particular stage. The
output of each stage serves as the input for subsequent stages.

To illustrate the process of system development using stages and /et;e/s o/ a&sirach'on,
we give an example of the construction of an accounting system in Figure 2.2. Our
example is based on a similar example of Rich and Waters (1986).

Assume that a non-accounting manager faces the need for particular accounting in-
formation. He' produces a 6rie/profc/em <fescnp<ton concerning the information he
needs. This brief problem description is forwarded to an accounting manager who
elaborates it into a rfe/ai/erf pro6/em rfescn'p<ton. Both the brief problem description

'We remark that the personal pronoun /ie and words such as manager, analyst, designer,
and programmer refer to both male and female persons.
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non-accounting manager

accounting manager
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description

detai/edprofe/em description

.system

accounting
knowledge

system designer

programmer code

programming
knowledge

Figure 2.2: Agents necessary to produce an accounting system.

and the detailed problem description are formulated entirely in terms of the basic vo-
cabulary of accounting and normal natural-language statements. Near the top levels
accounting knowledge plays a crucial role.

At the next level, the system analyst analyzes the needs and wishes of the managers
from a systems perspective. This results in a description of the currently existing in-
formation system (automated or not). Based on this analysis, the system regutremen/s
for a new system are determined. The system analyst must have a clear understand-
ing both of accounting and of automated information systems in order to interface
between domain specialists (the managers) and computer specialists (the designers
and programmers).

One level lower, the system designer develops the basic architecture of the system.
He translates the requirements into detailed speci/»ca<ions of the several parts of the
software system. The specifications describe how the system can meet its requirements
in a machine-independent way.

At the lowest level, the programmer uses the specifications of the designer and trans-
lates these into the corfe of a programming language. The code can be translated
and subsequently executed by a computer. At this point the correct functioning of
the system must be verified against the specification. Finally, the system must be
validated, i.e., checked if it meets system requirements and solves the problems by
formulated by its users.

The use of a methodology helps in controlling the complexity of software de-
velopment. In the following three subsections we treat three concepts for
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managing complexity.

1. The complexity of the development process is managed by distinguishing
stages in the development process, dividing the development process into
a sequence of manageable pieces.

2. The complexity of existing information systems is managed by using
mo</e/s, enabling analysts to view a system in a less complex and more
abstracted manner.

3. The complexity of a software system is managed by the decomposition
of a system into components.

2.3.1 Stages

The process model of a methodology divides the development of software into
stages with well-defined inputs and outputs. The output of each stage serves as
the input of the next stage. Ideally, the input of the entire process is a problem
statement, which, through several transformations, results in a software sys-
tem. All process models are based on the so/toare /«/e cyc/e, which describes
the stages any piece of software will go through during its life. The software
life cycle consists of six stages, which are commonly recognized nowadays (see,
e.g., Sommerville (1992)). Below we provide a short characterization of each
stage.

1. Analysis During analysis the needs and wishes of the users of the soft-
ware system are analyzed. The result of this stage is a description of the
currently existing information system (automated or not).

2. Requirements specification The software requirements, i.e., the sys-
tem's functionality and operational constraints, must be specified. At
this stage, Wiaf the system is expected to do is described.

3. Design Following the requirements specification, the system designer
describes /iou> the requirements may be accomplished in a machine-
independent way.

4. Implementation During implementation the design is gradually con-
verted into a machine-executable form, i.e., a program for a particular
kind of computer system.
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5. Testing After the implementation, the correct working of the system
must be checked, i.e., it must be checked whether the system meets the
requirements.

6. Operation and maintenance The system must be installed and used.
If errors are discovered they must be corrected. The maintenance of a
working system comprises two components:

(a) tracking and fixing of bugs that show up during the operation of
the system;

(b) modifying the system due to changes in the environment.

Different varieties of process models arise because of different trajectories
through the life-cycle stages. In the stagfewise process mode/ the stages are
ordered linearly. Despite the linear order, it will often be necessary to go back
to a previous stage since errors or inconsistencies, introduced during a previous
stage, are discovered. Royce (1970) recognized the existence of such iterations
or recurrent entrances , but in his opinion it was important to restrict them to
successive stages of the life cycle in order to eliminate development risks. It has
resulted in the wafer/a// mode/for software development, shown in Figure 2.3
(Royce, 1970).

This process model is most frequently used nowadays. The importance of iter-
ation in the software-development process has been acknowledged by Boehm
(1988), who proposed a spz'ra/ process mode/ of software development.

2.3.2 Models

Whereas a process model, such as the waterfall model, describes what steps
(including their order) have to be taken in software development, a develop-
ment model describes what fcinds o/ mode/ are to be produced in a particular
stage of the development process. During the distinct stages different kinds of
'things' are modelled.

A model is an abstract representation of reality that excludes much of the
world's intricate detail. The purpose of a model is to gain understanding of
the nature and behaviour of a phenomenon. A model reduces complexity by
leaving out details that do not interfere with a phenomenon's relevant features.

The essence of building a model is abstraction, i.e., the formation of concepts
apart from concrete things. In general, abstraction is the human way to deal
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Figure 2.3: The waterfall model for software development.

with complexity by not taking into account too many details at one time.
The essential characteristic of abstraction is that it enables the modeller to
leave out unimportant detail, while retaining important information. The
abstraction of an entity depends on the view the modeller has towards the
entity and the purpose of the model being formed. A thing can thus be
abstracted in different ways for different purposes.

A general definition of mode/ in Webster's dictionary reads: "a representafton
o/a £/un<7 <o 6e constructed or an o6?ec< t/«a( a/readt/ exists". Clearly, this def-
inition gives two different purposes for the construction of any model. First, a
model is used to represent a thing to be constructed. In that way, the desired
features of the 'thing' can be checked or verified. Such models are common in
manufacturing of, e.g., cars and airplanes, where a model is used to examine
the vehicle's essential features, such as its air resistance. Second, a model is
a representation of an object that already exists. Thus, a model is used to
represent some piece of a particular domain so that the modeller can subse-
quently gain understanding. These kinds of model are used in experiments
to determine the influence different parameters of the model (should) have
in reality. Such models are used in, e.g., economics, to acquire knowledge of
financial markets and to make analyses accordingly.
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During the distinct stages of software development, the kind of model being
used varies. The purpose of analysis is to model an eiishng information sys-
tem. An analysis model thus describes what is the "state of affairs" in the in-
formation system. Stated differently, an analysis model is a descn'pttue model.
The purpose of design is to define the architecture of an automated part of
an information system. Thus a design model is a rfe/mm<7 model. Finally, a
program implementing a design is an ea;ecu£a6/e model. The level of each type
of model indicates whether it contains domain-oriented concepts (high-level
model) or computer-oriented concepts (low-level model). The interaction of
stages and levels is shown in Figure 2.4.

domain-oriented
(high level)

computer-oriented level
(low level)

Problem
description

System
analysis

System
design

System
implementation

stage

Figure 2.4: Stages and levels in software development.

A model is a conceptual thing. In order for a model to be communicated,
it has to be represented in a /anguage. Languages for modelling can be ei-
ther </rap/i2ca/ or <ez£ua/ (or both), depending on the purpose of the model.
Analysis models are often drawn in a graphical language, since they must be
comprehensible by domain specialists (viz. the accounting managers). Imple-
mentation models (i.e., programs) are written in formal languages so as to be
understood by computers.

The representation of a model in some language is not merely a sj/n<ac<ic tool
for communication. Although the representation consists of a well-defined
combination of fofcens, communication requires that the participants of com-
munication (sender and receiver) share the common knowledge of the concepts
expressed by syntactic tokens. At this point, the semanizcs of a model and
its associated language becomes important. For effective communication, both
sender and receiver must have the same conceptual knowledge of the semantics
of the model.
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Different methodologies use different models. We will not provide an exten-
sive overview of existing models and methods. Instead, we focus on particular
interesting ones in the scope of this thesis. The 'structured' modelling tripod
addresses the stages analysis, design and implementation. Structured Anal-
ysis (DeMarco, 1979) models an information system by describing the <iaia
/Zow through different processes. This kind of model is represented in data-
/Zou> diagrams (DFDS). Structured Design (Yourdon and Constantine, 1978) is
based on the division of a system into a Aierarc/ij/ o/ modu/es, which commu-
nicate by means of parameters and flags. This kind of model is represented
in structure c/mr<s. Structured Programming only uses three basic control
structures (sequence, iteration and selection) in order to make programs read-
able and maintainable. Similar methods based on data-flow diagrams are the
Warnier/Orr method (Warnier, 1976), the Gane/Sarson method (Gane and
Sarson, 1979). For a short description of these methods, we refer to Orr et a/.
(1989).

Information Engineering (Macdonald, 1986) stresses the importance of an
extensive ftusmess mode/ describing the information within an organization.
Based on such a business model several information-manipulating applications
can be designed. In a similar line of reasoning, Jackson System Development
(Jackson, 1983) stresses the adagium that "model precedes function". That
is, before trying to build information systems, it is necessary to model the
information being manipulated in these systems. The reason for this is the
difference in stability between information on the one hand and functions
manipulating this information on the other hand. The information in an or-
ganization will be much less subject to change, whereas the functions (read:
systems) may vary according to the particular needs.

The entity-relationship approach (Chen, 1976; March, 1988) has been exten-
sively used for the modelling of data, especially for relational database systems.
It is based on modelling entities (read: things) in a domain, and the relations
between these entities. It is widely used during analysis and design of database
applications. .

Natural-language Information Analysis Method (NIAM) (Wintraecken, 1985;
Nijssen, 1989) is based on the analysis of information expressed in natural-
language sentences. The choice for natural language has been made for rea-
sons of communication and conceptual richness. The information in a domain
should be phrased by domain specialists, i.e., users. Since natural language is
known to everyone it is ideally suited for modelling information in a way which
is understandable for other users. The accompanying development model
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(ISDM) unifies the in/ormation mode/ (what), the process mode/ (how), and
the impu/se mode/ (when) into a model of information systems.

Dietz (1987, 1992a) uses the concept of natural-language communication based
on speec/i acts (Searle, 1969) in a model for information systems. An infor-
mation system consists of active objects communicating about a UOD. The
communication is based on two types of conversation. These are modelled ac-
cording to speech act theory, which states that any utterance of a proposition
has a propositiona/ content and an i//ocutionart/ /orce. The propositional con-
tent is the proposition being uttered, and the illocutionary force describes what
force the proposition possesses, such as a command, a directive, a declaration,
or a denial, etc. The first type of conversation is the /act-craih'ngr conversa-
tion during which a state of affairs in the UOD is communicated between two
active objects. Such a state is called a /act. Fact-creating conversations are
based on the stafufjue and acceptive illocutionary forces. The second type of
conversation is the act-creating conversation during which an actor proposes
another actor to commit itself to execute some future action. These commit-
ments are called agenda. Act-creating conversations are based on the directive
and commissiue illocutionary forces.

All methods cover parts of the software life cycle. In general there is a trend
towards higher-level specification methods. JSD (Jackson, 1983) is one of
the early methods recognizing that a model of information should be con-
structed before trying to model systems. The interesting ideas of Nijssen
(1989) and Dietz (1992a) take information systems back to their origins of
natural-language communication.

2.3.3 Decomposit ion

The human means to deal with complexity is abstraction. A well-known way
of abstraction of a system is to decompose it into a set of suftsystems or com-
ponents. The division of a system into its composing subsystems is called its
decomposition. The decomposition of a software system is often a hierarchy
of components, in which each component itself is decomposed until a suitable
level of detail has been reached. Sommerville (1992) names the following com-
ponents in such a hierarchy for system decomposition: system, subsystem,
program unit (module, procedure, or function).

The overall organization of a system and its subsystems is generally called the
system arc/u'tecture. The decision for a particular architecture can be based
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on a theory for specific applications, or on a similarity between previous archi-
tectures. As a case in point, we mention the theory of compiler construction.
The literature (e.g., Aho e£ a/. (1986)) prescribes that a compiler in general
consists of several passes, such as lexical analysis, syntax analysis, optimiza-
tion, and code generation. In such cases it is wise to follow the theory and
make use of existing knowledge. Likewise, once a particular architecture has
been realized, it may be reused in other similar systems. In such cases it is
wise to follow the general architecture, and decompose a similar system in the
same manner. For example, operating systems are often designed with subsys-
tems for process control, file management, and device control. New operating
systems are often built in a similar way.

Decomposition helps to construct boundaries between different components of
a system. The decomposition of a system requires each subsystem or module
to have an mier/ace through which operations may be invoked or particular
data may flow. The specification of an interface, together with a description of
the reaction that will be returned upon calling a function is called a proioco/.
An interface is an important concept for hiding internal parts of modules: the
interface only allows access through well-defined functions (controlled access).
The module also offers a form of independence. As long as the interface and
the protocol are obeyed, a module's internal working may be changed without
affecting its c/ien<s(i.e., other modules, which invoke functions). This provides
system developers with a form of freedom and a means for division of work
among project members. '

With respect to the decomposition of a system into modules, the concepts
of co/iesion and coup/mgf help a designer to decide where to put component
boundaries. Cohesion is a measure of re/a<edness, whereas coupling is a mea-
sure of dependenct/ between different abstractions. The strategy to define
components is to group together related entities (high cohesion), and to make
the coupling between components, i.e., the number of dependencies between
them, as low as possible (loose coupling).

The decomposition of a system into components can be done in two distinct
ways: horizontal /at/ers or vertical pariiiions. In a /at/ered architecture several
layers of functionality are stacked upon each other. Each layer has access to
the functions (often called services) offered by the next lower layer. A layer
only has knowledge of its next lower layer; it has no knowledge of higher
layers. Examples of layered architectures are the ISO model for Open Systems
Interconnection (osi) and the X Window System.

In a par(t<ioned architecture partitions offer particular packages of function-
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ality. Partitions are more or less independent of each other (decoupling). An
operating system is often designed in such a way.

Summarizing this section, for managing complexity a software-development
methodology comprises the three concepts stages, mode/s, and decomposition.
The concepts stages and models influence each other. During analysis a de-
scriptive mode/ is used, during design a defining mode/, and during program-
ming an exec«ta6/e mode/. Decomposition is important irrespective of the
stage or the kind of model being used. Both an analysis model, such as a
data-flow analysis in a data-flow diagram, and an executable model, such as
a program, must be decomposed into components.

2.4 Support for systems development

To offer support for systems development, we distinguish between two types
of support: programming-language support and tool support. Proyramminy-
/anguage support is needed to express the appropriate system concepts. Too/
support helps a systems developer to focus on the creative aspects of develop-
ment, while tools takeover bookkeeping and translation tasks. Both languages
and tools show a trend to raise the level of specifications. We first describe
programming-language support, and then tool support.

2.4.1 Programming- language suppor t

The trend in programming-language design has been to move away from im-
perative languages to languages describing the key abstractions in a problem
domain. As a case in point, structured programming in the 1970s was soon
followed by structured design and analysis, effectively raising the specification
level.

As with hardware generations, there have been generations in programming
languages. There are two important differences, however, between the evo-
lutionary scenarios of hardware and software. First, new hardware has been
invented and constructed by a technology pus/i, and new programming lan-
guages were designed due to a market (= software developer's) pu//. Second,
today's computers do not use hardware components of thirty years ago, while
one of the earliest programming paradigms, procedural programming, is still
being used. An important aspect of the complexity of software systems, is the
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dominant hardware style used in computers today. The so-called von Neu-
mann architecture encourages a procedural programming style, and successive
hardware generations have not changed this. The main attraction of new hard-
ware has been a scaling of the von Neumann architecture, resulting in immense
advances in processing power. In order to raise the level of specification, a pro-
gramming language must support concepts corresponding to concepts in the
problem domain. Nevertheless, a program in a programming language must
be executable as well, meaning that a suitable translator or interpreter must
be available. Translators and interpreters bridge the gap between high-level
problem-domain oriented models and low-level bits and bytes of executable
programs.

In successive programming-language generations, the kind of abstraction
mechanism supported changed in order to support the growing need for more
adequate abstraction concepts. Stroustrup (1987) and Booch (1991) give ex-
cellent overviews of existing programming paradigms, and their respective
merits and shortcomings. We follow Stroustrup's survey of the evolution
from machine-language programming to object-oriented programming (see Ta-
ble 2.2).

PenW
-54

1954-58
1959-61
1962-66
1966-70
1967-72

j46strac£ion
no abstraction: machine and assembly language
mathematical expression
procedure
module
abstract data type
object (class + inheritance)

Table 2.2: The evolution of programming abstractions.

Machine and assembly language Machine languages lacked any form of
abstraction: a program consisted of statements from a machine's basic instruc-
tion set. A program was formed by entering code manually, and executing each
statement. Assembly languages introduced names (mnemonics) for each in-
struction. This helped in memorizing the different types of instructions. We
do not view such an introduction of names as a form of abstraction.
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Mathematical expression Within a few years, computers were increas-
ingly used for computing simple formulas. This resulted in languages for
translating formulas automatically into machine code. A well-known language
was FORTRAN, designed for /ormula translation.

• • • ••• • • • •• • • . . • • • ? " t H

Procedural programming Procedural programming is probably still the
paradigm most commonly used. Procedural programming focusses on the
design of processing and the algorithms needed to perform the desired compu-
tations. The need for efficient and fast algorithms was caused by the costs of
processing time, which were relatively high in the early days of programming.
FORTRAN, initially developed for translating formulas into computer language,
is the original procedural-programming language, but languages such as Al-
gol60, Algol68, Pascal and C are languages in the same tradition.

Modular programming Over the years the emphasis on processing has
shifted towards the organization of the data acted upon. The paradigm known
as the da£a /tiding princip/e emphasizes the importance of the data by parti-
tioning a program into modu/es, i.e., sets of related procedures combined with
the data they manipulate. Programming with modules leads to the central-
ization of data controlled by a type-manager module. Compared to the or-
ganization of functions and procedures using procedural programming, this is
surely an improvement, but "types" created in this fashion are still different
from the built-in types used in a programming language. Each of the type-
manager modules must have procedures to create and delete variables, and
make assignments to them. Variables created in such a way lack the usual
scope rules and cannot be passed as arguments in the usual way.

Abstract data types To overcome the problems with modules, in languages
such as C++ and Ada it is possible to define types that behave in (nearly) the
same way as built-in types. These types are often called atsiracf data types,
although a more appropriate name would be user-de/ined data types. The
paradigm supporting this style of programming is called the da2a-a6s<rach'on
paradigm. Abstract data types define a sort of black box. Once specified, a
type cannot be adapted to new uses, except by changing the actual definition
of the type. A well-known example of an abstract data type is the ubiquitous
stack type on which elements can be pushed and from which elements may be
popped. The implementation of such a type is hidden from c/ien<s (users of
the stack type), who can only see the externally defined procedures pop and
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push. The black box thus defined by the abstract data type, results in a severe
shortcoming of programming with this paradigm. Once the data type stack is
defined, it can be used. But the only way to extend the stack type is to copy its
definition and provide additional functionalities, resulting in two functionally
similar data types, which are unrelated in their definition. To eliminate the
disadvantage of the black-box approach, it is necessary to include a mechanism
for defining new abstract data types in terms of other ones. This latter feature
is precisely the distinguishing feature of oftjectf-onented programming.

As an illustration, suppose we have certain types of geometric shapes such as squares,
circles and triangles. Some routines can be specified handling operations on objects
of these types, e.g., routines to move, rotate and draw a shape. A routine must know
what kind of shape is acted upon. Its structure will, e.g., consist, of a Pascal case
or C switch statement, enumerating all known shapes and performing the necessary
type-specific actions. Assume now we want to add a new type of shape. Since the
new shape must have the possibility of rotating, moving and drawing as well, it is
necessary to examine and modify the existing routines on shapes. Every case state-
ment enumerating the possible shapes it acts upon, must be extended to cope with
the new shape, with the risk of introducing bugs in the existing code. The problem
is that there are no possibilities to distinguish between the properties of any shape
(a shape has a location, a shape can be drawn) and the properties of a specie shape
(a circle has a center and a radius, a square has an upper-right corner and a lower-
left corner). Operations should not decide which code to execute depending on the
type of object. The object itself should be in control to choose what operation it
has to perform. This is concisely phrased by Gorlen e< a/. (1990, p. 104) as "Switch
statement considered harmful." Expressing and using the commonalities and differ-
ences between certain kinds of objects is the essence of object-oriented programming
(Wegner, 1987a; Meyer, 1988).

Currently, object-oriented programming is being used progressively during im-
plementation. The possibility to define types in terms of previously defined
types enables the reuse of software. Object-oriented programming is a stage
of an evolution of different programming paradigms. Similar evolutions take
place in non-programming domains, such as enterprise-modelling languages,
data-modelling languages, and semantic-modelling languages. In order to ab-
stract from the programming domain and to assess the concepts of object
orientation, we address o6jec<-onen<ed mode/Zing (see Chapter 3).
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2.4.2 Tool support , ; •

Software tools support a developer in focussing on creative aspects of soft-
ware development. The lack of appropriate tools leads to analyses and designs
which are not up-to-date, because of the trouble people have in modifying
them. A data-flow diagram, once drawn by hand, is tedious to change be-
cause of its graphical complexity. In the following subsections we treat the
evolution of software tools from programming too/s, via programming enuiron-
ments and computer-aided so/iware-engineen'ng enw'ronmen/s, to the use of
artiyicia/-inte//igence tec/miaues in software development, such as automatic
programming, and infe//igent assistance.

Programming tools

Programming tools are focussed on supporting the tasks of a programmer in
the software life cycle. Since programmers in the early days of programming
were the only interactors with a computer, it was a natural choice to provide
them with appropriate tools first. On first-generation computers, programs
were written in number code or mnemonic assembler code, which could di-
rectly be translated into machine code by an assemfr/er. The transition from
first-generation to second-generation computers enabled the introduction of
high-level programming languages, such as FORTRAN and COBOL. Compi/ers
and interpreters were introduced to translate programs written in such lan-
guages into machine code. The use of compilers also necessitated the use of
associated tools, such as link editors and librarians. The set of tools to support
a programmer has become known as a programming environment.

Programming environments

A programming environment consists of all the supporting software a pro-
grammer uses in the course of preparing his program. Compilers, linkers,
loaders, librarians, and documentation tools are all part of a programming en-
vironment. Because computers in the 1960s were largely batch-oriented, early
programming environments were also batch-oriented. The computer gathered
a batch of jobs, say FORTRAN programs to be translated, and invoked the
compiler for each of the jobs during night time. The next day, a programmer
would check the results of his job and make corrections if an error had oc-
curred. During the next night, the corrected version was compiled, and so on.
In this way it could take some time to have a program running correctly.
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The advent of the third-generation computers, changed the way of working
from batch processing to interactive use of computer resources (see Table 2.1).
Consequently, programming environments also changed from batch-oriented
to interactive programmmj environments, in which a programmer invokes the
tools he needs interactively. The effect of interactive programming environ-
ments was a gain in programmer productivity, because now it became possible
to develop programs in an edit-compile-run fashion.

The tools in an interactive programming environment are the same as in a
(batch-oriented) programming environment, extended with some specific in-
teractive tools, such as syntax-driven editors, and debuggers. A characteristic
example of an interactive programming environment is the UNIX Programming
Environment (Kernighan and Pike, 1984).

Computer-aided software-engineering environments

Batch-oriented and interactive programming environments only supported the
programmer (i.e., the final stage of the development process) in his task. The
use of new concepts in software engineering, such as the stages of the soft-
ware life cycle, paved the way for software environments for software devel-
opment. Such environments have become known as computer-aided so/ftuare-

environments or CASE environments.

Winograd (1973) recognized the problem of complexity in large software sys-
tems from his own experiences with SHRDLU, a program which conversed in
English about a blocks world. Complex interactions between SHRDLli's com-
ponents gave the program much of its power, but at the same time they were
a formidable obstacle to understanding and extending it. Winograd suggested
that the comp/exity barrier as he called it, could best be broken by building
large programming support systems. He proposed a programming-support
system, called A, with the following characteristics: (1) since A may require
the user to do extra work (e.g., describe the motivation for a decision), the
system must in return provide substantial support to the user; (2) A should be
coherent and integrated; a system consisting of several tools pasted together
would prove insufficient; (3) A should be capable of maintaining higher-level
descriptions of the program; simply remembering the program at the source-
code level is insufficient; (4) A should know a great deal of specific knowledge
about the process of programming.

The first three characteristics are addressed by current CASE environments
(Dart et a/., 1987). Characteristic four is still being studied; many papers have
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been published on the subject, but the work still has not proceeded beyond the
research stage. In the next subsection we treat the use of artificial-intelligence
techniques during software development.
CASE environments are designed to support all stages of the software life cycle,
from requirements specifications to maintenance. Their support can be con-
fined to one specific methodology, or can encompass several methodologies.
Most CASE environments are highly interactive and require high-resolution
displays and pointing devices like a mouse or a touch tablet.

The tendency in CASE development is to raise gradually the level of the prob-
lems that can be handled by the environment. It is no longer only the pro-
gramming stage that is being supported. Gibson (1989) signals a functional
separation of CASE into upper, middle, and lower CASE, f/pper CASE supports
corporate planning, mieM/e CASE supports systems analysis and design, and
/oiyer CASE supports automated-systems development. By this tripartition-
ing, a CASE environment is an integrated system of components supporting
the stages of the software life cycle.

In the first stages of the life cycle, planners using upper CASE create specifica-
tions for the corporate plans, i.e., the planning requirements for the company's
fundamental activities. During this phase the focus is on the company's core
activities, which means that software systems are not addressed at all. Using
middle CASE, system analysts convert the planning requirements to require-
ments for information systems. System designers refine the system require-
ments into design specifications. The design specifications finally are used to
produce the development specifications. At this stage one enters the domain
of lower CASE. System developers elaborate the development specifications to
make them more comprehensive. Lower CASE systems use the development
specifications to generate the application system and accompanying end-user
documentation.
Thus, with CASE technology the computer is used as a development tool to
integrate planning with the design and development of computerized informa-
tion systems.
As we remarked in Section 2.3, model building is an important concept in
software-development methods. Since model building is an iterative process,
it requires the model builder to revise the various models during the develop-
ment process. The benefit of CASE is that it encourages an iterative approach
of modelling by making the revision of a model as easy as possible. Neverthe-
less, software development still remains a creative task, and the use of CASE

tools will by no means replace the intellectual input from human software
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developers. In order to come to intelligent tools, artificial-intelligence tech-
niques have been used to equip software-development tools with intellectual
capabilities.

Artificial-intelligence techniques

The ultimate goal of applying artificial intelligence to software development
has been automate programming (Rich and Waters, 1986). In the limit, auto-
matic programming would allow a user simply to say what is wanted and have
a program produced completely automatically (Simon, 1986). However, it is
unlikely that this kind of system will be available soon, if at all. As a result,
the application of artificial-intelligence techniques has shifted focus towards
m£e//i<7en< assistance. In this respect, the goals of automatic-programming
research have become directed towards CASE.

Automatic programming The success of compilers, initially called auto-
matic-programming systems (ACM, 1958, p. 8), tempted researchers to believe
that automatic programming could indeed fulfil the need for a system trans-
lating users' wishes into programs. Automatic programming initially focussed
on raising the level at which programs are specified. To this end, Rich and
Waters (1986) consider the different levels of Figure 2.2. The phrase "a user
simply says what is wanted" is then rephrased into three particular questions:
(1) who is the user; (2) what does the user say; and (3) how does the user
express himself?

Figure 2.2 shows the agents necessary to produce an accounting system. It
also shows the levels at which automatic programming might be applied. At
the lowest level, the programmer is the user of an automatic-programming
system (a compiler), which converts high-level code into machine-executable
code. In this case the user expresses himself in a programming language.

At the next two levels, the system analyst and the system designer would like
to use a specification language as input to the automatic-programming system.
Such a specification language would resemble a normal programming language
with additional support for abstract concepts, such as sets and quantifiers, and
systems and modules.

At the second highest level, the accounting manager should be able to input
the requirements of the program into the automatic-programming system. At
this level, the automatic-programming system replaces both the analyst and
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the programmer and therefore should have extensive knowledge of accounting
and programming.
At the highest level, the manager uses free-form English to state the problem
and the automatic-programming system produces a solution. At this level the
system would have to be an accounting expert itself.

Research into automatic programming has focussed on the speci/icafion mei/iod
and the mei/iod o/ operation of an automatic-programming system. The spec-
ification method varies from a programming language to a natural language
(viz. the levels in Figure 2.2). Since natural-language translation is still an
open problem, it is at least doubtful whether this approach will ever become
successful. The method of operation of an automatic-programming system
varies from theorem-proving techniques to programming-by-examples. Yet,
most efforts have not passed the research stage. Rich and Waters (1986) pro-
vide a collection of papers on the different aspects of software engineering and
artificial intelligence.

Instead of full automation at some levels, partial automation of several tasks
at all levels has shown to be more fruitful. In that way, a form of m<e//iffen<
assistance is realized.

Intelligent assistance Instead of trying to translate natural-language spec-
ifications into programs, intelligent assistance is based on taking a slice through
the software-development process. It provides partial automation at each level.
This kind of system thus performs bookkeeping and takes over several other
tasks. The advantage of this approach is that such a system can be used
immediately, while incremental improvements are added to it.

The idea of a p/an-ftased assistant is that many programs can be viewed as
the composition of standard program fragments or "plans". Winograd (1973)
proposed a system based on this principle (see also Section 2.4.2). Such a
system is the focus of the Programmer's Apprentice project (Rich and Waters,
1990). In the future, the level of this kind of system (programming level) will
be lifted to address design and analysis problems: Rich and Waters propose
to proceed with similar concepts to construct a Designer's Assistant.
As Rich and Waters (1990) portray (see Figure 2.5), the next generation of
CASE environments will have to be based on deep-representation concepts and
inspection methods. Deep representation means that tools are not just based
on the textual or graphical representation of program code or diagrams, but
that they have a deeper knowledge of programs, in terms of composition of
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Figure 2.5: The expected influence of deep representation on CASE.

(adapted from Rich and Waters (1990))

standard fragments and compositional structures between these fragments.
Inspection methods may be used by a tool to recognize fragments and structure
of existing programs, thus providing a deeper representation of programs. In
their opinion the results of these approaches will possibly be as revolutionary as
the transition from assembly programming languages to high-level languages.

We hold the same point of view as Rich and Waters (1990) do in striving for
a model of "deep representation" for CASE environments. In that way, CASE
can offer full support for the development of information systems.

2.5 Problem statement

The software crisis still persists. Software without errors ("undocumented
features") is hard, if not impossible to find. The reason for this lies in the
inherent complexity of software and our unability to develop appropriate con-
cepts and tools for the development of automated information systems. Too
often, implementation is the only development stage during which formalized
descriptions of a system are produced in the form of programs. Errors in
specifications, discovered during implementation are costly to fix, since they
require previous design and implementation decisions to be reconsidered.

In order to reduce or eliminate the number of errors in software systems, con-
cepts and tools are needed to handle the complexity of systems development
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throughout the software life cycle. At the implementation level of information
systems, object-oriented programming languages are being used progressively.
The reasons for this are the naturalness of concepts in object-oriented pro-
gramming languages, and the possibility for reuse of specifications. However,
current object-oriented programming languages only address the implementa-
tion phase of software development. In order to use the concepts of object ori-
entation during analysis and design, the level of (object-oriented) specification
should be raised. Currently, methods for object-oriented analysis and object-
oriented design are being developed (e.g., Object-Oriented Design (Booch,
1991) and Object Modelling Technique (Rumbaugh e< a/., 1991)). In order to
facilitate the use of object-oriented concepts during analysis and design they
should offer abstractions which are meaningful for human beings (i.e., users,
analysts and designers) and which at the same time may be used by support-
ing software tools to assist a modeller during the modelling process. Thus, a
set of concepts for object-oriented analysis and design should be developed for
modelling information systems at a conceptual (i.e., non-programming) level.
What are the requirements and characteristics for such a concepiua/ o6;'ecf
mode/? This is the basis for the problem statement, which we formulate as
follows:

What is the nature of a conceptual object model for the analysis
and design of information systems?

Below, five requirements for the conceptual object model (COM) are enumer-
ated. A conceptual object model should offer concepts for:

1. representing the UOD of an information system. Using such concepts,
a context for information systems can be created. The environment in
which an information system has to become operational can be modelled.

2. modelling generic parts of a UOD. This enables different information
systems to share a common context.

3. modelling specific parts of a UOD. This enables different information
systems to create a particular context, suited to the purpose of the in-
formation system.

4. modelling information systems by means of well-defined (de)composition
principles.

5. reuse of specifications to allow cheap systems to be built.
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To meet these requirements, we propose a conceptual framework offering con-
cepts for (1) modelling a UOD in terms of generic world knowledge and specific
application domains, and (2) concepts for modelling information systems in
terms of interacting objects.

Conceptual framework Obviously, object-oriented modelling plays a cen-
tral role in the conceptual framework. The reason for this is twofold. First,
object-oriented modelling is used within artificial intelligence as a knowledge-
representation concept in the form of frames. Frames allow for representation
of knowledge about a UOD by clustering information around (representation)
objects. Second, object-oriented modelling is used within software engineering
as a combination of different programming paradigms in the form of object-
oriented programming. It allows for encapsulation, modularity, and inheri-
tance. Moreover, object-oriented modelling enhances cheap systems develop-
ment through reuse of specifications. •
Our aim is to extend the object-oriented modelling concepts, so that (1) the
semantics of a UOD can be captured easily in a natural way, (2) application
domains consisting of application-dependent objects can be modelled, and (3)
systems based on a particular UOD can be described. The framework is called
the INCA ConcepJua/ O6jeci Mode/, or INCA-COM for short. Figure 2.6 shows
the structure of the conceptual framework.

Below, we discuss the different parts of the framework. The core of the frame-
work consists of generic knowledge about the wor/d. It is independent of any
application. Objects in the core are representations of things that exist in
reality. Such world knowledge can be reused in different application domains.
The layer of the app/ica<ion domains is used to model objects in a particular
application domain, i.e., a domain of objects focussing on particular infor-
mation systems. Application domains are thus constructed around the core
of world knowledge. Both the core and the application domains provide an
information-oriented view of a UOD based on objects. The layer of app/icaiions
provides a process-oriented (what functions to perform) and impulse-oriented
(when to perform) set of concepts. Both the representation of information and
the representation of applications are based on object-oriented concepts. We
remark that a methodology should guide the modelling process with these con-
cepts. The structure of the conceptual framework already gives an important
guideline on how to proceed during modelling.

In Chapter 4 we elaborate on the structure and concepts of INCA-COM. Before
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Figure 2.6: The structure of the conceptual framework.

doing so, in Chapter 3 we investigate the nature of object-oriented modelling
and determine which concepts are particularly significant for the conceptual
framework of INCA-COM.
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Chapter 3 i

Object-oriented modelling

Object-oriented modelling refers to the use of object-oriented concepts for
modelling a particular domain. In the literature, object-oriented concepts
are often introduced on the basis of object-oriented programming* (Cox,
1987; Gorlen e< a/., 1990; Stefik and Bobrow, 1985) . Although useful, such
an approach stresses too much the programming issues, and neglects the mod-
elling concepts present in an object-oriented environment. The main purpose
of this chapter is to describe, from a modelling perspective, the concepts made
available by the object-oriented paradigm. Since programming is also a mod-
elling activity, a brief examination of object-oriented programming languages
is appropriate. The examination is followed by a generalization of program-
ming concepts towards modelling concepts.

We first collect a representative set of concepts from the object-oriented pro-
gramming languages. This provides some insight into the current state of
object orientation at the implementation level. Next, we consider the purpose
and nature of modelling, and the different kinds of models which can be re-
alized. Subsequently, we take up the issue on the need of raising the level of
specification in software-system development. Programming is a way of mod-
elling leading to models to be executed by a computer. Thus, the need to raise
the level of specification requires raising the level in modelling, which leads
to concepJua/ mocfel/zngr. Using the concepts of object orientation, conceptual
modelling becomes o6jeci-on'enfeff concepJua/ mode/Zing. The use of object-
oriented modelling in the context of INCA-COM is emphasized. The chapter is
concluded with an integrating view on object-oriented conceptual modelling
and the description of the set of concepts in an object-oriented environment.

35
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Figure 3.1: Object-oriented modelling as a generalization of various object-
oriented techniques.

3.1 Object-oriented programming

Object-oriented programming can be seen as a special case of object-oriented
modelling resulting in models to be executed by a computer. In general,
object-oriented modelling is a term for a way of modelling, having various
specializations, such as object-oriented analysis, object-oriented design, and
object-oriented programming. This is illustrated in Figure 3.1.
It is generally accepted that object orientation as a programming paradigm
started with Simula (Birtwistle e< a/., 1977). Nygaard (1986) states that the
ideas of objects and classes resident in Simula were in fact introduced partly
when no appropriate mathematical model could be formulated to simulate an
operational-research problem. The popularization of object-oriented program-
ming is associated with Smalltalk-80 (Goldberg and Robson, 1983), and more
recently, with languages such as C++ (Stroustrup, 1991), Objective-C (Cox,
1987), Eiffel (Meyer, 1988), and CLOS (Moon, 1989). In this section we treat
a representative set of concepts found in such object-oriented programming
languages.

3.1.1 Objects

A characteristic notion in object-oriented programming is the o6/ec<, which is
an encapsulated combination of data and procedures that act upon the data.
An object has its own (possibly persistent) private memory representing its
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, together with its public interface, defining operations other objects may
invoke. (Often, the term protocol is used to denote an interface. However, a
protocol defines a typical interaction sequence between two or more objects,
and thus has a dynamic nature, whereas an interface is static.)

Wegner (1987a) contrasts objects with functions which have no state or mem-
ory. In this view, an object is identical to a 'system with memory', able to
respond to particular inputs with well-defined outputs: "An object has a set
of 'operations' and a 'state' that remembers the effect of operations. Objects
may be contrasted with functions, which have no memory. Function values
are completely determined by their arguments, being precisely the same for
each invocation. In contrast, the value returned by an operation on an object
may depend on its state as well as its arguments. An object may learn from
experience, its reaction to an operation being determined by its invocation
history."

Besides state and operations (behaviour), Booch (1991) and Rumbaugh et a/.
(1991) suggest a definition, which includes object identity: "An object has
state, behaviour, and identity; the structure and behaviour of similar objects
are defined in their common class." The same notion of identity was already
suggested in one of the early papers on INCA-COM (Braspenning e< a/., 1989b).
The identity of objects accounts for the fact that two objects which have the
same structure and behaviour are counted as different. Thus, two objects
representing two similar green apples of 50 grams, which can fall from a tree
and can be eaten, are still distinct. The state of an object is expressed in
the values of its aiin'&utes, which are representations of the object's features.
Each object has its own private collection of attributes. The 6e/iam'our of an
object is the way it responds to interface requests by invoking a met/iod (i.e.,
a procedure or function corresponding to the requested operation).

An object fulfils two important roles with regard to the software-engineering
concepts for abstraction and decomposition. First, an object is a natural rep-
resentation of some entity in the problem domain. An object helps abstraction
by offering an encapsulated unit of both state and operations. Second, the ob-
ject provides a modular unit for decomposition by dividing a program into
a set of interacting components. Other objects are not allowed to change
the state of an object directly. Instead, objects request each others' services
through their interfaces. Interface requests are typically sent via
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3.1.2 Classes and instances

Although a single object is a useful unit of abstraction, the common features
of objects are specified in a c/ass. This allows the class to act as the unit of
abstraction in the specification of a program. During execution of a program,
however, objects are the unit of execution. Classes form a sort of template
through which objects can be instantiated. Objects belonging to a certain
class are often called instances of that particular class. A class is similar to
an abstract data type: it defines a set of operations that its instances will
be able to perform. The main problem of programming with abstract data
types (see Section 2.4.1) is the inability to define a new type in terms of a
previously defined one. To alleviate this problem, classes in object-oriented
programming languages are ordered into a c/ass /uerarc/iy which provides a
means of genera/ization (going up the hierarchy) and specialization (going
down the hierarchy). The ability to define classes in terms of more general
classes is the essence of an object-oriented programming language (Wegner,
1989).
The top of a class hierarchy is the most generic class of which all other classes
in the hierarchy are su6c/asses. At the lower levels of the hierarchy one finds
classes that are more specialized. An example of such a class hierarchy of
shapes for a graphical editor is presented in Figure 3.2.
The class Shape at the top of the hierarchy is the most general one; this
class defines the most general attributes and methods of shapes. For example,
Shape defines that each shape has a colour and a location, and additionally has
methods to draw, move, cut and copy itself. The lower classes in the hierarchy
are the more specialized ones. Specialization of a class into a suftc/ass can be
done in two distinct ways. First, a subclass can extend its superc/ass (i.e., its
hierchically higher class) by defining new attributes or methods, in addition
to the ones defined in the superclass. Examples of the extending form of
subclassing are the classes Line, Polygon, and Oval. They extend the Shape
class by defining attributes, such as a begin and ending point (Line), a set
of points (Polygon) or two radiuses (Oval). Second, a class can constrain the
values of some of the attributes defined in its superclass. Examples of the
constrained form of subclassing are the Square and the Circle subclasses. The
class Square constrains the length of the sides of a Rectangle to be equal, and
the class Circle constrains the two radiuses of an Oval to have equal lengths.
The two forms of specialization both make the descriptions of subclasses more
specific (i.e., the intension of a subclass is greater than the intension of its
superclass, meaning that it is applicable to less objects than its superclass).
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Figure 3.2: An example class hierarchy.

Therefore, both forms of specialization are shown in Figure 3.2 with the same
type of line.
Some object-oriented languages allow subclasses to override completely the
specification offered by the superclass. This way of (ab)using the generaliza-
tion/specialization relation between classes should be avoided, since it denies
the fact that the subclass IS-A specialization of its superclass.

Classes in object-oriented programming languages have three roles which es-
pecially focus on programming. First, a class object has a me(/iods dzch'onarj/
holding the methods for the specific messages that can be sent to its instances.
Conceptually each object has methods to respond to incoming messages, but
in most implementations of object-oriented programming languages, an object
receiving a message uses the methods dictionary of its class. Second, the class
acts as an o6jec</ac<orj/ or iemp/afe. Every class is equipped with a mechanism
for constructing a new instance according to the template (i.e., the structure)
specified by the class. Third, the class has a role as an o6j'ec< t«are/iouse in the
sense that the collection of its instances is in some way attached to it.

The distinction between classes and instances is based on the philosophical
distinction between <7eneric concepts and mch'vtciua/s. However, the distinction
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is not always clear, and is often dependent on the context in which the concept
is used. Consider, e.g., the following list of classes and instances, taken from
Hofstadter (1979, p. 351):

(1) a publication
(2) a newspaper

(3) T/ie San Francisco C/ironic/e
(4) the May 18 edition of the C/ironic/e

(5) my copy of the May 18 edition of the CVirom'c/e

As Hofstadter points out, when viewed from newspaper (2), TTie San Francisco
CVironic/e (3) is one of its instances (namely a particular newspaper). However,
when viewed from T/ie CAronic/e o/Mar/ 75 (4), 77ie San Francisco C/ironic/e
(3) is a class, one of its instances being (4). This line of reasoning seems
to be right. However, there is a difficulty with this view. When talking
about 77ie San Francisco Chronic/e as an instance of a newspaper and, more
generic, as an instance of a publication, one is interested in the features of
the 77ie San Francisco CTironic/e as a newspaper, such as its editor-in-chief,
its place of publication, and its first year of appearance. However, the May
18 edition of the CVironic/e is an instance of different class, the class of San
Francisco C/ironic/e editions. For this class, features such as the date of issue,
the number of pages, the number of articles, and the subjects covered are
interesting. In a similar vein, my copy of the May 18 edition of the C/ironic/e
is an instance of yet another class, The San Francisco Chronicle edition issue.
The latter defines features such as the number of issues, the paper and ink
used for printing, and the price of the newspaper. Of course, these classes are
strongly related to each other. There might be relations along which default
values for features for the different classes are distributed. It is the task of
an information analyst to detect problem cases such as sketched above. The
ambivalent role of classes often is caused by mixing different UODs, in which
classes can have different roles.

In order to handle the ambivalence of classes, in some object-oriented lan-
guages, classes are implemented as objects. This, of course, gives rise to the
question what the class of a class (viewed as an object) is. For this purpose,
the concept of a me<ac/ass is introduced. It is a class having classes as its
instances. To break an infinite recursion, such a metaclass is often an instance
of itself.

The ability to treat classes as objects offers in principle the same means of
description as objects have: a class can have attributes and methods. A typical
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example of using a class as an object is by sending it an instantation message
(usually the message named new), by which the class is asked to instantiate a
new object. CYass attributes are typically used to model attributes which are
common to all instances of the class.

3.1.3 Inheritance and delegation

The organization of a class hierarchy is based on the relations generalization
and specialization between classes. A class /I is called a superclass of a class
27 if .4 is a generalization of 5 . A class 5 is called a subclass of class .4 if 27
is a specialization of A Sometimes the generalization/specialization relation
is called the IS-A relation, reminiscent of the similar relation used in semantic
networks. The specialization relation is used to express that the subclass is
a particular case of its superclass. In virtually all object-oriented languages,
the class hierarchy is used as a vehicle for a form of code sharing, referred
to as in/ien'iance. Some people call the generalization/specialization relation
between two classes the inheritance relation (e.g., Snyder (1987)), but we avoid
this. Generalization/specialization is the relation between classes, whereas
inheritance is only a mechanism for the effective reuse of code among classes,
valid since the subclass is a specialization of the superclass (see also Chapter 5).

There are two possible ways to share code in object-oriented languages. The
first one is the use of m/ien'tance, referred to above, and the second is the use
of

Inheritance Inheritance structures come in two flavors. Some object-
oriented languages organize the class hierarchy as a tree, which allows classes
to inherit directly from one superclass. This form of inheritance is referred
to as sinj/e in/ien'tance, /lierarc/iica/ in/ien'tance or /mear m/ien'<ance. The
second possible form is to allow classes to inherit directly from more than one
class. The class hierarchy thus forms a tfirected acyc/ic jrap/i or /a<iice. This
form is called mu/<ip/e m/ien'(ance.

Delegation Whereas inheritance is used for code sharing, based on the class
hierarchy, Lieberman (1986) presents de/egaiion as the means for code sharing
among objects (not classes). Delegation is based on message passing to mimic
the effects of code sharing using inheritance. The idea is that an object that
does not know how to respond to a message should have objects to which
the message may be forwarded instead. In the literature, much has been said
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about the difference between delegation and inheritance. Lieberman (1986)
stated that delegation is a more powerful concept, but Stein (1987) has shown
that every concept using delegation can be realized with suitable inheritance
mechanisms.

An important difference between the two code-sharing concepts is that in del-
egation systems a method is executed in the context of the delegate, whereas
with inheritance a method is executed in the context of the delegating object
itself. Inheritance can thus be seen as copying the method from the superclass
to the delegating object. Another difference is that delegation is a relation be-
tween two objects, whereas inheritance is based on a relation between classes.

3.1.4 Messages and methods

For communication, objects can sencl each other a messajfe. The message
concept in object orientation is used in different ways. First, message passing
can be used as a me<ap/ior for communication. This corresponds to the use of
messages in Smalltalk, where sending a message to an object has the effect of
a dynamically bound procedure call (or method invocation). Second, message
passing can be used as a way of communication. This form is mostly used
in parallel and distributed systems. In such systems, messages are entities,
which are sent between objects.

Objects can request other objects to perform some operation by sending it a
message. A message generally consists of four possible parts: (1) the receiver,
i.e., an identification of the object that is to receive the message; (2) the sender,
i.e., an identification of the object sending the message; (3) the se/ec£or, i.e.,
the name of the operation to be performed by the receiver; (4) parameters
needed to perform the requested operation.
The selector in a message specifies which action is to be performed. The
receiver (or some kind of dispatcher) checks its interface to see whether it has
a me</iod corresponding to the selector, and if so, it invokes this method. A
method is thus a procedure that is indirectly invoked by other objects via
messages.

The use of messages introduces po/ymorp/iism. Polymorphism is not a particu-
lar charachteristic of object-oriented programming languages. It is also found
in procedural languages. In general the term polymorphism means "having
or assuming different forms". In the context of object-oriented programming,
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polymorphism refers to the capability of variables to contain values of different
types. Messages sent to such a variable result in an appropriate, polymorphic
response, depending on the actual type of the object the variable is referring
to at the moment the message is sent. Using polymorphism a programmer
no longer has to provide code for checking the actual type of a variable: the
run-time environment of a program checks the type of object and invokes the
appropriate method. Polymorphism facilitates the extension of programs since
new types may easily be added, by providing a subtype with specific opera-
tions. There is no need to update existing code to include type checks for the
new subtype: the run-time environment handles such objects appropriately.

Polymorphism allows programs to address uniformly objects that arise from
different classes. It extends the notion of modularity by allowing objects to
interchange as long as their interfaces are the same. For example, in an object-
oriented program classes for Integer numbers and Real numbers often have
the same interface, consisting of the definition of operations for adding and
subtracting numbers. Thus, instances of both classes can be used in arithmetic
expressions such 2 + 3.4 — 0.98. In Smalltalk, the execution of this expression
results in a '+ ' message sent to the object 2, with argument 3.4, resulting in an
instance 5.4 of the class Real, which is subsequently sent the '- ' message with
argument 0.98. Both classes of Integers and Reals have the same interface,
but the implementation of their operations may differ considerably.

Related to polymorphism is operator ouer/oa<im<7, which means that an opera-
tor may be used by different classes to refer to similar operations. An example
of overloading, is defining the operator '+ ' both for the class of numbers, as an
arithmetic operator, and for the class of character strings, as a string concate-
nation operator. The gain of overloading is an enhanced legibility of programs,
since operators may be used in different classes to refer to suitable operations.

Polymorphism and operator overloading are not solely features of object-
oriented programming languages. Procedural languages may also include
them.

3.1.5 Typing and binding

A type is a set of objects that share some properties, notably the operations
that can be performed on them (see, e.g., Wegner (1987b)). Programming
languages can handle typing in two different ways. The first way is to require
that each value is to be annotated by the programmer to be of a particular
type. This is commonly referred to as siron^ (ypinj. The main advantage is
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that the compiler can check for possible tj/pmjf con/Iicte in an early stage. The
second way of typing is to have each value carry with it typing information
during run time, so operations to be performed on a value can check their
applicability. This form of typing is called weafc typing. The drawback is that
an operation may find out during run time, that one of its parameters is of an
incorrect type, resulting in a run-time type error.

As an advantage of weak typing the ease of programming is mentioned. Indeed,
the programmer does not have to specify any typing information, but he still
has some sort of information about the usage of certain variables. Making
such knowledge explicit, is precisely what typing is about.

The class hierarchy is used often as the source of typing information, but Amer-
ica (1987) points out that subtyping and subclassing should not be mixed.
Subtyping is a relation between classes sharing some external interface (i.e.,
the operations one can perform on instances of the type), whereas subclassing
enables reuse of code of the superclass by its subclasses. In other words, sub-
typing specializes the infer/ace of supertypes, whereas subclassing specializes
the descn'ph'on (or in this case, imp/emeniah'on) of operations specified by
the interface. Mixing both specialization concepts leads to discussions on the
'right' way of using the subclass relation. An illustration of such a discussion
on the subclass relation between a class Square and a class Rectangle is found
in ACM (1993, p. 112). In the concept-oriented view, a Square is a special
case of a Rectangle; thus, Square should be modelled as a subclass of Rect-
angle. However, in the program-oriented view a Rectangle is a Square, with
additional operations with respect to the operations defined for Squares.

is the process of linking messages or procedure calls to the program
code to be executed. There are two forms of binding. The first form of binding
is called stah'c or ear/y imdmgf. In languages like C and Pascal, all procedure
and function calls are said to be statically bound, because the compiler can
solve at compile time which routine has to be executed. The second form of
binding is called dynamic or /ate ftmdtng. In object-oriented languages like
Smalltalk, it is not known at compile time which method is to be called in
response to a message, because the (class of the) recipient of the message is not
known at compile time. In such languages the actual code to be executed is
selected during run time. Typing and binding are two independent concepts.
So it is possible to have strong typing, combined with late binding, as, e.g.,
C++ illustrates.
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3.1.6 Concurrency

A source of inspiration of the Smalltalk project at Xerox was Alan Kay (1977).
His vision of the future of computing was built around the Dynabook, a power-
ful computer like today's workstations, with the size of a notebook, and with
graphical capabilities as well. In Kay's view, Smalltalk should become the
(programming) language for communication between user and system. The
objects in the system were to be all little machines, running concurrently and
independently, communicating via messages.

The application of concurrency to object orientation has led to the develop-
ment of object-oriented concurrent languages. An important feature of con-
current languages in general is the means of interaction between concurrent
objects. The most important characteristic of the interaction mechanism is,
whether it is st/nc/ironous or asynchronous. A synchronous construction in-
hibits an object to perform any action after it has sent a message. An asyn-
chronous construction allows an object to continue its activity after it has
sent a message. Since an interaction in an object-oriented language requires
one object sending a message, and another receiving it, there are four pos-
sible communication primitives: blocking send, non-blocking send, blocking
receive, and non-blocking receive. Using these communication primitives, a
language designer may construct different kinds of interaction mechanisms.
The character of a parallel language is determined by the choice of interaction
mechanisms.

Tomlinson and Scheevel (1989) list the following five interaction mechanisms
found in object-oriented programming languages.

Asynchronous message passing With this interaction mechanism, the re-
ceiver blocks until a message is available. The sender is non-blocking
and hands the message over to the underlying machine, that is respon-
sible for buffering messages. Graphically this form of communication is
depicted in Figure 3.3a.

The activity of an object is shown in a straight line, with time continuing
downwards. Solid lines indicate activity of an object, whereas a dashed
line indicates that an object is inactive, waiting for an external stimulus.
In Figure 3.3a object B is blocked waiting for a message. As object A
sends a message M to B, B is deblocked.

Synchronous message passing With this construction both send and re-
ceive operations are blocking, as is shown in Figure 3.3b. Synchronous
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B

M

Figure 3.3: (a) Asynchronous message passing and (b) synchronous mes-
sage passing.

message passing does not need a buffering mechanism for messages, since
the objects themselves implicitly take care of buffering.

In remote procedure ca// (rpc) mechanisms, an object has two possible send
operations, a ca// and a rep/y, and one receive operation.

Non-blocking rpc Object A is blocked from the moment it sends a call to
object B until B returns a reply. B is only blocked from the moment it
is ready to receive a call, until it actually receives one; B is not blocked
after sending the reply to A. The non-blocking characterization of this
interaction style comes from the non-blocking reply of B.

Future rpc The future rpc allows the sending object to continue with its
activity, until the result of the rpc is needed. A reference to the result
will block the sender if the result has not been returned yet.

Blocking rpc The blocking rpc is similar to executing a program serially.
Parallelism occurs if object B can handle a call of a third object, while
object A is performing computations not involving B. Any type of par-
allelism can be used for dis<n'6utfjon of an otherwise serial language over
different nodes in a network.
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Figure 3.4: Remote procedure call: (a) non-blocking, (b) future, and (c)
blocking. ' !

3.1.7 Reuse and reusability

As early as in 1968, in the NATO workshop on the software crisis, McDroy
(1968) advocated mass-produced software components, which should be reused
to decrease software-development costs. In analogy with hardware with its
catalogs of VLSI devices, Cox (1987) has proposed to develop software ics. Such
components can easily be reused, as the level of reuse in hardware development
today illustrates.

There is a clear distinction between software reuse and reusa&i'/tJy. Reuse
refers to the act of reusing software and reusability refers to the ability of
software to be reused. Reusability is thus a prerequisite to actual software
reuse. The most serious reason why software reuse has not succeeded so far is
the lack of reusability. Specifically, the mechanisms to package software, such
as the common notions of module, are not appropriate (Meyer, 1988). Objects
provide a natural way to compose a system of a set of components. An object
which has other objects as its parts is called a composite o6jecf.

Decomposition and composition (see also Section 2.3.3) are invaluable con-
cepts both during analysis and design of (software) systems. The analysis of
an existing system can be done effectively with objects (Wand and Weber,
1990). Further steps in analysis can decompose particular components into
subcomponents, until a suitable level of detail is reached. Such a top-down
approach is useful during analysis. Design requires a mixed approach of top-
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down decomposition and bottom-up composition. Reuse requires that partic-
ular low-level components can be combined into larger components, eventually
forming parts of the intended software system.

3.1.8 Memory management and persistence

An important issue in the implementation of object-oriented systems, is mem-
ory management. In general, two aspects of memory management are con-
sidered: (1) object construction and destruction, and (2) garbage collection.
Both aspects can either be arranged by the programmer or by the run-time
environment of a program.

Object construction and destruction New objects are constructed by
specialized object-construction methods often attached to a class of objects.
Such methods are called constructors. They may be invoked explicitly by a
programmer providing a statement calling the constructor, or implicitly by
the run-time environment when the scope rules of the language necessitate
the creation of an object.

In a similar way, objects are destructed by so-called object-desctruction meth-
ods, called destructors. They are invoked by the programmer, or by the run-
time environment when an object needs to be destructed according to scope
rules.

Garbage collection Garbage collection is the process of reclaiming mem-
ory space that is not used, or that is used by objects which are no longer
being referenced by a process. Garbage collection is often necessary since a
process does not have an unlimited amount of memory. A special process, the
yartajfe co//ector is responsible for keeping track of references to objects being
used. The garbage collector may be activated explicitly by a programmer,
or by the run-time environment when available memory space becomes too
small. On activation, the garbage collector reclaims the space occupied by
unreferenced objects. Various algorithms for garbage collection are available,
such as reference counting or generation scavenging.

Both the explicit and implicit forms of object construction/destruction and
garbage collection have their merits and drawbacks. Implicit garbage collec-
tion has the advantage of levering the programmer from specifying the details
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of when and how memory is to reclaimed. The disadvantage is the unpre-
dictable moment at which the garbage collector is activated, making such
an arrangement ill-suited for real-time applications. The latter disadvantage
is remedied by making the programmer responsible for deallocating unused
memory, allowing detailed control of memory management. The disadvantage
of this approach is that it is cumbersome and error-prone. Errors in programs
are often caused by incorrect memory (de)allocations. Such errors are hard to
reproduce and thus difficult to correct.

In traditional languages the lifetime of data usually is not longer than the
duration of a particular program. Databases store data whose persistence
transcends that of individual programs. When an object-oriented language
is equipped with persistence, it can be used as a basis for an o6jec£-onen<e</
da(a6ase. Objects provide an adequate starting point for databases, since they
introduce the concept of state between the execution of operations. Object-
oriented databases are in some important aspects more appropriate for storing
large amounts of information than relational databases.

1. An object-oriented database is capable of /jand/mjf composite o6jects. A
relational database only provides tuples, so that composite objects have
to be mapped onto lower-level structures, i.e., they have to be decom-
posed and stored in multiple tuples. A client of a relational database
must therefore have extensive knowledge of the database-representation
schema in order to retrieve such composite objects.

2. In an object-oriented database, an object has an identify, which is in-
dependent of its value. In a relational database, there is no concept of
identity: an object is represented as a 'bundle' of properties. Two tuples
with equal values for their properties, representing two distinct objects,
cannot be distinguished as being different in a relational database. Ob-
ject identity is an important feature for sharing, updating and persis-
tence.

3. A c/ass /lierarc/ij/ in an object-oriented database allows classes/types to
be defined in terms of other classes/types. In a relational database, such
a mechanism is not available.

4. £Vicapsu/a£ion o/ state and 6e/iauiour enables both data and operations
to be stored in an object-oriented database. Using a relational database
forces a separation between data in the database, and the operations
performed on the data by application programs.
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In this section, we have presented a representative set of concepts in object-
oriented programming languages. From a modelling perspective, programs
in an object-oriented programming language are models to be executed by a
computer. In the next section we discuss the use of modelling and its role in
problem solving. In the sections thereafter, the discussion of object-oriented
concepts for modelling is taken up.

3.2 Modelling

In this section we discuss the nature of modelling and examine its usefulness
in handling complex problems (a special case of which is software-systems de-
velopment). When doing so, we seek answers to the following three questions:

1. why is modelling useful?

2. what is modelling? and

3. what is a model?

Problem solving in large-scale, complex systems requires adequate means to
handle complexity. In the systems-oriented approach modelling is the central
process of representing a problem domain into a model for subsequent analy-
sis. The usefulness of modelling in problem solving is pro6/em sz'mp/z/icafa'on
6y aistfrach'on. By representing a system in a model which is simpler than
the original system, the complexity of the system is reduced, thus simplifying
the problem. Simplification of reality is necessary for the following two rea-
sons: (1) human beings are unable to handle the complexity of reality; and (2)
not every detail of reality is important for the problem under consideration.
Working with models requires the human modeller to be aware of this simpli-
fication. The problem under consideration indicates which aspects of reality
are important. It is the task of the modeller to determine the important as-
pects to be represented in the model of the system. The quality of a model is
measured by its purpose for the problem at hand. So, the quality of a model
depends on the kind of problem and the ability of the modeller to recognize
the important aspects of the system. This implies that there is no single true
model for all problems to be solved.

A system is defined by the elements or objects contained in it, together with the
relations between these objects. The latter defines the sirucJure of a system.
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For solving problems using a model, there must be some form of correspon-
dence between the original system and the model. In fact, this correspondence
between system and model makes it necessary for the model to be a system
itself, for how can a system be modelled by something differing from it in
nature? Thus, the use of models is always based on at least two systems: 5,
the system to be modelled, and M, the system used as the model of 5". In
order for M to be an adequate model of 5 it has to be isomorp/iic with it.
An isomorphic transformation of a system into another is a transformation in
which the structure of both systems is similar.' In other words, the structure
of the relations of 5 must be reflected in the structure of M.

A well-known example of two isomorphic systems is the hydro-electrical isomorphism,
by which an electrical system is modelled by a similar waterworks system. In such an
isomorphism, pipes correspond to electrical wire, taps to lights, pumps to batteries,
valves to resistors and containers to capacitors. The structure of an electrical net-
work, i.e., the electrical wire connections between the elements, should be translated
into similar pipe connections between elements in the waterworks system. If done
properly, the behaviour of a shining electrical lamp can now be studied by opening
the corresponding tap. Since the waterworks system is more familiar, it is helpful to
use this model in order to understand the electrical analogy. Even only the mental
transformation of an electrical system into a waterworks system is often insightful. Of
course, the waterworks system is not useful in all aspects. For example, the electrical
effect of a short circuit can be simulated in the waterworks model, but will never lead
to fire as it does in the electrical model.

We can now be more precise on the steps a modeller has to make during
modelling. First, the modeller has to select a part of the problem domain
which is of interest to the problem under consideration. This comes down
to selecting a system in the problem domain, in which the problem occurs.
Second, the modeller has to determine which aspects of the system are to be
represented in the model. This entails the determination of an aspect system
of the system. Finally, the resulting aspect system has to be represented as
a model system by applying an isomorphic transformation on it. All this is
condensed in the following definition.

Definition 3.1 Modelling is t/ie process o/ f/J determining a system in t/ie
pro6/em domain; ^ determining an aspect system o/ t/ie system; and f<?J
/mding an isomorp/uc frans/ormation ftrans/afionj o/ t/ie aspect system into
a mode/ system.

The term frans/ormation often refers to a relation in which the /orm of the two sys-
tems is not similar. In this thesis the term trana/ation is used to denote an isomorphic
transformation.
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We note that in this definition the determination of a system includes (1)
finding the relevant entities, and (2) finding the relevant relations between
these entities. It is not sufficient to consider a system as a set of related
entities, since the nature of the relations would then still be unknown.

Sometimes, the correspondence between a system and its model is claimed
to be based on a /jomomorp/iic transformation. That is, a transformation in
which two or more different relations in the original system are transformed
into one relation in the model system. However, we think that such a modelling
approach based on homomorphism does not distinguish between the three
aspects of modelling as given in the definition discerned (i.e., the modelling
approach based on a homomorphic relation between system and model system
is itself homomorphic).

The definition of modelling leaves implicit what the nature of a model is. It
suffices here to say that a model of a system is itself a system. We will come
back on the relation between systems and models later in this section.

3.2.1 Representation and interpretation

Models can have a physical nature, such as model cars and model trains.
In computer science the nature of models is conceptual, i.e., consisting of
(mathematical) concepts, such as data flows, functions, and predicates, etc.
Since a conceptual model is often used as a means for communication too (e.g.,
between people), one needs a mechanism to convey the model to a medium
for communication. This in general comes down to making a /orma/izaiion
of the model, such that its meaning is preserved in the formal description of
the model. In order to communicate (or to visualize) models in computer
science, a /anyuo^e, i.e., a system of coded signs is used. Here, a language is a
collection of agreements on the use of toibens that have a particular meom'np.

Bunge (1974, p. 8) defines signs used for communication in the following way:
"An artificial sign, whether written, uttered, or in any other guise, is a physical
object which (1) represents some other object (physical or conceptual); (2)
belongs to a sign system (language), within which it can concatenate with
other signs to produce further signs, and such that the whole system is used
for (3) the communication or transmission of information concerning ideas,
etc." Languages can be divided into sr/mfto/ie and non-sym&o/ic languages.
The latter are of no interest for computer science, since they have a physical
nature. An example of such a language is the scent female animals release to
attract male partners.
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Symbolic languages are based on symbols, which by convention designate cer-
tain objects. The syntax of a symbolic language defines the set of basic symbols
or tokens (the alphabet) and the rules (the grammar) according to which the
basic symbols can be concatenated to form expressions (also called well-formed
formulas). The tokens of a language designate certain objects in the real world.
The semantics of a language is given by adding to its syntax a coding function
which associates every token with a set of objects called the denotatum of
the token. For example, in arithmetic, numbers are designated by numerals:
'number 3' is designated by the numerals "3" or "III". For effective communi-
cation using a symbolic language it is necessary for the sender and the receiver
to share a common background in order to understand the tokens of the lan-
guage. A subset of symbolic languages, so-called conceptua/ /anguages focus
on the expression of concepts. Such languages are used in mathematics and
computer science. In a conceptual language, tokens designate concepts.

The modelling process consists of making a suitable representation of a UOD.
The process of representation is based on conceptualization, and subsequently
formalization. Both a conceptualization and a formalization assume a basic set
of concepts and tokens, respectively. This is shown in Figure 3.5. The dashed
boxes in the middle provide the basic concepts and tokens. A formalization
may be used for communication. To this end, the sender transmits the tokens
of the formalization by means of signals through some channel. The receiver
detects these signals and reconstructs the tokens by interpreting the signals.
Of course, the receiver also needs to know u>/iic/i tokens can be accepted in
the transmission process. Subsequently, the tokens are interpreted to find
the corresponding concepts. The process of reconstructing tokens, concepts,
and eventually the (possible) reality intended by the sender is a process of
interpretation, shown in Figure 3.5 on the right hand side.

The relations between a token, the concept it designates, and the objects in
the world the token denotes are shown in Figure 3.6, which is known as the
meaning triangle (Sowa, 1983). A concept re/ers to objects in the UOD, which
are the objects to which the concept applies. A generic concept (e.g., car) is
applicable to several objects, while an mdtvtdua/ concept (e.g., Amsterdam)
only refers to one object. The combination of designation and reference is
called denotation: a token denotes an object in the UOD. When the denotatum
of a token happens to be conceptual, designation and denotation coincide.
Such is the case, e.g., in arithmetic where "3" both designates and denotes
'number 3', since 'number 3' is a conceptual denotatum.

The relations in the meaning triangle are the basis for defining the concepts
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Figure 3.6: The meaning triangle.
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intension, extension, re/erent, and popu/ation; the first three are shown in
Figure 3.6. The object or set of objects denoted by a token is called the
extension of the token. The concept, more particular the meaning of the
concept, is called the intension of the token. The re/eren< of the concept is
the set of objects in the real world referenced by the concept. The extension
of the token and the referent of the token's concept are equal. The extension
of a token is the set of existing or possi6/?/ exisfrng objects in reality. In
order to discriminate between possi6/y and aciua//t/ eztsling objects the term
popu/ation is used to refer to the latter. Thus, a token's population is a subset
of its extension.
As an example, consider the word "car" which represents the concept car. The
concept car is the intension of the word "car". The set of all cars (existing or
possibly existing) is the extension of the word "car", and the referent of the
concept car. The population is the actual set of existing cars. The meaning
of the concept car consists of the properties which discern a car from other
vehicles, such as bicycles, boats and airplanes, and the relations the car concept
has with other concepts, such as persons, roads, and traffic. In general, a
concept's meaning consists of its discerning properties with respect to other
concepts and relations with other concepts.

3.2.2 Types of models

In systems theory a model of a system is itself a system. In fact, Apostel (1960)
and Dietz (1987) define a model as a role a system can play with respect to
another system: "someone, who uses a system M, which is independent of
a system 5, in order to understand system 5, uses system M as a model of
system 5." In 't Veld (1981) states that, since a model is a simplification of the
problem domain it models, a model is a system at a 'lower level of aggregation'
than the system being modelled. This is identical to our definition that a model
system is a representation of an aspect system in the problem domain.

The distinction between concept, token, and object in the meaning triangle of
Figure 3.6 is also applicable to the realm of systems. In fact, it gives rise to
three kinds of systems:

• a concrete system: a system in which the elements are concrete things;

• a conceptua/system: a system in which the elements are concepts; and

• a /orma/ system: a system, in which the elements are uninterpreted
syntactic symbols (also called symbolic system).
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Since a model is also a system of one of these three types, there are three
mode/ <j/pes as well. In fact, a system of type x playing the role of model
with respect to some other system, is called a model of type x. Thus, the
three model types are called a concrete mode/ (also called empirical model), a
concepiua/ mode/, and a /orma/ mode/, respectively. Each model type can play
the role of model with respect to the other system types, but also to systems
of the same type. This gives rise to nine types of relations between system and
model. These are shown in Figure 3.7 as the model triangle (adapted from
Dietz (1987)), following the similarity with the meaning triangle. Kramer and

mapping

fl!
conceptual

system

formalization conceptualization

formal
system

^ formalized conceptualization

concrete
system

translation simulation

Figure 3.7: The model triangle.

De Smit (1987) provide examples of each type of model. We present these
in tabular form in Table 3.1, in which the rows identify the type of system
modelled, and the columns the type of the model used. Each entry in the
table gives an example of the particular combination of model and system.

An empirical model of a concrete system is called a simu/ahon; it is used to
obtain knowledge about the dynamical behaviour of the modelled system. An
example of such a model is a simulation of a logistics system by a special
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concrete

concep/wal
system

ybrmal
system

empirical mode/

simulation of a
logistics system

application of a data-
flow model in an
organization

applied realization

conceptual model

conceptualization of an
information system as a
data-flow model

mapping of a data-flow
model onto a data-flow
diagram

(true) interpretation of a
logic formula

/ormal model

formalized '
conceptualization

formalization of
mathematical logic

translation of Euclidean
geometry into algebra

Table 3.1: Model types.

computer system showing the flow of materials between different parts of the
logistics system.

An empirical model of a conceptual system is called an app/zcah'on of the con-
ceptual system. Sometimes, application is also called imp/emenZa<iem. An
example is the application of a data-flow diagram in an organization, by in-
structing the persons in the organization to behave according to the relations
(i.e., data flows) in the data-flow diagram.

A conceptual model of a concrete system is a concep<ua/iza<zon of the concrete
system. An example of such a model is a conceptualization of an organization
in terms of the data that flows between different elements of the organization.
Such a conceptualization can be expressed in the aforementioned data-flow
diagram.

A conceptual model of a conceptual system is a mapping of the conceptual
system. A mapping consists of relating concepts in the system to concepts in
the model. An example is the mapping of a data-flow diagram onto a structure
chart (which consists of modules calling each other).

A conceptual model of a formal system is called a rea/izah'on of the formal
system. In logic a realization is often simply called a model of a formal sys-
tem. A realization in logic is an interpretation of a formal system (a logic
formula) which expresses a true fact. An example of such a realization is the
interpretation of the logic formula Vx3y|a; < t/ by taking x and j/ to be natural
numbers, and < the binary relation 'smaller than'.
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A formal model of a conceptual system is called a /orma/izaiion of the concep-
tual system. A formalization focusses on the symbolic representation of con-
cepts in uninterpreted symbols. Examples are (1) the formalization of math-
ematical logic, allowing the inference of true propositions by using formalized
reasoning schemes such as modus ponens, and (2) the axiomatic systems of
mathematics, in which symbol manipulation is performed without referring to
the interpretation of these symbols.

A formal model of a formal system is called a frans/ah'on of the formal system.
Examples of such formal models are (1) the translation of Euclidean geome-
try into algebra and vice versa, (2) the translation of Cartesian coordinates
into polar coordinates, and (3) the translation of ASCII symbols into EBCDIC
symbols.

The two direct relations between a formal system and a concrete system do not
exist directly. They only exist through the intermediate step of a conceptual
system. This is reflected in the naming of these relations: one can speak of
an applied realization (application and realization) and a formalized concep-
tualization (formalization and conceptualization). This illustrates the central
role conceptual models play within the modelling process. In fact, concep-
tual models allow us to describe and circumscn'&e the empirical reality using
concepts. Such conceptualizations can be used for formalizations, but, more
importantly, they also allow us to conceptualize reality as we wo«W /ifce i< io
6e. This twofold role of conceptual models is used in software development
for analysis and design purposes. The result of analysis is a model describing
what is the case in the UOD, whereas design focusses on the description of
what is intended to be the case in the UOD, i.e., a description of a system of
which a part may be an automated system. Next, we look at the importance
of linguistic specification in modelling.

3.2.3 Linguistic specification

In the model triangle, a conceptual model refers to a UOD. In order to com-
municate a conceptual model to another person, one has to express the model
linguistically. Such a representation is called a concep£ua/-mode/ speczyica-
<»'on (or concep<«a/-mode/ sc/iema). The language a modeller uses is generally
called a concep<ua/-mode/ speci/ica<ion /anguage. It is important to see that
any conceptualization requires some language. Such a language can be formal
or informal, graphical or textual, etc. The use of a language in the representa-
tion of a conceptual model presupposes some basic set of concepts which can
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be expressed in a conceptual model. In order to communicate a conceptual
model M to a person p, the model is expressed in a language agreed upon by
sender and receiver. The resultant representation i? is transferred via some
medium to the person p, who interprets the tokens of the language according
to the concepts the language is meant to express. Communication succeeds if
p is able to interpret .ft and reconstruct M.

A program in a programming language is nothing else than a representation of
a conceptual model, in terms of the concepts on which the programming lan-
guage is based. However, a program is both a conceptual-model specification
and a formal specification. A program in Pascal, e.g., is a conceptual-model
specification, since it can be understood by a person familiar with the basic
Pascal concepts, such as program, procedure, function, variable, type, state-
ment etc. However, the same Pascal program is also a formal specification
of an algorithm. Such a formal specification can be interpreted by a suitable
processor, either directly, or with an intermediate irans/ah'on by means of a
compiler into a similar formal specification (such as machine code). The pro-
cess of interpretation of such a formal specification gives rise to a machine,
i.e., a concrete system, which plays the role of empirical model with respect
to the conceptual model specified by the Pascal program (cf. the model trian-
gle). Thus, with reference to the model triangle, the resulting concrete system
is an application of the conceptual model, and an applied realization of the
formal-model specification. The machine interpreting the formal specification
is, however, not aware of the concepts expressed in the formal specification; it
only knows which tokens to recognize, and what to do with these recognized
tokens. In fact, conceptual interpretation is the distinguishing feature which
human beings do and machines do not possess.

To sum up, any model specification presupposes an interpretation mechanism.
Such an interpretation mechanism can either be at a low level, such as a
computer interpreting zeros and ones. Or it can be at a high level, such as
natural language or diagrams in human communication. The question remains
which concepts are useful for human communication, and yet can also be
interpreted by a suitable automated interpreter. This is in fact the focus of
conceptual modelling in a more narrow sense than the one we sketched here.
The next section on conceptual modelling sheds light on this more restricted
view of conceptual modelling, focussing on the aspects of tmderstamimy and
communication among human beings.
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3.3 Conceptual modelling

The development of information systems also deals with automating parts
of existing information systems. To this end, every automated information
system must contain an 'image' of the UOD it controls. Such an image is a
conceptualization of a part of the world. Therefore, the problem of developing
information systems can be viewed as a problem of conceptual-model develop-
ment. Models are developed as part of the two most important phases in the
software life cycle, namely ana/ysis and design. During analysis, the current
information system has to be modelled; this is followed by the specification of
the requirements of a new information system. During design, a model of the
new information system has to be developed.

The complexity of software development, treated in Chapter 2, makes it im-
portant to have a clear understanding of both the UOD and the information
system to be realized. For this purpose, conceptual modelling can be used
to model information systems at a conceptual level, i.e., a level allowing con-
cepts to be expressed. Thus, conceptual modelling addresses two important
problems in systems development: (1) it allows to make a description of an
existing information system and its UOD in terms of abstract concepts; and
(2) it allows to make a description of an automated information system at an
abstract conceptual level. Referring to the model triangle, a conceptual model
plays a central role in system development. First, a conceptual model of the
existing information system and its UOD is the final 'product' of analysis of
the UOD (conceptualization). Second, the conceptual model of the new infor-
mation system is the output of the design process, which can be used for an
app/ication or imp/emen<ation in the UOD.

The focus of conceptual modelling is understanding and communication, as
Mylopoulos (1992) defines it: "Conceptua/ mode/Zinc is t/ie acfim ĵ/ o//or-
ma/ly describing some aspects o/ t/ie p/iysica/ and socia/ u>or/d around us /or
purposes o/ understanding and communication." The description resulting
from conceptual modelling is often called a conceptua/-mode/ sc/iema. Refer-
ring to the model triangle, a conceptual-model schema is a formalization of
a conceptual model. Often, the term conceptual model is used to denote the
set of language elements a modeller may use when constructing a conceptual-
model schema. Using such terminology, one may think of the relation between
a conceptual-model schema and the conceptual model in a similar way as the
relation between a database schema, describing the schema of a particular
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database, and a data model, being the set of language elements to construct
database schemas. • . . . - . •

Conceptual modelling is the emerging result of streams in artificial intelli-
gence (knowledge representation), databases (semantic data modelling), and
software engineering (object-oriented programming languages) (Brodie e< a/.,
1984; Loucopoulos, 1992). We now consider the differences of conceptual mod-
elling with respect to knowledge representation, semantic data models, and
programming languages. The introduction of /raroes in the field of artificial in-
telligence has led to the development of frame-based knowledge-representation
languages, such as KL-ONE, KEE, and SRL (Brachman and Schmolze, 1985).
Traditionally, knowledge representation focusses on interesting reasoning pat-
terns and their computational representation. This assumes that the knowl-
edge bases resulting from this representation will be used by some computer
program to perform an 'intelligent' task. Conceptual modelling, however, fo-
cusses on representation for understanding and communication among human
beings (Mylopoulos, 1992).

Semantic data roode/s in database theory introduced the concepts of data inde-
pendence and a6s£rac<ion /orms (Rolland and Cauvet, 1992). The idea of data
independence is that the conceptual schema of a database should be free from
the physical structure of the database, allowing a conceptual view of the UOD.
Different abstraction forms aid during conceptual modelling. The most im-
portant abstraction forms are c/assi/ica<ion, composition, genera/izaJion, and
grouping. A large variety of semantic data models have been proposed, such as
the ER model (Chen, 1976), RM/T (Codd, 1979), TAXIS (Borgida e< a/., 1984),
SDM (Hammer and McLeod, 1981), DAPLEX (Shipman, 1981). For an overview
and comparison of the field of semantic data models, we refer to Peckham and
Maryanski (1988).

The shortcoming of semantic data models is their orientation towards the
structure of passive data: there is no way to represent behaviour of entities
in the UOD. In order to address this issue, oty'ecf-oriented data mode/s have
been developed, such as GemStone (Maier and Stein, 1987), Orion (Kim e< a/.,
1987; Kim e< a/., 1989; Banerjee and Kim, 1987), Ontos (Andrews and Har-
ris, 1987), IRIS (Fishman e< a/., 1987) and O2 (Bancilhon et a/., 1987). For
an overview of object-oriented data models we refer to, e.g., ACM (1991).
Semantic data modelling shares with conceptual modelling the objective of
representing the UOD with appropriate abstraction mechanisms. However, se-
mantic data modelling is by nature oriented towards the static aspects of the
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UOD. Furthermore, it introduces assumptions about the way the conceptual
schema will eventually be realized in a database. Semantic data modelling is
thus more data-oriented, whereas conceptual modelling is concept-oriented.

The evolution of abstraction mechanisms in programmm^ /anguages has re-
sulted in object-oriented programming (see also Section 2.4.1 and Section 3.1).
In contrast with semantic data models, object-oriented programming lan-
guages focus on the representation of objects with behaviour. The execution
of an object-oriented program then consists of a collection of objects invok-
ing each other's operations via messages. The concept of an object has been
introduced in Simula (Birtwistle e< a/., 1977), followed in numerous other lan-
guages. There are at least over eighty different object-oriented programming
languages, as reported by Saunders (1989). The advantage of object-oriented
programming languages is the natural orientation towards the UOD. An object
is an abstraction of some entity in the UOD, including its operations. The di-
chotomy between data structures and algorithms is thus addressed by objects,
combining both a data perspective and an operational perspective. The dis-
advantage of object-oriented programming languages is the inability to model
processes in an adequate way. In most object-oriented programming languages,
the description of a process is 'hidden' in the description of the various be-
haviours of participating objects. Object-oriented programming languages are
oriented towards both representation of a the UOD and a program operating
with the abstracted UOD. The representational aspects and the processing
aspects are combined in the object, which makes an object-oriented program-
ming language ill-suited for representation and communication of the UOD,
since the representation is cluttered with implementation aspects.

3.3.1 Direction of fit

Wieringa (1990) observes that conceptual models can have different roles. He
refers to a direction o/^ii between a conceptual model and the UOD it models,
also described by Searle and Vanderveken (1985). The direction o//i< between
two entities is an arrow which points to the entity to which the other entity
must adjust itself in case there is a mismatch between the two. Three different
kind of models resulting from their direction of fit with the UOD are shown in
Figure 3.8.

The direction of fit determines the role of the conceptual model. If the model
should be adjusted in case there is a mismatch between model and UOD, such
a model is called a descrt'phue mode/ (Figure 3.8a). If the UOD should be
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Figure 3.8: Three kinds of models and their direction of fit: (a) descriptive
model; (b) prescriptive model; (c) institutional model.

adjusted in case there is a mismatch between model and UOD, the model is
called a prescn'ph'ue or normative mode/ (Figure 3.8b). The third kind of model
is the msh'tutiona/ mode/ which combines both aspects of the descriptive and
prescriptive models (Figure 3.8c). The descriptive aspect of an institutional
model is that the model itself, by its existence, institutes the basic elements of
the world to be modelled. The prescriptive part then assigns the elements in
the UOD to the elements instituted by the descriptive part. Thus, elements in
the UOD only exist because the model exists, and the elements in the UOD are
said to count as particular elements in the model. This aspect of institutional
models introduces the concept of ro/es in a UOD. Since an institutional model
creates elements just by the fact that it presents them to exist, it has a double
direction of fit with the UOD.

As an example of an institutional model, consider modelling a soccer match.
In this model, some people have roles as players and goalkeepers, while others
play the roles of referee and lines men. The model institutes what should be
counted as a goal: the net fact that the ball passes between the two posts
will count as a goal. The roles and the fact that a goal has been scored
only exist because the institutional model of a soccer match exists. Often in
sports, institutional models are sources of conflict, since there has to be an
impartial person such as a referee creating the institutional facts: the scoring
of a goal depends on the observing capabilities of the referee and will often be
questioned by the players.

The direction of fit is not only important in conceptual modelling; it also is
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applicable to programs. Conceptual models and programs can contain de-
scriptive, institutional, and prescriptive elements. In a conceptual model, e.g.,
Ji/pes describe the kinds of entities in the UOD and /aws can be used to prescribe
how the entities should behave. In a computer program, c/asses describe the
common structure of objects with assertions prescribing particular invariants
to be true in every state of the program execution. *

3.3.2 Object-oriented modelling

Conceptual modelling is based on the existence of a set of concepts and struc-
tures that may be represented in a conceptual model. Different varieties of
conceptual modelling arise by taking different sets of concepts and structures.
Thus, object-oriented modelling is a specialization of conceptual modelling
with concepts of object orientation. Based on the earlier definition of mod-
elling, we define object-oriented modelling in a similar way.

Definition 3.2 Object-oriented modelling uses t/«e concepts o/ o6/ec£ orien-
tation <o produce an object-oriented mode/.

The term object model could be used to denote a model resulting from the
object-oriented modelling process. However, we use it here in the sense of the
set of basic concepts to model any UOD or application domain.

Definition 3.3 ,4n object model foM j de/mes t/ie conceptual entities t/iat can
6e used/or t/je object-oriented mode/Zing o/ an app/ication domain or UOD.

We remark that within a particular modelling environment there is always one
object model, which is the base on which any model within that particular
context is founded. Thus, it is normal to speak about t/ie Smalltalk object
model or t/ie C++ object model. When it is clear from the context which
object model we are referring to, we usually refer to it as t/ie object model.
The object model thus refers to a class of models based on the same con-
cepts. Similar terminology is also used in, e.g., Booch (1991), who presents
the framework for object-oriented design as t/ie object mode/. Analogously, t/«e
relational model in database research stands for the class of all possible logical
models of all possible specifications in a relational language. Any modelling
activity presupposes some basic set of concepts. This comes readily apparent
if we compare the different kinds of programming styles that are used to-
day, together with their basic abstractions: procedure-oriented modelling uses
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algorithms, object-oriented modelling uses classes and objects, rule-oriented
modelling uses if-then rules etc. In short, we adhere to the common practice
of calling the concepts for object-oriented modelling the object model, which
will be apparent from its context as well. In case of ambiguity we will make
the distinction between object model and model explicit.

The result of modelling a particular domain in an object-oriented way is called
an oftjeci-onented mode/.

Definition 3.4 .4n object-oriented model (boM,) is </ie resu/< o/ mode//m<7 a
par£icu/ar domain using t/ie concepts oĵ ered 6y an o6jec< mode/.

A final remark should be made on the use of the term me(a mode/, which should
be distinguished clearly from the term object model. A meta model describes
the generic structure of models that can be constructed. So, a meta model is
a model for models. A meta model is also expressed in some language, which
is not necessarily the same for expressing 'normal' models. An illustration of
a meta model is the use of the Backus-Naur formalism to specify the syntax
of a programming language. The specification of, e.g., the syntax of Pascal, is
the meta model for all syntactically correct Pascal programs. In this example,
the meta model is specified in terms of the Backus-Naur formalism, whereas
a Pascal program is defined in terms of a program, functions, procedures, and
variables. A meta model which is defined in similar terms as the models it
refers to introduces the important concept of rejection, which we come back
to later in this thesis.

3.3.3 Object-oriented modelling and INCA-COM

There is no consensus about a commonly accepted definition of the object-
oriented approach. As Wand (1989) premises, much of this confusion sur-
rounds objects because they emerged as programming concepts and, therefore,
were driven by implementation considerations. He suggests that the perspec-
tive of the object-oriented paradigm should move from implementation-driven
to modelling-driven. This is in line with the earlier observations of, e.g., Cox
(1987) and Abbott (1987), viz. that there is a continuous evolution in program-
ming, away from computer-oriented principles towards problem- or knowledge-
oriented principles. Indeed, the Smalltalk programming environment focusses
on implementation, and its class hierarchy reflects this by offering a large set
of classes for this purpose, such as lists and bitmaps. However, describing a
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problem domain using domain concepts is gaining importance over implemen-
tation techniques. This requires an adequate set of concepts for modelling
complex object domains.
The multitude of object-oriented programming languages shows that there is
a great interest in adopting new concepts. The focus of the past years has
been directed towards the application of object-oriented concepts during the
implementation of software systems. The attraction of this style of working
has been an improvement of program code, and consequently, a gain in ef-
fectiveness of software maintenance. Using an object-oriented programming
language does not imply better designs: it is still possible, when using object-
oriented techniques, to make a system which is difficult to maintain. After
all, designing is and will remain a creative task, requiring human or artificial
intelligence.

The concepts of object orientation are by no means new. They are natural to
human thinking as illustrated by the ontologic conceptualization of reality in
terms of interacting objects. It is worthwhile to search for means of adopting
the object-oriented modelling paradigm at higher levels than solely during
implementation, i.e., adopting it during the analysis and design of a system.
Efforts in this direction are geared towards the development of object-oriented
ana/ysis and object-oriented

Among the current methodologies for object-oriented analysis are Object-
Oriented Requirements Specification (Bailin, 1989) and Object-Oriented Anal-
ysis (Coad and Yourdon, 1991; Shlaer and Mellor, 1988). Fichman and Ke-
merer (1992) give a clear exposition on today's methodologies for object-
oriented analysis and design. They conclude that the current methodologies
for object-oriented analysis are revolutionary compared to the process-oriented
(i.e., data flow-oriented) structured methodologies, such as Structured Anal-
ysis (DeMarco, 1979). Compared to the <fatfa-onen£ed methodologies, such
as Information Engineering (Martin, 1990) and even JSD (Jackson, 1983),
object-oriented analysis methodologies are more akin. From this point of view,
object-oriented analysis methods are an evolutionary step.

The purpose of object-oriented design is to define the arc/iiieciure of a software
system. It is important during design to use software-engineering concepts, in
order to make the resulting design understandable and easy to modify. En-
capsulation and modularity introduce two levels of partitioning within object-
oriented design: they are based on (1) the object, and (2) groups of related ob-
jects. Currently, Object-Oriented Design (Booch, 1991) and Object Modelling
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Technique (Rumbaugh ef a/., 1991) are the most widely used object-oriented
design methodologies.

Object-oriented modelling at higher levels The way to object-oriented
analysis and design is a bottom-up approach. The first models built with
object-oriented concepts were computer programs. Since the object-oriented
approach to programming proved to be successful, it was adopted also for
design and analysis. We note that a similar bottom-up approach has taken
place with structured programming. As soon as structured programming was
being used, researchers tried to exploit similar concepts for design and even-
tually analysis. The 1970s have become known as the structured era, with
Dijkstra (1968) (structured programming), Page-Jones (1980) (structured de-
sign), and Yourdon and Constantine (1978) (structured analysis) making up
the structured tripode.
Analysis and design models should be defined independently of any imple-
mentation considerations. For the purposes of understanding a domain and
communication with other people one needs to construct models which are
close to a human being's perception of the real world. Such modelling activ-
ity is called concep£ua/ mode/Zing and the models resulting from conceptual
modelling are called concep<ua/ mode/s. Within the context of object orienta-
tion, a conceptual model is called an o6jec<-onenied conceptua/ mode/(OOCM).
The conceptual framework containing the concepts a modeller may use for the
construction of a OOCM is called a conceptua/ o6jec< mode/ (COM).

Following the same terminology for the object model in the context of object;
oriented modelling, the concepJua/ object model is used in the context of
object-oriented concepiua/ modelling. Below we give two relevant definitions.

Definition 3.5 i4 conceptual object model (COM,) de/ines Me concept* <o 6e
used /or Me o6;ec<-onen<ed concepiua/ mode//m<7 o/ an app/icah'on domain or
UOD.

Analogous to an object-oriented model we define the object-oriented concep-
tual model.

Definition 3.6 .4n object-oriented conceptual model (OOCM,) is Me resu/i o/
mode//ina a particu/ar domain usino Me concepts Ojffered 6y a concepiua/ o6jec<
mode/.

For the construction of OOCMS, one needs a COM offering the designer the
conceptual tools to construct an object-oriented model of an interesting slice
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of reality. Such an OOCM can then be used for implementing the system in
a programming language. Ultimately, the OOCM can be used as a "program"
itself by making the objects in the OOCM alive, thus creating a simulation of
the real world.

The complexity of current systems is so high that existing COMs are not
adequate in addressing it. Their most serious drawback is their semantical
poverty, i.e., the concepts used do not refer to the concepts human beings
use. This observation has been made too by Lenat ei a/. (1990) as the ma-
jor source of so/^ware 6n'M/eness: "Programs often use names for concepts
such as predicates, variables, etc., that are meaningful to humans examining
the code; however, only a shadow of that rich meaning is accessible to the
program itself." The shortcoming of existing COMs is their inadequacy to
model the essential meaning of objects, caused by a too small set of descrip-
tive means: existing COMs only offer a modeller attributes and methods to
describe objects (Braspenning e< a/., 1989b). The use of such COMs has seri-
ous drawbacks. First, the modeller has to translate the things found in the real
world to model concepts (representation). Such a translation often becomes
a <rans/ormaiion, since existing COMs do not have enough concepts neces-
sary for describing real-world entities. Second, users of such a model have
to transform the model concepts back again to their real-world equivalents
(interpretation). Both representation and interpretation implicitly suppose a
common background shared by modeller and model user. In complex domains
this background is complex as well, and leaving it implicit is risky since the
modeller and model user may understand the model differently. Such misun-
derstandings can have great impacts when discovered too late. Boehm (1981)
has shown that the costs of corrections in software systems increase signifi-
cantly as a function of the stage in which the change is made. Object-oriented
conceptual modelling addresses the issues of representation and interpretation
of a UOD. It is based on object-oriented concepts, the meaning of which can
be enhanced by using semantically motivated means for description and by
meaningful associations between objects.

3.3.4 Object-oriented conceptual modelling

Having described modelling, object-oriented modelling and conceptual mod-
elling, we conclude this chapter with an integrating view on 067'ecZ-on'erifee/
conceptua/ mode//mg. This will provide the basis for INCA-COM and a valida-
tion of using object-oriented concepts in INCA-COM.
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We stress that INCA-COM will offer concepts for object-oriented models dur-
ing analysis and design. It is frequently advocated that the object-oriented
paradigm is the solution to the software crisis through its unified use of objects
during the entire software life cycle. However, analysis and design are differ-
ent stages and should not be intermingled (although iteration between them
is useful). Analysis strives to a clear view of w/iai is currently the case in the
UOD. Using the analysis, a decision has to be made regarding the part of the
UOD to be automated. This results in a requirements specification of a system
to be developed. Based on the requirements specification, a system must be
designed, describing the system in a machine and language-independent way.
Finally, the design should be implemented and tested. (See also Figure 2.3 for
the steps in the software life cycle.)

So, the two stages analysis and design are intimately bound, but the analysis
describes the UOD and the design describes the system. Both analysis and
design add knowledge to the models, but their nature differs: analysis pro-
duces domain knowledge about the UOD, whereas design results in application
knowledge. In our opinion, the distinction between domain knowledge and ap-
plication knowledge should be reflected in INCA-COM. The role of INCA-COM
with respect to the different roles of OOCMS is shown in Figure 3.9. The phases
of the software life cycle are shown in bold type face (see also Figure 2.3). Ev-
ery life-cycle activity results in a particular model, such as an analysis model, a
design model, and a computer program. The analysis results in a description
of the current real and information system, whereas the computer program
model resulting from the implementation describes the automated informa-
tion system, which is a part of the larger information system. A completed
design model can be used for simu/a£ion purposes to check the validity of the
automated information system.

Why should one adopt object-oriented concepts for conceptual modelling?
By answering this question we give insight into the usefulness of the object-
oriented approach for conceptual modelling in software-system development.
There are three main reasons to use object-oriented concepts during conceptual
modelling. Each will be treated below. For similar reasons see also, e.g.,
Fiadeiro et a/. (1992).

Natural view of the world

The development of automated information systems deals with automating
parts of existing information systems. Before automating, a clear description
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Figure 3.9: INCA-COM and object-oriented conceptual models.

of what is currently the case in the UOD should be available. This comes down
to analyzing an organization in order to discover its structure. Objects provide
a suitable means to describe a UOD in terms of objects and their interactions.
Similar to things in the real world, some objects may be active, while others
are passive, i.e., undergoing actions of active objects. An analysis based on
objects gives insight into the current state of affairs in a UOD. Subsequently,
some objects may be selected for being automated, while others are not. This
selection is the essential activity of a requirements specification.

Combined modelling of static and dynamic aspects

Early semantic data models focussed on modelling the static part of a UOD.
Application programs were still written in a procedural language, leading to
applications consisting of a static part (the database) and a dynamic part (the
program). An object combines static and dynamic aspects by encapsulating
both state and operations. It must also be possible to distinguish between
active and passive objects.
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Unit for modularity and reuse '

An analytic OOCM is used as the basis for the development of an automated
information system. Such an information system can be seen as a collection
of interacting objects. The development process starts with the OOCM, by
automating particular objects. An object provides a unit for modularizing
the resulting information system and dividing the development process. Fur-
thermore, since objects are abstractions of particular entities in the UOD, it
is likely that such automated objects may be reused in different information
systems. Of course, implementation reuse is not new, since software (function)
libraries provide similar facilities. However, reuse based on objects with state
and operations, provides a better unit for reuse.

Finally, one question remains to be answered: which concepts are useful in
object-oriented modelling?

3.4 Object-oriented concepts

This section concludes the chapter by introducing concepts which a COM
should be able to represent. The concepts are based on ontological princi-
ples. In ontology there is a distinction between (1) things and (2) generic
concepts (classes). Things are entities in the UOD having an identity and a
description. We call the representation of a thing an object. Classes are ab-
stractions of concrete things. For the semantics of a UOD, the structure of a
UOD should be expressed in the structure of the resulting OOCM. Therefore,
objects and classes can be related to each other in meaningful ways. Three
of such semantics enhancing relations are classification, generalization, and
composition; their dual relations are instantiation, specialization, and decom-
position (see also, e.g., Kristensen and 0sterbye (1991)). Below we treat the
concept </im<7 and the three relations mentioned above, together with their
duals. In Chapter 4 they are used for the concepts in INCA-COM.

3.4.1 Thing

In Bunge's ontology the concept of "thing" is introduced as the basic element
the world is composed of (Bunge, 1977). A thing is a combination of substance
and /orm, which will be introduced below.
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Substance The basic principle of Bunge's ontology is the existence of sub-
stantial individuals (also called entities). A substantial individual is the result
of stripping a thing of its properties. Thus, a substantial individual is a 6are

Form Substance expresses the fact that there exist individuals, which we
can study apart from their form. However, this is a simplification. In reality,
substance is bound to form: there are no bare individuals (formless substance)
except in our imagination, nor are there pure forms apart from matter. Bunge
(1977) makes a distinction between different types of properties. Substantial
properties are features of substantial individuals, and conceptual properties
are features of conceptual individuals (conceptual properties are also called
attributes). Because a model of substantial individuals is built with concepts,
it contains attributes, representing substantial properties. It is important to
note, that the main purpose of Bunge's ontology is descriptive modelling, i.e.,
modelling the existing world through description. The distinction between
properties and attributes is based on descriptive modelling: an (existing)
object possesses properties, which are captured within a descriptive model
through attributes. Some properties are represented in the model, while oth-
ers are not.

Thing A Mmg is a substantial individual endowed with all its properties.
Thus, the concepts of substance and form are combined in the concept of a
thing: a thing is something that exists (substance) and about which some-
thing can be said (form). A substantial individual possesses properties, which
become known to us via attributes.

3.4.2 Classification and instantiation

Classification and instantiation are relations between generic concepts and
individuals. Classification consists of assigning an individual to a concept.
The concept to which an individual belongs is also called its class. The inverse
relation of classification is instantiation. It consists of the formation of an
individual based on a concept.

According to Wieringa (1990), the goal of classification is to formulate laws
that obtain in the UOD. That is, the classes in a classification should be such
that all and only objects of a class obey a law. Laws may be empirical (humans
have an age), analytical (the age of a human is a positive natural number),
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normative (each person should have a name and address), or institutional
(persons older than 18 are voters). '; .; . . , >,(,??

Although both classification and instantiation relate concepts and concrete
things, their application domain is quite different. Classification is important
in conceptfua/ models, in which the description of a particular domain is es-
sential. Classification is thus a means of identifying objects. To identify an
object with respect to a classification is to determine, given a few properties
of the object, of which class(es) it is a member (Wieringa, 1990, p. 68). This
kind of classification is important in qualitative sciences, such as biology and
chemistry. It represents knowledge about the classified objects, which can be
used to infer new knowledge about the objects. . ' ' .

Instantiation is used in programs to create new instances, based on the inten-
sion of the class. Once the common underlying structure of a set of objects
has been determined (i.e., finding the generic concept and forming a class),
the class can be used as a 'factory' creating distinct objects, which share the
common structure. The objects belonging to a class are called the instances
of the class. The term instantiation is used primarily in programming lan-
guages, which are implementation languages. We remark that the term class
is used in these languages both to designate a concept and to act as a run-time
implementation mechanism.

3.4.3 Generalization and specialization

The concept of a hierarchy plays an important role in handling the various
abstractions distinguished in a particular domain. A hierarchy is used to
order different abstractions. A hierarchical organization is a simplification
of a particular domain, that helps human beings to organize it. The two
most important appearances of hierarchy are the generalization/specialization
hierarchy, and the part/whole hierarchy.

Whereas classification organizes a UOD with respect to the difference between
concrete things and concepts, generalization and specialization order different
concepts. Generalization and specialization are relations between generic con-
cepts. The resulting network of relations is called a taxonomy, since it imposes
an order on the different concepts.

A taxonomy is the result of the classical way of specifying the essence of objects
in a class (the intension of the class). This method is used, e.g., in biology and
is based on the method of genus and dij^erence. A class is specified by giving
its genus and its specific differences. As Wieringa (1990, p. 80) describes
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it: "(1) The jrenus is that part of essence which is predicable also of other
things differing from it in kind; (2) The speoi/jc dzjfferences are those parts
of the essence which distinguish it from other subclasses of the same genus.
These subclasses are called species." The definition by genus and difference is
by nature hierarchical. For this reason, taxonomies of classes are also called
c/ass /iierarc/iies. Each definition of a class in a taxonomy defines a general
concept, which is the intension of the defined class. Since the definitions form a
hierarchy by the method of genus and difference, the concepts form a hierarchy
as well. And since the concepts are class intensions, the corresponding class
extensions are also hierarchically ordered.

The definition method of genus and difference makes the species more spe-
cific than its genus: the definition of a species consists of its genus, and any
additional specific characteristics. Since the intension of the species is more
specific, it is predicable of a smaller number of things. The intension of the
genus is less specific and thus predicable of more things than the intension(s)
of its species. As a result, the extension of a genus is larger than the extension
of its species. The hierarchical definition of genus and difference thus gives
rise to a subset relation on the extensions of the classes. This subset relation
is contrary to the intension of the classes defined. A class G generalizes a class
5 if G's intension is less specific than 5"s intension, and G's extension includes
5's extension. G is called a generalization of 5", and 5 is called a specialization
of G.

3.4.4 Composition and decomposition

Besides the hierarchical ordering of classes by means of generalization and
specialization, a second form of hierarchy is the use of composite objects. A
composite object is an object which has other objects as its parts. Whereas
generalization and specialization structure a domain by relating different con-
cepts, composition and decomposition order object instances by relating them
in terms of Wio/es and paris.

There are several applications of composition and decomposition. The well-
known methodology of stepun'se re/memen£ is based on the algorithmic de-
composition of programs into smaller program units. This process leads to
an organization of a program as a composition of functions and procedures
at different /eue/s o/ a6s/rac<icm. Structured programming is based on this
methodology.

A level concept is a natural way of structuring a domain. Human beings
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employ levels of abstraction when considering, e.g., a book as a hierarchy of
chapters, sections, subsections, paragraphs, subparagraphs, sentences, words,
and characters. This example illustrates that for each decomposition, their is
some basic level, serving as the atomic level of decomposition. The level of
characters, e.g., is the atomic level for decomposition of books.

Frequently, composition as a structuring relation between part objects and
composite objects is not supported explicitly by object-oriented languages.
The usual way of constructing a composite object is using the values of at-
tributes to refer to the parts of the composite object. The disadvantage of
this lack of support is that the semantics of composition are not supported by
the programming language, but must be guarded by the programmer. For ex-
ample, the deletion of a composite object should ideally result in the deletion
of its part objects. Normally, it is not sufficient to delete only the references
to part objects because then these may continue to exist. For effective reuse,
a programming language should support composite objects by offering special
facilities for describing compositional structures.

This chapter has set the stage for the discussion of INCA-COM. We have
investigated several object-oriented programming languages, and extracted the
concepts found in such languages. Object-oriented programming is defined as
a specialization of object-oriented modelling, which is a form of conceptual
modelling. For use in INCA-COM we have looked at the importance of object-
oriented concepts in high-level conceptual modelling. The three main reasons
to adopt an object-oriented approach in high-level conceptual modelling are:
(1) object-oriented concepts allow a natural view of the world; (2) objects
provide a unified concept for modelling both static and dynamic aspects of
the world; and (3) objects are an adequate unit for modularity, enhancing
their reuse. The next chapter defines the concepts of INCA-COM.
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Chapter 4

The INCA Conceptual
Object Model

If you tell the truth, you don't have to remember anything.
Twain

In this chapter we resume the description of INCA-COM outlined at the end
of Chapter 2. In Chapter 3 we discussed the necessary concepts of object
orientation for INCA-COM. The description of INCA-COM is started with an
introduction of the basic concepts of object, description, and sort. It is followed
by an elaboration of the conceptual framework of Figure 2.6. Next, we describe
the four different kinds of models of objects and systems. The chapter is
concluded with a comparison of INCA-COM and related work.

4.1 Basic concepts

Before treating the four different models used in INCA-COM, we turn to the
basic concepts, i.e., the concepts underlying the models. These are essentially
the following three concepts: object, description, and sort.

4.1.1 Object

An object is defined as an individual concept having an own identity. The
form of an object is captured in its descriptions. Thus, a (conceptual) object
reflects Bunge's ontological concept of thing (see Section 3.4). Additionally, an
object can be distinguished from other objects by means of its name , i.e, the

77
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object concept includes that each object has an identifier. The object name
is unique so that the object may be referred to by its name. This is captured
in the following definition.

Definition 4.1 .4n object is an mcfa'm'dua/ concept un'i/i an own identity. .4n
ofcjcci /ias a se< o/ descnpttons. £uen/ o6;ect /ias a unique name. /In 06/ect
o is /orma/ized as a tup/e (n, .D(n)), in w/iic/i n is f/ie o6;eci name, and -D(n)
t/ie se< o/ descriptions o/ n.

Objects are introduced into INCA-COM'S object world by descriptions, anno-
tating the form of a (conceptual) object. An object's identity is independent
of its descriptions, meaning that we make an analogous distinction as the
substance/form distinction in, e.g., Bunge's ontology. At this point a remark
about the existence of objects is appropriate. INCA-COM focusses on the con-
struction of a conceptual object world. Thus, the objects being modelled only
'exist' in a conceptual way (insofar it is legitimate to speak of conceptual ex-
istence). Such objects can be made to exist in reality by giving the object
descriptions to a machine with the ability to interpret them, and create real
objects accordingly. Of course, such objects are not real in a substantial way,
but in an 'informational way', meaning that they exist within a computer's
memory.

4.1.2 Description

The result of our modelling activity is a set of descriptions of an object. A
description is a partial annotation of the form of an object, and generally there
will be several descriptions of an object.

Definition 4.2 .4 description is t/ie resu/t o/ a mode/Zing actiuity, 6y to/iic/i
t/ie /orm o/ an o6;'ect is annotated. .4 description consists o/ a descriptor and
a ua/ue /or t/ie descriptor.

A description thus is a (descriptor, value) pair. When dealing with an object
and its descriptions, we must have some means to refer to them. For this
purpose, the object name is introduced (see above). Additionally, we need a
way to refer to a description of an object.

Definition 4.3 4 descriptor designates a description.
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Thus, a descriptor is an element of a description, and can be used for the
identification of the description. In order to enhance the semantics of a de-
scription, a descriptor belongs to a descriptor type. Such descriptor types
allow a modeller to classify the descriptions of objects in different semantic
categories. The different types represent the distinctions between features
and associations, and essential and role-dependent features (e.g., property, at-
tribute, relation, and link). A descriptor often can have some value from a
well-defined uo/ue domain. Combining descriptors and values into descriptions
yields a description which takes the form of a (descriptor, value) pair. In such
a description both descriptor and value are typed. A descriptor is sometimes
also referred to as an o6jecf descri6zn<7 entity. , ̂  -. ,. , ,

The modelling concepts of INCA-COM are illustrated with examples of object
descriptions, given in the format shown in Figure 4.1. The object exampleOb-

Object exampleObject {
<description> .
<description>

} • • • • : . . ." • - -

where <description> has the form:

<descriptor_type> :: <descriptor> : <value> :: <value_type>

Figure 4.1: The format of object descriptions.

ject is the start of the object specification, which leads to the creation of an
undescribed identifier exampleObject. The following descriptions annotate the
form of exampleObject. The set of descriptions can be as large as necessary
for a sufficient annotation of the object structure, indicated by the dots (•••).
Each description has a form as given in the lower part of Figure 4.1. The two
elements of a description, the descriptor and the value, are at the center of
the description, and are flanked by their respective type specifications. The
form of descriptions is only a notational convention. The important point is
that the combination of descriptors and values yields a description. Figure 4.2
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shows the graphical way of showing an object. ' :

Figure 4.2: Graphical notation of an object.

4.1.3 Sort '

The division between things and concepts is represented in INCA-COM by the
introduction of sorts. Every object in INCA-COM belongs to a sort. Although
the relation between a sort and its instances partly is based on set-theoretic
notions, we stress that our notion of a sort goes beyond that of a set. A set
is nothing more than a collection of things, i.e., a set only has an extension.
A sort in INCA-COM has both an intension and an extension. By assigning an
object to a sort, the place of an object in the object world is determined. The
sort assignment enables the transfer of generic descriptions from a sort to its
instances (i.e., the objects belonging to the sort).

Definition 4.4 .4 sort represents o concept u>/iic/i can 6e instantiated. 4̂ sort
acts as a semantica/ pn'mitiue, ana" a//ou;s its instances to receive an initia/
set o/ descriptions.

Sorts themselves can be considered as useful individuals. Therefore, we have
decided to give sorts the status of an object. In INCA-COM we discern two
aspects of a sort, namely its intension and its extension, and thus we have
an intensiona/ description and an exfensiona/ description. A sort's intensional
description annotates the role the sort has as an object, whereas its extensional
description annotates the description of its instances. Figure 4.3 shows the
graphical notation we use for sorts, together with one of its instances. The
similarity of the round form of both sort and instance stresses the object
status both have, whereas the difference in line width indicates the difference
between a sort and a simple object. We remark that an object's name gives
a clue whether the -object is a sort: a name beginning with a capital letter
names a sort, and a name not beginning with a capital letter names a simple
object. An object name may be composed of several words. For readibility the
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constituent words of the name are capitalized. Thus, in Figure 4.3 ExampleSort
is a sort, and exampleObject is a simple object.

Figure 4.3: Graphical notation of a sort.

An elaborate discussion on sorts, specification, and sort hierarchies follows in
Chapter 5.

4.2 The framework

The purpose of INCA-COM is to extend the object-oriented modelling concepts
in such a way that (1) the semantics of world objects can be captured ade-
quately, (2) application domains can be modelled, and (3) systems based on
an application domain can be described. Figure 4.4 shows the structure of the
conceptual framework of Chapter 2 in more detail. The core of the framework
contains world objects. These are the basis for modelling particular applica-
tion domains. Applications are based on these application domains.

In the following three subsections we elaborate on the different parts of INCA-
COM. These are modelling of the wor/d, of app/ica<ion domains, and of app/t-
cah'ons.

4.2.1 World

An ontological perspective sheds light on what there is (things). However,
in order to study things, they have to be represented in a way enabling us
to perform a discourse and to formalize them. For this reason Bunge (1977)
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Application ^presentation
domiins

Universe

Figure 4.4: The structure of the conceptual framework.

rightfully makes a distinction between on the one hand things and their prop-
erties, and on the other hand their respective representations as model things
and attributes. This distinction is so essential that a picture may illustrate it.

The left-hand side of Figure 4.5 shows a thing in a UOD. Ontology studies what
kinds of things there are in a UOD and how these may be conceptualized and
formalized. A conceptualization of the thing in the UOD is shown on the right-
hand side of Figure 4.5. The distinction between UOD and conceptualization
introduces a concepfua/ wor/d, consisting of model things and their attributes.
Such a conceptual world is the focus of INCA-COM. Since it is based on the
concepts of object orientation, we call our conceptual world an object worW.

An object world consists of a core of world objects. They are modelled with
the descriptor type property. The objects represent things that occur naturally
in the world, such as human beings, trees, cars, etc. The core of the object
world is shown in the centre of Figure 4.4.

The meaning of objects and the structure of an object world is enhanced by
using associations between objects. Associations between objects in the real
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conceptualization

Harm ^ "
Person Harm {

parts: head, body,
left arm, right arm,
left leg, right leg.

age: 29

Universe of ~ . . , , ,
Discourse Object world

Figure 4.5: The distinction between UOD and object world.

world are represented by the descriptor type re/aiion. Similar to properties,
relations model esseniza/ associations between objects. An example is a hu-
man being having some parent association with another human being. Since
the parent association is an essential one, without which something cannot
possibly be a human being, it is modelled as a relation.

The special relation instance_of associates an object with its sort. Relating an
object with its sort determines the 'place' of the object in the object world. A
sort can have relations with other objects (or sorts). The relation subsort.of
determines the location of the sort with respect to other sorts. In order to
express that sorts in the world denote concepts in the real world, we call them
naiura/ sorts. Objects which are instances of natural sorts are called na<ura/
o6/ecfs.

4.2.2 Application domains

An application domain contains objects and sorts that are only interesting in
a particular domain. In addition to properties, an object may have contingent
features, which are only of interest within a particular application domain.
Contingent features are called attn'6u£es, since they are attributed to the ob-
ject. An example is a human being in an application domain of banking who
has an attribute named creditworthy. Structuring an application domain is
done by using /mfcs, which are contingent associations. Natural objects may
receive attributes when they begin to play a ro/e within an application do-
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main. During their life time, objects may start or cease to play various roles.
A natural object may play different roles within an application domain, or
different roles within different application domains. When an object ceases
to play a role, the role object disappears, but the natural object temporarily
playing that role persists. If a natural object 'dies', all its roles also cease to
exist. The sorts in an application domain are called app/icah'on sorts or ro/e
sorts. The representation of a UOD consists of the combination of a (slice of
the) world and an application domain.

4.2.3 Applications

For modelling applications, the information paradigm (see Figure 2.1) serves
as the conceptual model for an information system. An information system
consists of (1) active objects performing discourse about a UOD, and (2) a
representation of the UOD supporting the discourse of active objects. The
representation of a UOD has been described above; it consists of a (slice of the)
world and an application domain. For the discourse of active objects we adopt
speec/i act i/ieory (Searle, 1969; Searle and Vanderveken, 1985). This enables
us to model the communication between active objects in a way close to human
communication. Thus, an information system contains a representation of a
UOD in terms of passive oft/'ects, about which aeh'ue 067'ecte perform a discourse.
This approach is similar to, e.g., Dietz (1992b) who proposes a model for
information systems analysis consisting of communicating actors, based on
speech act theory.

The division between active objects and passive objects seems counterintuitive
to the general idea of object orientation that state and behaviour should be
combined. Thus, one might argue that the division between active and pas-
sive objects is similar to the classical program/data division: active objects
are the sources of activity, while passive objects are recipients of the actions
of active objects. However, we believe that such a division is necessary for the
following reason. An information system contains a representation of a UOD.
Although the represented things can be active (in their own 'real world'),
their representation is under the control of active objects within the informa-
tion system. The division between active objects and passive objects is not a
step back to a procedural way of modelling. After all, both active and pas-
sive objects can be described in an 067'ect-oriented way, using the dichotomies
of classification/instantiation, generalization/specialization, and composition/
decomposition introduced in Section 3.4.
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The difference between essential features (properties and relations) and con-
tingent role features (attributes and links) is used as follows. Active objects
acting on passive objects may only change attributes and links within the
application domain under consideration. Properties and relations used in an
application domain are read-on/r/ features. The latter does not mean that a
property or relation has a constant value. Its value can change under influence
of natural processes, e.g., age. It just cannot be changed by an application.
Thus, the structure of the framework implies that there is a core of essen-
tial features, called properties and relations, and several application domains
introducing attributes and links.

Supporting the division of an information system into a passive representation
part and an active processing part, we introduce four different INCA models.
The representation part is based on passive objects, modelled in an information
model and an event model. The processing part is based on active objects,
modelled in a behavioural model and a communication model.

4.3 INCA models

It is interesting to see that both an object-oriented design method, such as
OMT (Rumbaugh e< a/., 1991), and an information-systems oriented method,
such as NIAM-ISDM (Nijssen, 1989) incorporate analogous models for informa-
tion systems. OMT and NIAM-ISDM divide (a model of) an information system
into three basic models: (1) an o6jeci or in/orma<zon model describing the
structure of information; (2) a /unciiona/ or process model describing what
processes act on the information; and (3) a dynamic or impu/se model de-
scribing when the functions/processes are executed. Rolland and Cauvet
(1992) add to these models a 6e/iam'our or /i/e-cyc/e mode/, accounting for
the definition and ordering of events which may occur during the life cycle of
objects.

In summary, the four perspectives in modelling information systems are: (1)
the siahc perspective: what is the structure of information and what rela-
tionships are there? (2) the /i/e ct/c/e perspective: which events may occur
to objects and what is their order? (3) the process perspective: what is the
structure of processes and how are objects used in processes? and (4) the
impu/se perspective: when are the processes activated? In INCA-COM, we
introduce four different models to capture a UOD from these perspectives.

1. The m/brma<ion mode/ describes the structure of the information and
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M the relations that are valid between various elements of the descriptions.
« In addition, the information model offers a role concept, which allows

for the description of roles within different application domains. The
different aspects of object descriptions are semantically categorized by
introducing different £j//>es of object-describing entities. The description
of an object is the basis for defining different states in which an object
can be. The information model is discussed in Section 4.4.

2. The euen< mode/ describes which events can take place in the object
world, and which order is imposed on these events. An event is defined
as a state transition of an object (the cause of which is not relevant in the
event model). The event model describes the interface of passive objects,
since it models the possible events an object may suffer. Thus, the event
model provides a shopping list view of events which might happen in the
object world, similar to the ideas expressed by Meyer (1988). The event
model is discussed in Section 4.5.

3. The 6e/iaw'oura/ mode/ describes which objects are active (i.e., perform
actions) by displaying particular behaviour. The behaviour of such active
objects consists of particular actions, which give rise to events in the
object world. The relation between behavioural model and event model
is thus a correspondence between a particular action and a possible event.
The goal of an active object is to accomplish the actions it has committed
to. Following Dietz (1992b), the commitments constitute the agenda of
an active object. The behavioural model is discussed in Section 4.6.

4. The communication mode/ describes what interactions take place be-
tween active objects. Communication between active objects is based
on speech act theory, similar to the application of speech acts as given
in Dietz (1992b). The communication model is discussed in Section 4.7.

4.4 Information model

The information model is used to describe the structure of information and
the relations between different objects. This is done by combining descriptors
and values, thus forming descriptions, INCA-COM offers the following six types
of descriptors:

1. properties,
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2 . a t t r i b u t e s , • ' ; • - : • • " •• • •. • • : • > • ,.

3. relations, . : i , ^ . . :

4 . l i n k s , ' • • • • • • - ' - . • . • - : : . • : •' - • - • : . : ;

5. displays, and -

6. v e r s i o n s . • • • ; •

In the following subsections we treat the different types of descriptors and their
usage in modelling. For clarity's sake, we treat properties and attributes, and
relations and links in one subsection each. After the sections on displays and
version, we close with a section on state and state space.

4.4.1 Properties and attributes

To describe a feature of an object, INCA-COM introduces two descriptor types,
namely properties and attributes. Although these two entities are frequently
used in other COMs to denote a feature of an object, we make a clear dis-
tinction between the two types. An analogous distinction as our property/
attribute distinction, is the distinction between essentia/ and non-essentia/
(or conh'n<7en<) features of objects (Wieringa, 1990). By saying that an object
has essenfia/ features, we mean that the object will have those features in
every possible state or application, i.e, it is inherent to the object's being. By
saying that an object has contingent features, we mean that the object has
features, which it may fail to have in some other state or application.

A property represents a feature of a real-world thing. It is a descriptor which
apart from the object does not possess any descriptive value. It 6e/onjs to
the object and describes nothing in isolation. The real-world thing's identity
implies that it has the property. This gives an important clue to decide if
something should be modelled as a property: if a feature is essential to a thing's
identity, it is modelled as a property. In the framework of Figure 4.4 properties
are descriptors for objects in the 'world core', and are thus independent of any
application domain.

Definition 4.5 J4 property is an essentia//eature o/an 067'ect, meaning </ia<
i/ie 067'ect Aas t/ie property in every possi6/e app/ication.

As an example, in the domain of university, we might model researchers, who
are writing scientific articles to be sent to conferences. A property of a scientific
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article is its title: we cannot see a title separate from an article object, i.e.,
every article has a title. Thus, the description of an article object takes the
form as shown in Figure 4.6. The description follows the format of Figure 4.1.
In Figure 4.6 the object myArticle is described by the property (denoted by P)

Object myArticle {
P :: title : "Object-oriented modelling" :: String

Figure 4.6: Description of an article object.

title. The value of this descriptor is Object-oriented modelling, which is of type
String.

In contrast with a property, an attribute is a feature of an object, when the
object is playing a certain role within the UOD. In the framework of Figure 4.4,
attributes are located with role objects in application domains. Thus, an
object playing a role within an application domain may acquire attributes,
which are application-dependent features. Hence, attributes are t'nsfc'tuftona/
features, since roles and role sorts are app/ication-a'ependent or institutiona/
sorts.

Definition 4.6 yln attribute is a contingent/eature o/on 067'ect w/ien it p/at/s
a certain ro/e.

In the university domain, an article may be sent to a conference, by which the
article starts its role as a (possible) conference article. At the moment it starts
playing this role, it may have attributes (denoted by A), such as its valuation,
meaning a referee's valuation of the article (Figure 4.7).

Based on the distinction between natural and contingent features, Wieringa
(1990) introduces (1) natural kinds as the natural classes, which have essential
features, and (2) role kinds as contingent classes, which have contingent fea-
tures. Analogously, the sorts in the core of the object world are called natura/
sorts, and sorts in application domains are called rote sorts.

Since an object can exist without playing a particular role, there must be
some means by which objects come to play roles. We model this by including
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Object myArticle {
P :: title : "Object-oriented modelling" :: String
A :: valuation : 8 :: Integer •. . ,

Figure 4.7: Attribute of an article.

a description specifying the role sort to be a role of a natural sort. During
operation of the information system, it means that the role sort can be instan-
tiated and that the resulting role instance r can be associated with an object
o playing that particular role. Thus, the object myArticle may play a role as a
ConferenceArticle by associating myArticle with an instance of ConferenceArti-
cle, e.g., conferenceArticleOl. In Section 4.4.2 the role association between these
two objects is illustrated, and Chapter 5 contains a more elaborate example
in Section 5.4.

The process of role association may be repeated for each role an object plays
within different application domains. In this way, an object may play several
roles by instantiating different role sorts, and associating each role instance to
the object. In fact, the use of roles and role sorts introduces the concept of
ms<i<u<iona/ fcmds, which can be instantiated by particular, authorized objects.

4.4.2 Relations and links

Associations between objects are of great importance for a good structuring
of a world and for giving coherence to an object model. In our view they
should not be expressed by means of properties or attributes. That is, an
association between two or more objects should be modelled by a separate
descriptive entity. INCA-COM offers two modelling entities for this purpose:
re/aiions and /mfcs. The distinction between a relation and a link is based on
analogous principles as the distinction between a property and an attribute.
A relation is used to describe an essenfia/association between things, whereas
a link describes an app/ication-depen<ieni association. Again, this distinction
is made for semantical reasons. We believe that this distinction adds more
knowledge to models. Woods (1975) criticized the use of one kind of /mfcsfor
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various and quite different purposes, e.g., for knowledge representation and
for implementation. In our opinion, distinguishing two types of associations
makes clear to a modeller that there are different fcrncte of associations.

Definition 4.7 ,4 relation ts an essenh'a/ association 6etiueen o6;'ec<s, tmt/ioui
u;/iic/i </ie descnpft'on o/ t/ie oijects is not comp/ete.

An example of a relation in the university domain is the association between
an article and its author. The association is essential, since any article has an
author. Hence the association between an article and its author is modelled as
a relation (denoted by R in Figure 4.8). Another example of a relation is the

Object myArticle {
P :: title : "Object-oriented modelling" :: String
A :: valuation : 8 :: Integer
R :: author : harmBakker :: HumanBeing

Figure 4.8: Relation of an article.

instance.of association between an instance and its sort. It is also a relation,
since an instance depends on the association to its sort. The instance.of rela-
tion is so important, that we assign it a special graphical notation, consisting
of an arrow from an instance to its sort. Henceforth, we will suppress its name
in figures.

Definition 4.8 J4 link is a non-essentia/ association 6etu;een <iuo ot/'ects,
«;/ien £/ie o6/'ec<s are p/aying a certain ro/e. TVie objects may erist wit/iout

t/ie ro/e association.

In the university example, an article may play a role as a conference article.
Within the conference domain, during the refereeing process the conference
article may be assigned to a referee. This can be modelled by a relation
between the conference article and a referee. However, when viewed from the
article playing the role as conference article, the association between conference
article and referee should be seen as a link, since it is an association of the
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University Conference

researcher \ author
001

conference \ referee
ArticleOl

Figure 4.9: University domain.

article w/ien i£ is p/aymjf a parhcu/ar ro/e. Thus, the article in its role as
a conference article has a /mifc to a referee. This example illustrates that
the distinction between the descriptor types relation and link depends on the
application domain, i.e., the viewpoint of the modeller. The examples given
so far are shown graphically in Figure 4.9.

There are two domains: the university domain, with the sorts Article and Re-
searcher, and the conference domain, with the sorts Referee and ConferenceArti-
cle. The university domain contains two instances of Article and Researcher,
called myArticle and researcherOOl, respectively. By means of the author rela-
tion myArticle is related to researcherOOl. The conference domain contains two
instances of Referee and Article, viz. referee_a and conferenceArticleOl, which
are related to each other by the referee relation. The instance conferenceArti-
cleOl is a role of myArticle.

Once again, as remarked earlier, the application domain in question determines
what should be characterized as essential or as role dependent. The structure
of the modelling framework introduces a nesh'njr of application domains, as
shown in Figure 4.10. Each application domain introduces its domain-specific
sorts, which are meaningful in the particular domain. Other application do-
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application
domains

Figure 4.10: Nesting of application domains.

mains may be based on earlier-defined domains. For example, the conference
domain is based on the university domain. The meaning of such a nesting is
that each application domain introduces objects which may be a role of an ob-
ject in a nested application domain. The properties and relations introduced
in the inner application domain are also meaningful in the outer application
domain, with the restriction, that the outer application domain may use the
inner properties and relations without actually changing their values. Thus,
the descriptors defined in inner application domains become a kind of read-on/y
descriptors in outer application domains.

As an example, the article myArticle in the university domain has a title. The
conference article conferenceArticleOl, which is a role of myArticle will have
the property title of myArticle. Its value may be used within the conference
domain, but it may only be changed in the university domain, e.g., by its
author researcherOOl.

The instantiation of application-domain sorts may introduce roles for objects
in the inner application domains. However, such role Unking is not obliged.
In the conference example, a conference article may be instantiated without
a role link to an article. For such unlinked instances it may be necessary to
duplicate particular inner-domain descriptors, since they may be needed in the
outer domain. As a case in point, consider the creation of a conference article
c, without associating c as a role to an article instance a. As a result of this,
the conference article c will not have the property title from article instance a.
Thus, the modeller may be required to specify a title for c, since a conference
article should have a title.
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We remark that the distinctions we make between properties/attributes, and
relations/links depend on the chosen domain. When viewed from the univer-
sity domain, myArticle has a /infc with a referee, whereas conferenceArticleOl
has a re/ah'on with a referee. The different views express that within the
conference domain the article-referee association is essential, whereas in the
university domain this association is role dependent. Additionally, it may even
be the case that an article from a university domain plays several roles as a
conference article, although conference organizers often only accept original
articles for presentation at their conference. ; .

4.4.3 Displays

The descriptor type of disp/ays specifies how an object will manifest itself to
the outside world. Although a display is usually associated with a mere visual
style of presentation, we stress that a display is used to describe how the object
exhibits itself via one or another medium (such as sound, vision, or otherwise).
One could specify, e.g., that a C program modelled as an object displays itself
visually as a program structure diagram, or that an error condition displays
itself as a bell on a terminal. In Chapter 7 we shall address displays of objects
more extensively.

An object can have several displays, depending on the roles it plays in different
application domains. In one application domain, a person may be presented by
means of a bitmapped photograph, whereas in another domain it may happen
by means of its name.

4.4.4 Versions

Versions of an object are also descriptors, analogous to the descriptor types
discussed above. With a version we mean a variation on a theme (in this case
the theme being the object). Semantically, such a variation differs not enough
from the object to be modelled as a new object. Nevertheless, a version may,
purely syntactically speaking, differ considerably from the original object.

For instance, consider the modelling of program sources as objects. One such
object might be a program for sorting numbers according to the quicksort
algorithm. Within the world of source objects there could exist many versions
of quicksort in different programming languages, which from a semantical point
of view all refer to the same object.
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We remark that every object in INCA-COM can have versions. We note, how-
ever, that a version in INCA is no< an object, although in special cases versions
can be modelled as so-called version 067'ecte. For a more profound analysis of
versions, we refer to Chapter 6.

4.4.5 Sta te and s ta te space

In order to introduce a concept of event as a transition from one state to
another, it is necessary to have a concept for the state of an object. The
descriptors introduced in the information model provide the basis for a con-
ceptualization of the state and the state space of an object.

In ontology, it is hypothesized that at a given time every object is in some
state. In order to illustrate the concept of state, we follow Bunge (1977). The
description of an object o is a functional schema, which we call a description
sc/iema, i.e., the set of descriptions of an object is a n-component function P,
which is defined as £> = {.D,|l < i < n}. Each .D,(o) is a descriptor of object
o. The domain of the function .D; is the extension of the sort 5 to which
o belongs and the range is KZ?i, the value domain of descriptor .Dj. Each
component £\ : 5 —> VZ), of P is called a description of the sort 5 to which o
belongs. The description schema P is called the se< 0/ descriptions for o, and
its value Do = (-Di, • • •, Z^n)(o) = (-Di(o),..., Z)^(o)) for oGQ represents the
state of o. $7 is the object world, i.e., the population of objects at a particular
time.

The various descriptions of an object are in general not independent. Often
descriptors and their values are somehow related to each other by constraining
the values each descriptor can have. Any such constraint on the values of
descriptors is called a /aw s(o<emen<, for it describes in which lawful states
an object can be. As an example of such a law statement in the university
domain, consider the statement that a researcher should have a salary which
is not below a particular minimum.

The description schema as a representation of an object's state gives rise to a
state space for objects. If we take the Cartesian product of the ranges of the
components of X> the range VD of £> itself is formed. The range V.D is called
the conceit;a6/e state space 5(o) for the object represented. However, not every
value in the range K.D is permitted, as expressed by the law statements of the
object. Thus, the states in which an object may be, is a constrained subset of
the conceivable state space 5(o), which is called the /oic/u/ state space 5i(o)-
Figure 4.11 shows the state space of a university employee o consisting of two
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S(o)
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salary (Kf)

Figure 4.11: The conceivable state space 5"(o) and the lawful state space
5i,(o) of an object o.

descriptors, salary and function scale. The rectangle consisting of the white
area and the shaded areas, is the conceivable state space 5(o) of employees in
scales 1 up to and including 10. However, by the constraints the university
imposes on the minimum and maximum salary for each function scale, only
combinations of function/salary in the white area are permitted. The white
area thus depicts the lawful state space 5£,(o) of an object o, which is a subset
of the Cartesian product of the ranges of its descriptor function. The state of
object o is represented by the value of the total descriptor function 2?o, shown
as the tip of the arrow in Figure 4.11. It points at a lawful combination of
salary and function scale (salary: 3Kf, scale: 5). For ease of presentation, we
have shown a total descriptor function with only two components. We remark
that in general the total descriptor function can contain any natural number
n of descriptors, giving rise to an n-dimensional conceivable and lawful state
space. For the specification of laws we refer to Section 4.5.3.

4.5 Event model

Assuming that every object is in some state, implies that objects can be in dif-
ferent states at different time instants. Otherwise, an object world would not
change, and thus be uninteresting. In the event model, events are introduced
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as an object's transition from one state to another. \••**.< 1
' • • A * .

4.5.1 Events

The state-space representation of objects is the starting point for the definition
of events, which are characterized by changes in the state of an object. Under
the influence of events, D<> moves to a different location within its lawful state
space. Below we describe which events can take place in an object world by
describing event types.

An event type is an ordered pair (s, 5') where 5 and 5' are states of an object
o. The event space of an object consists of all such ordered pairs, but in
general there are laws determining which events are lawful and which not.
Consider, for instance, again a university employee o with state X>o equal to
(salary: 3Kf, scale: 5). All ordered pairs (Po,Dj,), where 2^, is a lawful state,
can be considered as a conceivable event. However, by constraints from the
university, the event ((salary: 3Kf, scale: 5), (salary: 2Kf, scale: 1)) is not a
lawful event. Thus, similar to the lawful state space, there exists a subset of
the event space with events which are permitted by the laws for the domain
under consideration. The event space of permitted events is called the /aw/u/
eueni space.

For the modelling of a UOD it is not sufficient to treat events as mere state
transitions. The reason is that the representational purpose of objects requires
that state transitions of things in the UOD are represented within the infor-
mation system's representation of the UOD. This, in turn, requires the state
transitions of objects to be invoked by acta'ue objects. Thus, in INCA-COM each
event type is given a name by which it can be invoked. Naturally, each event
type represents a meaningful event type in the UOD. The modelling of event
types results in a set of applicable operations, which transfer the object's state
from one lawful state to another. The specification of an event type includes
four aspects:

1. the name;

2. names and types/sorts of the parameters (also called the event signa-
ture);

3. preconditions, stating the requirements for the event's applicability; and

4. postconditions, describing the state of the object after the event.
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During execution of an information system, an event type may be instantiated
as a result of an action of an active object. This results in a particular event.
An example of an event type specification in the conference domain is given
in Figure 4.12, in which the event types for a conference article are described.

Object conferenceArticleOl {
P :: title : "Object-oriented modelling" :: String
A :: valuation : 8 :: Integer
R :: author : HarmBakker :: HumanBeing

events: -
create
admit
assign-to-referee (r : Referee)
referee
reject
accept
assign-to-session (s : Session)

Figure 4.12: Events for a conference article.

The specification of events in Figure 4.12 does not include the specification of
the preconditions and postconditions. In order to be able to specify these, we
need a law concept. The concept of a law is important in the specification of
(1) lawful states and (2) lawful events. In the next subsection we examine law
statements.

4.5.2 Law statements

statements pose constraints on an object's set of possible states and
events. In order to represent law statements, we first consider their nature. In-
vestigation shows that three distinct divisions of laws are possible, depending
on the viewpoint.
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1. As described above, there is a division of laws into static /aius and dy-
namic /aws. A static law constrains the conceivable state space of an
object to its lawful state space. Similarly, a dynamic law constrains the
set of possible state transitions. Additionally, laws may put contraints
on the existence of objects without necessarily referring to their state.

2. Orthogonal to the division of laws into static, dynamic, and existence
laws, laws can either be /oca/or o/o6a/. A local law constrains the possi-
ble states and state transitions of a single object, whereas a global law
constrains the possible states of two or more objects.

3. A third division of laws is suggested, among others, by Wieringa (1990),
in which three kinds of laws are distinguished: (1) analytical laws,
which hold because of the propositional content of the law; (2) empirical
laws, which hold because of empirical evidence; and (3) deontic laws,
which express obligations or permissions, that can be violated by things
in the UOD.

An example of an analytic law, is the law statement 'age is a positive
number'. This law holds since the concept of age includes that its value
is positive. An empirical law is 'the age of a human being is less than
200', which holds since no human being lives more than 200 years. It
might some day be invalidated by a person living longer than 200 years,
in which case such a law should be redefined. A deontic law constrains
the state space of objects, by imposing institutional constraints. Deontic
laws can be, and frequently are, violated by the objects to which they
apply. As an example, consider the deontic law in a library stating
that 'Every book should be returned within four weeks'. Such a law
statement is frequently violated, and it is the task of some agent in the
library system to take corrective action in order to ensure that the book
is returned (by, e.g., sending a person a reminder).

The three viewpoints on laws give rise to 18 different types of laws. Table 4.1
shows the different kinds of laws, with an example of each kind. We remark
that analytical existence laws (both global and local) cannot be formulated,
because of their nature.

4.5.3 Modelling of laws

The various kinds of laws described in the previous section can all be modelled
in INCA-COM. Below we describe the modelling process.
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/oca/

g/o6fl/

stofic

tfyna/nic

existence

sto/ic

existence

ana/yrica/

age is a positive
number

age can only
increase

—

the age of a father
is larger than the
age of his children

if a football team
loses, its opponent
wins

—

empirica/

human age is
less than 200

every human
dies

there is an object
of type Manager

a father is at least
10 years older than
his children

if a football team
loses, its manager
is fired

the number of
employees is
larger than 10

deonrtc

the balance of a
bank account should
not be negative

a library book should
be returned within
four weeks

there should be an
object of type Manager

an employee's salary
should never exceed
that of its manager

no more than $10,000
may be transferred
from a savings account
to a current account

the number of
employees should
be smaller than 100

Table 4.1: Eighteen kinds of laws.

Analytical and empirical laws are so-called necessary <rut/is (Wieringa, 1990).
By definition, analytical laws cannot be violated by things in the UOD. They
can be used to verify if an object's state represents the state of a possible thing
in the UOD. An object with, e.g., a negative value for the age descriptor does
not represent a possible state of a thing in the UOD. Empirical laws must be
formulated in such a (weak) way, that they also cannot be violated by things
in the UOD. For instance, the empirical law stating that a human being's age
has an upper limit of 200 years is formulated weakly enough to be a necessary
truth.

Necessary truths on the local level (cf. Table 4.1) are modelled in the following
way.

A static law constrains the value of a descriptor to some well-defined subset
of values. This is modelled by specifying an appropriate value domain,
or by describing a descriptor va/ue constraint. For instance, age can be
represented by a natural number (value domain), and human age can be
represented by a subrange of natural numbers with an upper bound of
200.
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A dynamic law imposes appropriate conditions on an event. This is modelled
by event pre- and postconditions, formulated in terms of an equation
between the descriptor values before and after the event under consid-
eration. For instance, a birthday event in a human being's life cycle
should only be allowed to increase age. This can be modelled with an
event postcondition expressing that age' = age + 1. We use the prime
character "'" to denote the value of a descriptor after the application of
an event, age' is the value of the age descriptor after a birthday event.

An existence law is a constraint on a sort's extension. For the specification
of existence constraints we introduce the symbol £"zi referring to the
extension of sort. For instance, to express that there is an object of
sort Manager, the description includes an existence constraint such as
•Ez/(Manager) > 0.

Necessary truths on the global level are modelled in the following way.

A static law is a global descriptor-value constraint, relating two descriptors
of different objects. For instance, stating that a mother's age is larger
than the age of her children is expressed by a global descriptor value
constraint, specifying the age descriptor of the mother to be at least as
large as that of her children.

A dynamic law is a common event. This means that two (or more) objects
are subjected to one event. For instance, if a football team loses, its
opponent wins.

An existence law is a constraint on a sort's extension. This is similar to a
local existence law (see above).

Deontic laws express obligations or permissions of things in the UOD. They
are useful in the specification of institutional elements of object-oriented con-
ceptual models (see Section 3.3). Deontic laws are modelled in the same way
as analytical and empirical laws, with the additional specification that it is a
law that may be violated by things in the UOD. The difference between on the
one hand analytical and empirical laws, and on the other hand deontic laws
is that all objects obey analytical and empirical laws, whereas there may be
objects that do not obey deontic laws.

Every deontic law requires that an active object guards its violation and takes
corrective actions to suppress the violation. Examples of such active objects
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are (1) a librarian sending a reminder to a borrower who has forgotten to return
a book within due time; and (2) a police officer fining someone for speeding.
Therefore, each deontic constraint should be checked, either continuously or
periodically.

Table 4.2 gives an overview of the way different kinds of laws are being mod-
elled.

/oca/

g/ofca/

5to«c

dynamic

exwfe/ice

jtor/c

rfynamjc

ejcw/e/ice

a/ia/yrtca/

value domain
or descriptor
constraint

event post-
condition

—

global descriptor
constraint

common event

—

empirica/

value domain
or descriptor
constraint

event post-
condition

sort extension
constraint

global descriptor
constraint

common event

sort extension
constraint

deonft'c

deontic constraint

deontic constraint

deontic constraint

deontic constraint

deontic constraint

deontic constraint

Table 4.2: Modelling different kinds of laws.

The /aw/u/ et>en( space enables us to describe a /i/e cyc/e of objects. The
concept of a life cycle combines the concepts of state and event; it is described
by an object's states and transitions between these states. A life cycle can,
e.g., be described as a finite state machine. It is preferred to show the life
cycle of an object in a graphical specification. Figure 4.13 is a specification
of a paper at a conference with states (nodes) representing lawful states and
state transitions (arrows) representing lawful events.

In a textual specification, the life cycle is expressed as a regular expression.
The life cycle of a conference paper is specified as shown in Figure 4.14.

In information-systems development there exists an inherent dichotomy be-
tween things in the UOD and their representation as objects in the information
system. Since our conceptualization is only an abstraction of the UOD, not ev-
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•

- . . . ,„ . ,

received

reject

rejected

admit
admitted

reject

assign
to
referee

assigned
to referee

1

referee

refereed accept accepted

• . . - . i i l

assign
to
session assigned

Figure 4.13: Life cycle of a conference paper specified by a state transition
diagram.

Object conferenceArticleOl {
events:

create
admit
assign-to-referee (r : Referee)
referee
reject
accept
assign-to-session (s : Session)

life cycle:
create . (reject +

admit . assign-to-referee . referee . (reject +
accept . assign-to-session))

Figure 4.14: Life cycle for a conference paper specified as a regular expres-
sion.
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ery (type of) event in the UOD is representable in the object world. Obviously,
as explained in Chapter 3, modelling implies leaving out unimportant detail.
Representable events can always be represented in the information system.
However, this requires that some active object makes the event known inside
the information system.

Consider for instance returning a book to a library. This event will only be
represented if one asks a receptionist to accept the book, and wait for the
receptionist to acknowledge the return. The receptionist in the library is
an active object, making the return of a book known inside the information
system. Thus, the event of a book return to a library will always be the result
of some action taken by some active object. Furthermore, the return of a book
is only acceptable if the book has been lent out earlier (i.e., the state of the
(representation of the) book is on loan).

Disregarding the difference between active objects and passive objects, leads to
a collapsed object world in which the control is spread among both active and
passive objects. Sometimes, additional coordinator models are introduced to
aUeviate the problems in modelling UODs with collapsed object worlds (Van
de Weg and Engmann, 1991). In our opinion, the division between active
objects and passive objects has been neglected so far; yet it seems one of the
important issues to be addressed in object-oriented modelling.

In the event model we have introduced the concept of an event. The state
transition of an object from state s, to state Sj is an event. An object repre-
senting a thing in a UOD is passive, undergoing events. A remaining issue is
the cause of events, since objects representing things in the UOD cannot change
states spontaneously. An event is caused by an action of an active object. The
nature of active objects and their actions is treated in the next section.

4.6 Behavioural model

The INCA modelling framework introduces a division between objects repre-
senting things in a UOD, and applications using objects. This is also to be seen
as a division between passive objects and active applications, as illustrated in
Figure 4.15. Objects in the world and in application domains represent things
in the UOD, and applications represent the active objects within an information
system, creating and manipulating objects. Figure 4.15 shows two different
applications, applicationl and application2.
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Applications Application
domiuns

active objects passive objects

Figure 4.15: The division between passive and active objects.

4.6.1 Behaviour

An application consists of active objects performing actions on passive objects.
Following Dietz (1992b), a sequence of actions is called the 6e/iatnour of an
active-object system. In addition to the actions active objects perform on
passive objects, they influence each other by means of communication, to
be discussed in Section 4.7. In Figure 4.15 the actions of active objects on
passive objects are indicated as open arrows. The communication between
active objects is shown as solid arrows. The dashed lines between objects in
the object world indicate that certain objects are playing different roles.

The division between active and passive objects is reflected in the division
between actions and events. Events are suffered by passive objects, and are
caused by actions of active objects. The relation between a process, i.e., a
sequence of events, suffered by passive objects and the actions performed by
active objects is as follows. A process in an object world is caused by a
sequence of actions, which is called a 6e/mtnour of an active-object system.
So, every process in a passive-object world is the result of a behaviour in a
system of active objects. The unit for defining behaviour is an action.
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4.6.2 Act ions • • • • • • • ' > < : ' • » ' > < «

A potential action of an active object is described by an entity called an ac-
tion. Each action of an object results in a state change of a passive object or
an active object. Therefore, each action corresponds to an event either defined
for a passive object or an active object. Describing for an active object which
actions it may perform, offers two ways for checking consistency between the
event model and the behavioural model. First, any action performed by an
active object should be a possible (lawful) event in the event model. Thus,
when the actions of an active object have been specified, a modeller or auto-
mated tool may check for the occurrence of every possible action in the event
model. Second, every event in the event model should be an action of some
active object. Since an object world may be used by different applications,
each event in the event model corresponds to some action in the collection of
applications for the object world under consideration. This allows objects to
be modelled with a shopping list of possible events in the various applications
in which an object may be used, as suggested by Meyer (1988). This is re-
flected in the structure of the framework, showing different applications based
on the same representation of a UOD. The assignment of actions is also a way
of oui/iorzzin<7 active objects to perform particular actions.

4.6.3 The s ta te of active objects

The state of active objects consists of the actions they still have to perform.
Such an action-to-be-performed is called an agendum. An agendum usually
includes a time interval during which the required action has to performed.
The collection of these agendums is called the agenda of an active object, in
concordance with the normal meaning of the word agenda. The agenda of
an active object can be seen as the state of the object. During operation of
the information system, each active object tries to perform the actions on its
agenda. In order to perform these actions, the object may need information
about the state of other passive objects, or other active objects. Thus, both
object world and active objects are a source of information for the performance
of actions.

The information an active object needs for executing its actions can be divided
into two different categories. First, an active object may need information
about the state of objects in the object world. For instance, in order to execute
the action accept for accepting a conference paper, a conference organizer
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needs information from the referees, represented in the object world as referee-
reports. Second, an active object may need information about the state of
other active objects. For instance, a conference organizer may need to know
the number of papers a referee still has to judge, before asking the referee to
judge an additional paper. As a final result of executing an action, the active
object can do two things. First, it creates the state representing the action it
has performed. This results in a state transition in the object world. Second,
it directs another active object to perform one of its actions. An active object
may also direct itself to perform some action.

As an example, we give the specification of the action admit-paper of a
conference-organizer. The action in Figure 4.16 is executed whenever a paper
is admitted to the refereeing process. The reception of a paper is taken as a
directive to accepting the paper for the conference. The specification of Fig-

admit-paper (p: Conference-paper) {
IF p.date-of-reception > submission-deadline THEN

p. reject
ELSE IF p.no.words > upper-limit OR

p.no_words < lowerJimit THEN
p. reject

ELSE
STATE p.admit
<take care that p is assigned to a referee>

Figure 4.16: The action admit-paper.

ure 4.16 is given below. The name of the action is admit-paper, and it takes
a parameter p of the sort Conference-paper, which stands for the paper to be
admitted to the refereeing process of the conference. The specification of the
action is done in a procedural language, containing the normal control struc-
tures, such as if-then-else and while statements (not shown). The admittance
procedure consists of checking two constraints: (1) the date of reception of p
should not be later than the submission deadline, and (2) the number of words
of p should be in the interval (lower-limit, upper-limit). If these contraints
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are met p is admitted to the conference. This is specified by the line STATE
p.admit, causing the event admit suffered by p. After p has been admitted, it
should be assigned to a referee. This is expressed as a comment; in the next
section we come back to the issue of communication between active objects.

By describing the actions of an object and relating the active object to the
information it needs, one effectively constructs a process model of a system,
similar to data-flow diagrams used in Structured Analysis. The information
an active object needs is similar to the use of data flows in a DFD. In addition,
the action specification contains a specification of the state change it has
performed (p.admit), by which the connection between behavioural model
and event model is established.

4.7 Communication model

The communication model specifies which active objects communicate with
each other, and what the object of their communication is. The commu-
nication model closely follows the application of speec/i ac< </ieorj/ (Searle,
1969; Searle and Vanderveken, 1985) as presented in Dietz (1992b).

4.7.1 Communicat ion

Actions specified in the behavioural model are the actions of active objects.
For such an action to be represented within the object world, the result has to
be communicated to some other active object. The latter one checks whether
the result of the action is in concordance with the expected result. In the
conference example, a researcher can perform an action, such as submitting
an article to the conference. For such an action to be successful, first the user
must send the article to the conference organizer, and second the conference
organizer has to admit the paper to the refereeing process. If the latter is not
done, the article formally has not been submitted.

Thus, actions performed by active objects must be communicated before they
can be represented as a /aci in the object world. Of course, an active object
can itself be the target for communication, but such self-communication is in
general not interesting to be modelled (if an object has different roles, these
might very well communicate; such communication takes place between the
role objects).
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4.7.2 Speech acts

Speech act theory is a theory of communication between people, stating that
communication is not only a means for spreading information, but also a way
of acting (Searle, 1969; Searle and Vanderveken, 1985). The minimal units
of human communication are speech acts of a type called i//ocutionart/ acts.
In speech act theory any utterance of a sentence has a propositiona/ contend
and an i//ocutionan/ /orce. The propositional content is the proposition being
uttered, and the illocutionary force is the intention the speaker has in uttering
the proposition.

As an example, consider the proposition 'Peter is present'. Different kinds of
illocutionary forces can be attached to this proposition. The utterance can be,
e.g., a statement (Peter is present), a question (Is Peter present?), a command
(Peter must be present), a promise (Peter will be present) or an apology (I'm
sorry that Peter is present). As the examples show, illocutionary forces are
expressed in natural language by means of syntactic features, such as word
order, stress, and intonation. However, not only natural languages implement
speech acts. Any language used for communication serves as a means for
performing speech acts, and so it can be applied usefully in communication
within information systems, including automated parts of such information
systems.

An illocutionary force in general consists of seven components, which we will
not treat here. The most important for our purposes is the i7/ocuhonarj/
point, which expresses the goal the speaker has in uttering a proposition. The
following five categories of illocutionary points are recognized by Searle and
Vanderveken (1985).

1. .4sserfive or descriptive point
An illocutionary force has the assertive or descriptive point if the propo-
sition expressed is presented as representing an actual state in the UOD.
Examples of such assertive verbs are: in/orm, state, deny, and respond.

2. Commissive point
An illocutionary force has the commissive point if a speaker commits
himself to execute the future course of action specified by the proposition.
Examples of such commissive verbs are: commit, promise, guarantee.

3. Directive point
An illocutionary force has the directive point if the speaker tries to get
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the hearer to carry out the future course of action specified by the propo-
sition. Examples of such dtrech'ue verbs are: order, request, suooest, and
pray.

4. Ztec/arative point •
An illocutionary force has the declarative point if the speaker brings
about the state of affairs represented by the proposition by his utterance.
Examples of such dec/ara<iue verbs are: dec/are, approve, excommunicate,
and 6/ess.

5. £"xpressive point
An illocutionary force has the expressive point if the speaker expresses
his feelings about the state of affairs represented by the proposition.
Examples of such expressive verbs are: t/ianA;, reoret, and apo/ooize.

Communication is a form of acting by which information is transferred from
one active object to another. In this context, Dietz (1992b) proposes a model,
DEMO (Dynamical Essential Modelling), for communication between active
objects based on speech acts. In DEMO, active objects perform so-called essen-
tiaf actions. These are actions which result in a change in the UOD. However,
the result of such an action has to be represented in the representation of the
UOD, so that it may be shared with other objects. Hence, communication is
used as the means by which the results of actions are communicated, and by
which active objects influence each other by proposing one another to perform
essential actions.

4.7.3 Conversations

The communication between two active objects takes place by means of con-
versations. A conversation is a combination of two different types of speech
acts. There are three different types of conversation, listed below.

1. directive conversation, by which an active object asks another to perform
an action; directive conversations consist of a directive and a commissive
illocutionary force;

2. statutive conversation, by which an active object informs another object
of a state fact in the UOD; statutive conversations consist of a assertive/
declarative and an expressive illocutionary force;
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3. informative conversation, by which an object asks information about the
: state of another (active or passive) object; an informative conversation

is similar to a auery.

The first type of conversation is the direcftue conversation during which an ac-
tive object 5i directs another active object 52 to execute some action. Subject
52 may respond to 5j that it will execute the proposed action, which results in
the creation of a commitment of 52 to execute the action within some future
time range. These commitments are called agenda, and they consist of the
proposed action, together with the time interval within which the action is to
be performed. Directive conversations are based on the directive and commis-
siue illocutionary forces. An example of directive conversation between two
active objects 5i and 52 is:

51 : Please referee my paper for your conference.
52 : Ok, we will referee your paper within four weeks.

51 directs 52 to referee his paper for acceptance at a conference. 52 responds to
this directive by committing to do so within a period of four weeks. After this
conversation has finished, 52's agenda will contain the particular refereeing
action with the particular period of time.

The second type of conversation is the s ta tu te conversation, which is focussed
on the establishment of a state change in the UOD. An active object proposes
another active object to accept a state change. The result of such a state
change is called a sfaie /ac<. A statutive speech act is either an assertive
speech act, i.e., describing an actual state in the UOD, or a declarative speech
act, i.e., creating an actual state in the UOD by means of declaring it as being
the case. Statutive conversations are based on the asserJiue/dec/arah'ue and
ezpresstue illocutionary forces. An example of such a statutive conversation
between two active objects 52 and 5i is:

52 : Your paper has been accepted at our conference.
5i : That's great.

52 states (to 5i) that his paper has been accepted for the conference to which
5] sent his article. Prior to this notification, 52 has decided to accept the
article, thus creating the state of affairs being expressed in the statutive speech
act. Author 5i is happy about this state of affairs, which is shown in the final
speech act of the above conversation. The difference we make here with respect
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to Dietz (1992b) is the following. In Dietz' view, the fact that the paper has
been accepted is only created after Si accepts the fact as being the case.
Dietz therefore introduces a type of illocutionary force called the acceptive
illocutionary force, which is not mentioned originally by Searle. In the above
example, it is unnatural to assume that the paper is only accepted after 5i
has accepted it to be the case. After all, 52's decision to accept the paper
already creates the corresponding fact, which was the objective of Si- Thus,
in our opinion 52's decision creates a state, of which Si is informed.

In Chapter 5, Section 5.4 the concepts of communication by means of speech-
act conversation will be illustrated by an example of a conference-registration
system.

History and future

As shown earlier, (passive) objects are at a certain time in a particular state.
This also holds for active objects, although the elements of their state is dif-
ferent from that of passive objects. The state of a passive object is the result
of state-changing operations performed on it. These operations are executed
by active objects. The collection of facts, i.e., the state of all objects in the
representation of a UOD is a factual representation of the /listorj/, i.e., a rep-
resentation of all facts which hold in the UOD. The state of an active object
consists of the agenda it still has to perform. These are the results of direch'ue
conversations with other active objects. The collection of agenda is a list of
the states of all active objects. They represent the operations that have to be
performed, accounting for the /uture.

The use of speech acts for modelling conversations between active objects in-
troduces an otjecf inter/ace for communication. In the behavioural model,
active objects are described by the actions they may perform, e.g., which per-
missions they have. The object interface specifies how an object will respond
to communications from other objects, and which agenda will be created. The
influence of active objects among each other reflects the purpose of the infor-
mation system.

The conceptual division of an information system into an object world and
active objects communicating about the object world gives rise to two different
system concepts. First, each represented object is a system, consisting of
descriptions and laws/constraints between these descriptions. We call such a
system a descriptor system. An object world thus consists of a set of descriptor
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systems. Second, each application is a system of active objects which influence
each other by means of communicative actions. We call such a system an
acfiue-oftjecf system.

Since the concept of a system plays an important role in INCA-COM, we will
treat composite objects and systems as one of the important structuring prin-
ciples (Chapter 5).

Automation and implementation

The division into active objects performing speech acts on passive objects is
helpful in automating (part of) an information system. A modeller may auto-
mate certain active objects, by deciding which speech acts may be performed
by automated objects. Automation consists of granting automated objects
the possibility to perform certain speech acts. Such a decision has to followed
by a realization of the automated objects by means of an implementation. An
implementation generally consists of a description of automated objects, to
be executed by a suitable machine or interpreter. The conversations between
human active objects and automated active objects can be used then as a
model of user-interface dialogues, which can be realized in various ways.

4.8 Comparison with other approaches

The models in INCA-COM are inspired by and partly based on the following
sources:

• ontological concepts from philosophy of science by Bunge (1977) and
Bunge (1979) on objects and systems;

• the thesis by Wieringa (1990) on the formal modelling of dynamic ob-
jects, including the concepts of natural kinds, roles, and different roles
of conceptual models;

• the article by Wand (1989) on the formalization of an object model,
especially the concept of communication by means of laws;

• the work by Dietz (1992a) on the distinction between active objects and
passive objects;
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• the work by Van de Weg and Engmann (1991) on the life cycle of ob-
jects, and the development of an object-oriented method for analysis and
design.

Bunge (1977, 1979) furnishes an interesting ontology of objects (things) and
systems. He also makes a distinction between properties and attributes, but
puts it at another conceptual location than INCA-COM. In Bunge's ontology
a natural object has properties, which become known to us as attributes in a
model. So properties may or may not be represented in a model as attributes,
and even if they are represented, it may be in an inaccurate way. We use the
distinction between properties and attributes to distinguish between essential
features and contingent (role) features. In addition, Bunge (1979) gives a clean
concept for systems. This ontologic notion of a system is, however, focussed
on natural systems, such as societies, families, molecules, etc. The concept for
information systems is not extensively addressed.

Dietz (1992b) uses Bunge's system model in his methodology Ztynarmcaf £s-
senfia/M0cte//m(7 (DEMO) in a subject-oriented model for information systems.
The communication model in INCA-COM is for a large part based on DEMO.

However, the information-oriented part of DEMO is not object-oriented, but
based on NIAM'S fact-oriented approach and predicate calculus.
Other approaches are, e.g., Semantical Object Model (SOM) (Velho and
Carapu^a, 1992), which focusses on semantical modelling of objects. It does
not include a concept for systems. It also uses a role (phase) concept.
Wand (1989) uses Bunge's (1977) ontological object model for the formal-
ization of objects. However, this formal model also lacks a system concept.
Wieringa(1990, 1991) describes a method for algebraic specifications of dy-
namic conceptual models. His model includes a role concept, but these roles
are to be subclasses of the class of objects playing the role. So, an object play-
ing several roles in parallel must necessarily belong to several subclasses (one
for each role) in the same hierarchy. Van de Weg and Engmann (1991) do not
differentiate between active objects and passive objects. The result is a mix
of active and passive descriptions of objects. An object paper in their model
contains behaviours such as accept, which change the state of the paper into
accepted. However, it is not clear who activates this behaviour. Conceptually
a paper should not have such an active behaviour, since it is in principle a
passive object.

In this chapter we have described the modelling concepts of INCA-COM. Four
models, (1) the information model, (2) the event model, (3) the behavioural
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model, and (4) the communication model have been introduced. In the next
chapter, we treat the principles for structuring object worlds.
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Chapter 5

Structuring principles

In addition to the descriptional structuring of objects, INCA-COM offers four
structuring principles on the domain of objects: sort /u'erarc/ues, specification,
composition, and grouping. They offer a modeller meaningful relations among
objects, in order to bring structure into an object world.

5ort /werarc/iies act as tazonomica/ structuring devices. A sort hierarchy out-
lines a UOD according to some point of view. A UOD can be viewed from
different view points, each requiring a corresponding sort hierarchy.

5peci/ication allows assigning one or more sorts to an object. Hence, the 'place'
of an object with respect to other objects in the object world is determined.
Sort hierarchies and specification are treated in Section 5.1.
The structures and relations, spanned by sort hierarchies and specification are
the basis for defining three types of inheritance, which we treat in Section 5.2.

Composition allows an object to be composed of other objects forming a so-
called composite object. A composite object is more than a mere set of objects.
A set is just a collection of objects. A composite object has the status of an
object. Additionally, a composite object may have a particular structure,
relating component objects, by which the component objects influence each
other. A composite object with an additional structure is a system.

Grouping can be used to collect useful and intensionally-defined (meaningful)
sets of objects. The composition of an object is an example of an intensionally-
defined set of objects. Composition and grouping are treated in Section 5.3.

Section 5.4 describes in detail the modelling of the UOD of a conference, and
a conference-registration system. It illustrates the concepts of INCA-COM.

During the description of the modelling concepts introduced in this chapter,

115
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we provide several heuristics and guidelines for modelling with INCA-COM.
They are presented as numbered modelling requirements.

5.1 Sort hierarchies and specification*

Modelling a new application starts with an outline of the structure of the UOD.
Structuring a UOD consists of finding the semantic primitives, and finding re-
lations between these primitives. The semantic primitives are called sorts, and
the relations between sorts give rise to so-called sort /u'erarc/iies. 5peci/ication
allows a modeller to relate objects to their sorts, thus determining the place
of an object with respect to other objects.

In this section we subsequently treat sorts, sort hierarchies, and the naming
of objects. Moreover, when treating the sort hierarchies, two example specifi-
cations are given. .

5.1.1 Sorts

In INCA-COM, sorts are the semantic primitives to model a UOD. Within many
CO Ms every object is thought to belong to a specific type or c/ass. Often such a
type is only relevant during the modelling of objects, but it loses its relevance
during execution of the object world. In case the type is also a meaningful
run-time entity, it appears to be identical with the set o/ objects of that type.
The notion of a sort superficially resembles the concepts of a type or a class,
but it is not identical with these.

We distinguish two aspects of a sort, namely its extension, denoting the poten-
tial set of its instances, and its intension or particular meaning as expressed
by means of a description. In this respect our notion of sort is more like the
classical notion, in Latin termed species. Hence, it is more than merely a set
or class of instances (i.e., the extension).

We have assigned the full 067'ect status to sorts, thus making it possible to
describe sorts in the same manner as primary objects (see also Section 4.1.3).
Another reason for granting sorts the full object status is that sorts often play
an ambiguous role, depending on the point of view. See also Section 3.1.2
on the different points of view on a news paper and its instances. To solve

'The ideas of this section stem from cooperation with J. W. H. M. Uiterwijk and P. J.
Braspenning and have been published as a conference paper 5pec«/ication and /n/ieritance «n
INCA-COM (Uiterwijk and Braspenning, 1990).
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this ambiguity, sorts in INCA-COM are full-blown objects, thereby making it
possible to view sorts both as an instance of some sort, and as a class for other
objects (instances).
By the introduction of sorts, each primary object is associated with at least
one sort by means of a special relational descriptor (the sort descriptor). Since
this must also be valid for sorts when viewed as instances themselves, one
enters into a possibly infinite recursion. Therefore, the convention is that a
sort also can have sorts it belongs to. Such sorts are called metasorte, and
as far as a modeller wishes to specify them, metasorts can (again) belong to
metametasorts, and so on. In this way the entire object world is fundamentally
partitioned into two parts:

1. primary objects, i.e., objects which do not have instances, and

2. sort objects (sorts), i.e., objects which can have instances.

The partitioning is illustrated in Figure 5.1. The closed line represents the
division between sort objects and primary objects; the dashed lines represent
the division between sorts and metasorts. An advantage of the object status
of sorts is that there exists no conceptual gap between instances and sorts as in,
e.g., Smalltalk's class system. Treating sorts as objects leads to a homogeneous
object world, consisting of objects, some of which are sorts, and some of which
are primary objects. For the same principal reason the authors of ObjVlisp
also have chosen to treat their classes as "first-class citizens" (Cointe, 1987),
although their new class concept differs from our concept of a sort.
A sort object in its role of sort determines (partly) the structure of its instances
(via its eifenszona/ structure), and additionally also behaves as a dynamical
(run-h'me) object (via its mfensiona/structure). This distinction in intensional
and extensional structure of sorts is a valuable modelling aid of INCA-COM. In
languages like Smalltalk and Loops c/ass uan'a6/es are both used for describing
features common to all instances of a class (i.e., eztensiona/ /eafures) and for
features of classes themselves (i.e., features, which do not belong to separate
instances, but to their classes: miensiona//eatures). This leads to somewhat
confusing discussions on whether information should be stored in class vari-
ables of a class or, instead, in instance variables of its metaclass (Briot and
Cointe, 1987). In our model such information distribution is clear, as will
become evident in Section 5.2.

To support our reasoning about sorts and objects we use the following defini-
tions.
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Object world

simple or primary
objects

Figure 5.1: Basic partitioning of the object world.

Definition 5.1 .4 sort object is a sort addressed as an o6jec£.

Definition 5.2 .4 primary object is ant/ 067'ecf noi 6ein<7 a sort o6;'ecf.

A basic modelling requirement is the following.

Requirement 5.1 £t>erj/ o&jecf is a//o££ed fa£ /eas^ one sort denoting
iazonomic p/ace in t/ie oijecf u;or/d, a/<er w/iic/i every o6jec< pariafces in
/eas<) one sort.
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Often the term classification is used to denote the structuring of object do-
mains. However, we prefer the term specification to emphasize the difference
among sorts in the INCA model and classes or types in many others (while re-
ferring again to the notion of species used in biological classification, see also
Chapter 3).

In the literature (e.g., Stroustrup (1991)), normal types are usually distin-
guished from so-called abstract types, the latter being types without instances
(and therefore only useful as a pass-through for shared characteristics). In
the INCA model such a distinction is not semantically justified, since every
sort object has an existence of its own (either with or without associated in-
stances). In its role as sort oft/ect it may have its own properties, attributes,
etc. Therefore, any difference between normal and abstract makes no sense in
our object model.

5.1.2 Sort hierarchies

Within INCA-COM, sort /uerarc/iies act as taxonomical structuring devices. A
sort hierarchy outlines a UOD according to some point of view. Sort hierarchies
have a free structure, in which subsequent layers lower in the tree denote levels
of increasing specialization according to the point of view expressed by the
hierarchy. Sort hierarchies make it possible to specify certain sorts as subsorts
(specia/ization) or supersorts (genera/zzafzon) of other sorts.

Definition 5.3 Let /I and 5 6e too sorts. 5 is a subsort o/ .4 in some sort
/izerarc/it/ z/ and on/y z/ 5 zs a specia/izafion o/ .4 according <o t/ie particu/ar
point o/ tn'eto associated wi</i f/ie /lierarc/i?/. // 5 is a sutsort o/ .4, Men A ts
a supersort o / 5 .

We note that, in this definition, 5 being a subsort of A depends on the sort
hierarchy in which both sorts partake. As the specialization relation is tran-
sitive, all sorts above a particular sort in a hierarchy are to be considered as
supersorts. But then, all (direct) instances of a sort (by specification) are
also (indirect) instances of all sorts in the hierarchy above that sort. A prag-
matic requirement, which ensures the largest set of such possible in/erences,
is expressed in the following modelling requirement.

Requirement 5.2 £"very o6j>'ec< is mode//ed as a fdirec<^ instance o/t/ie most
speci/ic sortfsj in one or more sort /lierarc/iies.
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The specification of a domain by means of a sort hierarchy makes subsorts more
speci/ic than their supersorts. A (sub)sort's definition consists of the definition
of its supersorts, and any additional descriptions, which are speci/ic for the
subsort with respect to its supersorts. Thus, on the one hand the intension
of a subsort is more specific than the intension of its supersorts, hence it is
applicable to a smaller number of objects. On the other hand, the intension of
a supersort is less specific, and thus applicable to a larger number of objects
than the intension of its subsorts. The order relation between intensions of
sorts gives rise to a subset relation on the sorts' extensions. This is captured
in the following requirement.

Requirement 5.3 Lei G and 5" 6e too sorts, and 5 6e a su6sort o / C XTien
£/ie /o//ou;m<7 regions /io/d: ^ij TTie intension o/ 5" is more speci/zc t/ian £/ie
intension o/ G: /s > /G, itf/iere /^ denotes </ie intension o/ sort X and >
denotes £/ie order re/aiion 6etoeen intensions; fj?j TV»e extension o/ 5 is a
subset o/ f/ie extension o/ 6*: £5 C £G> w/iere £^ denotes £/ie extension 0/
sort X and C is i/ie set inc/usion.

We stress that the specification of a domain by sort hierarchies introduces a
subtyping mechanism. The implication of the previous proposition is that if
sort 5 is a subsort of sort G, then an instance of sort 5" may be used wherever
an instance of sort G is needed, since an instance of sort 5 is also an instance
of sort G. The assignment of a sort G to an object o furnishes an initia/ set
of descriptions for object o. The initial set of descriptions furnished by G is
applicable to all its direct and indirect instances, which makes it possible to
use an instance of sort 5 wherever an instance of sort G is needed.

Nevertheless, we do not hold the view that a particu/ar instance of sort G,
say 51 is replaceable by another (direct or indirect) instance of sort G. The
reason for this is that #1 may have received additional descriptions, besides
those already specified by its sort G. Those descriptions are not necessarily
shared by other (direct or indirect) instances of G. Therefore, an instance
of sort G is in princip/e not replaceable by an (indirect) instance of sort G,
although an instance of subsort 5 remains an indirect instance of sort G.

With respect to mu/iip/e inheritance (see Section 5.2.2), we do not agree with
the rather wide-spread opinion that it is meaningful to use a sort which is a
direct subsort of more than one supersort (multiple supersorting). The reason
is that the division of a domain into several (sub)sorts must be semantically
relevant, i.e., any sort to be distinguished within a particular domain must
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have its own meaning, different from other sorts u>t</im f/»e Jazonorm'ca/ point
o/ view. A sort which is a direct subsort of several other sorts entangles the
points of view of its supersorts.
The point of view of a sort hierarchy acts as a /undamen^um diw'sionis, used in
classical hierarchical taxonomies (see, e.g., Joseph (1916)), according to which
each sort in the hierarchy is different from its supersort. Several points of
view can be modelled by using several sort hierarchies. We stress, that these
different points of view must not be intermingled: different points of view on an
application domain should be represented by strictly disjoint sort hierarchies.
This view of sort hierarchies differs from, e.g., Lenat ei a/. (1990), who allow
multiple supersorting, and additionally divide categories into mutually disjoint
subsets. Such a division is expressed in INCA-COM by constructing two or more
sort hierarchies expressing these points of view. Disjoint sort hierarchies on a
domain span together a /oresf of hierarchy trees. The previous observations
are condensed in the following requirement.

Requirement 5.4 5pectyica£ion o/ an o6;'ec£ domain is per/ormed 6y usinjr
disjoin* sor£ /iierarc/iy irees.

In contrast with sorts, which are not allowed to be the direct subsort of more
than one sort, we do allow primary objects to partake in two or more sorts.
These sorts are required to belong to different sort hierarchies, i.e., we do not
allow objects to be instances of different sorts within one and the same sort hi-
erarchy. The reason is similar to the one for not allowing multiple supersorting,
namely that particularizing objects as instances of multiple sorts in one and
the same sort hierarchy would deny the semantical difference between those
sorts. However, this does not apply to sorts in different hierarchies, since they
denote alternate taxonomic views on the same domain: they are not meant to
be distinguished /rom each other, but they are meant to be ort/iopona/ <o each
other. This gives rise to a further modelling requirement.

Requirement 5.5 yl// fmos£ speci/ic,) sor<s o/an oftjiecJ s/iou/d 6e/ongr <o
/eren< ('i.e., s£ric</?/ disjoin^ sori /iierarc/jies.

Thus, a primary object is allowed to participate (as an instance of several
sorts) in different sort hierarchies. This is noi an entanglement of points of
view on the structure of the domain, but a multi-dimensional allocation of the
object along sort(-hierarchical) dimensions. A similar notion of point of view
is the notion of /rame o/ re/erence (Bunge, 1977). A frame of reference M
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is analogous to our point of view, introducing a set of functions on M which
represent properties of objects within the frame of reference. We address
this issue in Chapter 7 when describing the extensional features of objects
belonging to a sort.

Example specifications

Below, the previous definitions and propositions are illustrated by two exam-
ples. The first example is on figure modelling, and the second on employee
modelling. The latter illustrates how multiple supersorting can be avoided.

Example 1: Figure modelling

Figure 5.2 provides an object domain of figures, viewed from two different
points of view (Shape and FillPattern). The thick lines in the figure indicate
the subsort/supersort relation between two sorts. The sort hierarchy at the top
specifies the object domain with respect to the form each object has; the root
sort of this hierarchy expresses this by its name, Shape. The sort hierarchy on
the left specifies the same domain, with respect to the fill pattern each figure
has; again, the root sort FillPattern indicates the associated point of view. The
orientation of the two sort hierarchies expresses the different points of view
on the domain of figures. Particular objects can be an instance of the sorts
in both hierarchies, which is indicated by the arrows pointing from objects to
sorts. Of course, such a specification is only applicable if the point of view is
appropriate. As a case in point, we mention that the instance of Point in the
lower right corner has no sort in the FillPattern sort hierarchy, since a point
has no fill pattern.

In this way it may appear as if we have fully described the sample domain.
However, in addition to the descriptional structure of objects due to their
specification, our model allows instance objects to have their own descriptions,
such as the length of a particular square, the radius of some circle, etc. Such
(instance) descriptions are not indicated in Figure 5.2.

We do not require subsorts taken together to ez/iaustf their immediate supersort
(by which we mean that the unions of the extensions of the subsorts are equal
the extension of the supersort). For instance, in many cases it will not be useful
to subdivide the sort Rectangle into the sorts Square and NotSquare, since the
latter sort has probably no relevant additional description compared with the
sort Rectangle. In INCA-COM such an irrelevant sort is unnecessary, since we
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Shape

Oval Rectangle Point

;: >'' Circle /Square

Figure 5.2: Sort hierarchies expressing different view points.

do not require that sorts in a sort hierarchy are instantiated only at the lowest
level of the tree. This is illustrated in Figure 5.2 by square objects as instances
of Square, and rectangles as instances of its direct supersort Rectangle. Thus,
all squares are specified to belong to the sort Square, whereas rectangles which
are not necessarily squares, are specified to belong to the sort Rectangle. Every
figure can thus be allotted its most specific sorts.
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Example 2: Employee modelling

For modelling an employee domain often a sort hierarchy as shown in Fig-
ure 5.3 is used (see, e.g., Rumbaugh e£ a/. (1991, p. 66)). The problem

Employee

Hourly
Employee

Salaried
Employee

Exempt
Employee

Vested Unvested
Employee Employee

Hourly
Vested
Employee -

Figure 5.3: A multiple inheritance hierarchy of employees.

of such a hierarchy is that the specialization of Employee into its five sub-
sorts is done with two different dividing principles. The first three subsorts,
HourlyEmployee, SalariedEmployee, and ExemptEmployee, are discriminated by
their paying status, whereas the next two subsorts, Vested Employee and Un-
vested Employee, are discriminated by their pension status. Rumbaugh ei a/.
(1991) suggest that a sort should never have two supersorts within the same
dividing principle, e.g., a subsort with both HourlyEmployee and SalariedEm-
ployee as its supersorts would be illegal. However, in their opinion the division
of Employee into its five subsorts is still valid. In INCA-COM, we propose to
specify such a domain by using two disjoint hierarchies. Each hierarchy has
as its top sort the name of the dividing principle. This is shown in Figure 5.4.
We note also that the names of the subsorts do not include the word Employee.
We assume that these subsorts are introduced for specification of a domain of
employees. The names of the subsorts should be chosen in such a way that
the dividing principle becomes clear. Using the name Employee makes this less
clear, and inhibits the reuse of a specification in other domains.

Here, we end the discussion of the two specification examples.

The additional principle described in the example specifications is formulated
in the following modelling requirement.
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Figure 5.4: The INCA way of specifying the employee domain.

Requirement 5.6 On/y relevant sorts are used *n f/ie speci/icah'on o/ a do-
main, i.e., 2/iose £/ia£ specia/ize </ieir supersorts u>i</i relevant in/orma<ion.

This heuristic requirement may seem trivial at first blush. However, experience
has taught otherwise; the use of rest classes is in fact common practice in many
object-oriented application models. In some cases, the use of a rest sort may 6e
«se/u/, and should therefore not be strictly forbidden. For example, sometimes
one wants to express that an instance is definitely not belonging to some sort
at the same taxonomic level. However, in the majority of cases we view such
a practice (e.g., creating a sort NotSquare as subsort of Rectangle) as not in
agreement with the semantical notion of sort and, moreover, as unneeded.

5.1.3 Naming of objects

In order to avoid ambiguity in denoting sort hierarchies the names of root
sorts are required to be unique. This is not only a matter of convenience, but
is also natural, since different sort hierarchies should model different points
of view on a domain, and the root sort of such a hierarchy should reflect this
point of view.
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Requirement 5.7 A âmes o/ t/ie sorts ai f/ie top o/ a// sort /lierarc/iies must
fee unigue and s/iou/d reyiecf t/ie point o/ mew associated un't/i t/ie sort /iierarc/ij/.

We note that the name of a root sort in some sort hierarchy may thus equally
well be used to denote this particular sort as the full sort hierarchy in question.
As an example, we consider the hierarchies depicted in Figure 5.2. Although
the same primary objects are modelled, different specifications are discerned
in both hierarchies. The names suggest (as it should be) that in one view the
modeller concentrates on the forms of the figures (Shape), i.e., only consider-
ing their silhouette, whereas the other specification structures the domain of
figures as just filling patterns (FillPattern), not having any concrete form.

Definition 5.4 £uerj/ sort /ias a sort name and a full sort name. 77*e sort
name is denoted 6t/ a text string. T/ie full sort name o/ a sort consists o/ its
sort name /o/Zowed 6t/ t/ie /u// sort name o/ its supersort, i/ any, separated 6y
a dot.

According to this definition the name space of all sort objects is treated by a
nierarc/iica/ naming sc/ieme. By virtue of Requirement 5.7 and Definition 5.4
full names of sorts are always unique. If no ambiguity exists for some sort (i.e.,
if its sort name is unique), the use of its full name is allowed, but not obliged.
For instance, in the hierarchies of Figure 5.2 the leftmost and downmost sort
may equally well be denoted by Circle and Circle.Oval.Shape; sometimes the
use of full names clarifies the meaning of the sorts specified (Full.FillPattern
instead of Full). Further, in the context of a particular sort hierarchy the use
of full names is not necessary.

This naming scheme is analogous to the well-known directory structure of
filenames. One of the differences is the order of the sort names constitut-
ing a full sort name, from more special to more general. In this way it is
easier to memorize the intended meaning of sorts from their names (if well-
chosen); for instance, compare names such as Large.Disk or Point.Shape with
their reversely-ordered names.

In Chapter 3, an object was defined as having a unique name. The definition
of sort names already introduces a. naming scheme in which each sort has a
unique (full) name. The requirement that every object (both sort objects and
primary objects) have a unique identifier, and hence a unique name can now
be realized by requiring each sort to have uniquely-named instances.

Requirement 5.8 /I// direct instances o/a sort must nave unigue names.
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To assure that equally-named instances of different sorts can be identified by
their name, we define the instance name of an object in the following way.

Definition 5.5 £ac/i instance /ws an instance name and a full instance name.
77ie instance name o/ an 067'ecf is its o6jec< name preceded 6y t/ie sort name
0/ its sort, separated 6t/ t/ie '::' sign. T/ie full instance name 0/ an 06/ect is
its o&ject name preceded 6y t/ie /u// sort name 0/ its sort, separated 61/ t/ie ';:'

By this definition, each object can be identified by using its (full) instance
name. Examples of the usage of this naming scheme are the instance names
Square::mysquare (an instance name), and Circle.Oval.Shape::yourCircle (a full
instance name).

We note that by Definition 5.4 and Definition 5.5 a sort can be named in two
distinct ways: it has a (full) sort name, and it has a (full) instance name. For
example, the sort named Point has the full sort name Point.Shape and the full
instance name Metasort::Point (assuming Metasort is the name of the metasort
in the particular domain). These names correspond (1) to the role a sort has
an instantiate semantic primitive, and (2) to the role a sort has a sort object,
being an instance of a metasort. Thus, a sort can be addressed as a sort by
using its sort name, or it can be addressed as a sort object by using its instance
name.

Furthermore, we require that each sort has an associated name sort, used to
generate names for instances of the sort.

Requirement 5.9 >1 sort /ias an associated name sort to generate names /or
its instances.

In the next section we present the inheritance mechanisms in INCA-COM, which
are based on sort hierarchies and specification.

5.2 Inheritance mechanisms

Sort hierarchies are used as a vehicle for inheritance, though they are quite
useful even without such a mechanism for reasoning about the place of an
object. For example, an instance of a sort in a sort hierarchy can be reasoned
to be an instance of any of the supersorts of that particular sort.
In most literature inheritance is somewhat derisively called "the ability to cre-
ate classes that will automatically model themselves on other classes" (Tello,
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1989, p. 7). Snyder (1987, p. 166) states that "inheritance can be used to define
a class in terms of one or more other classes" and Meyer (1988, p. 59) defines
it as follows: "A class is a descendant of one or more other ones when it is
designed as an extension or specialization of these classes. This is the powerful
notion of (multiple) inheritance." Although specification and inheritance are
intimately bound, we do not adhere to these viewpoints, because they deny
the difference between specification and inheritance. In our view, specification
is an organizafiona/ too/ for structuring object worlds, whereas inheritance is a
programming too/, used to obtain less coding effort. The view that inheritance
is a programming tool is shared among others by Meyer (1988) and Cox (1987,
p. 83) stating that "inheritance is a technique for bringing generic code into
play when producing new code." Thus, generalization and specialization are
used the denote the relations between sorts, whereas inheritance refers to a
mechanism for sharing descriptions (Rumbaugh et a/., 1991, p .42).

Nevertheless, the specification of an object domain is useful for guiding the
use of inheritance. INCA-COM supports three different types of inheritance (all
three precisely defined below): common in/ien'<ance, norma/ in/ieritance, and
s<ruc£ura/ in/ieritance.

Definition 5.6 Common inheritance indicates t/ie conceptual trans/er o/ de-
scriptor/va/ue pairs /rom ft/ie eztensiona/ description o/J a sort to its in-
stances. 77ie in/ierited descriptions u>i// 6e sfrict/y common to a// instances,
i.e., a// instances s/ia// possess t/ie descriptors u>it/i t/ie associated ua/ues.

The term strictly should be taken literally, i.e., if only one instance of a sort
lacks some property then this property should not be modelled as common.
We use the term 'common descriptions' (CDS) as a shortcut for descriptions to
be obtained by common inheritance. The same holds for 'normal descriptions'
(NDS) and 'structural descriptions' (SDS) to be defined below. An obvious
example is modelling humans as instances of some sort HumanBeing with the
common property of being mortal.
The use of common inheritance enables universally quantified statements on
instances. As such, common descriptions can be conceived as partially defining
the objects (namely partially determining and /izinj their descriptive struc-
ture). We note that the inheritance of common descriptions, being universally
valid, may be described by first-order predicate logic. The category of descrip-
tors most appropriate for common inheritance is the category of properties,
but also relations (e.g., between all instances of one sort and all instances of
a second sort) can often profitably be modelled as common descriptors.
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Definition 5.7 Normal inheritance indicates </ie concepfua/ trans/er o/ de-
scriptor/ua/ue pairs /rom a sort £o its instances. T/je dij^erence u>it/i common
inheritance is t/ie possi6i/ity io ouerru/e t/ie in/ieri/ec/ ua/ues o/ t/ie descriptors
a< t/ie /eue/ o/ instances. 77*e in/ierited ua/ues are de/au/t ua/ues /or instances,
/or tu/iic/i reason norma/ in/ien'tance can 6e seen as default inheritance.

Normal inheritance allows a&normality to be described. Normal inheritance
is analogous to common inheritance except that the descriptive values pre-
scribed by the sort to inherit from can be overruled. This is similar to the
model of exception handling (see, e.g., Touretzky (1986) and references found
there). The sort from which descriptions are inherited only provides de/au/t
values for the descriptors, which may be overwritten either by whole subsorts
(ezceptiona/ subsorts) or by particular instances (ezceptiona/ instances).
An instructive example for this kind of inheritance may be the modelling of
animals using a sort Mammal of which the extension is described, for instance,
with normal property No_of Jegs = 4 and subsort Human Being with overwriting
property No_of_legs = 2 (exceptional subsort), whereas some disabled (one-
legged) soldier would be modelled as an instance of Human Being with the
overwriting property No_of_legs = 1 (exceptional instance).

In contrast with common descriptions, the inheritance of normal descriptions
corresponds to some form of non-monotonic logic, e.g., default logic (Ether-
ington and Reiter, 1985).

We remark that the treatment of exceptions is the task (and responsibility) of
the modeller. This means that, whereas the model offers the tools to overwrite
default values of normal descriptions, it does not prescribe u;/ien and /low
overwriting has to be done. As such, normal inheritance yields tools for the
management of norma/ity, but not of a6norma/ity.

Definition 5.8 Structural inheritance dea/s u>it/i t/ie concepfua/ frans/er o/
descriptors ftuif/iouf any particu/ar ua/ues^ /rom a sort to its instances. 77&e
ua/ues o/ t/ie descriptors are to 6e speeded &y t/ie mode//er at t/ie /eue/ o/
instances.

In this way only a (partial) descriptional structure (i.e., without values) is
imposed on the instances. Although the statements implied by structurally
inherited descriptors say nothing in particular about an instance itself, they
are still meaningful, since they partia//y determine the set of descriptions of
the instance: they give a partial framework within which meaningful asser-
tions on an object can be stated. As such, these statements do not denote
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propositions on the domain, but metapropositions about the way objects are
to be described (partially).

The use of structural inheritance will often be apparent in those cases where
using normal inheritance would lead to overwriting of the inherited values for
all or most instances. For instance, let us assume that persons are modelled
as objects having a property Length. Since we feel it semantically unjustified
to impose lengths on persons by using a sort Person with a normal property
Length = 'Unknown' (or even worse Length = '180 cm'), followed by yielding
new length specifications to all persons instantiated, we prefer to equip Person
with "only" a structural property Length. Thus, by the use of structural
inheritance we are saying, in effect, that our Persons should be described by,
e.g., Length.

Since structural descriptions only impose certain descriptors on instances and
since these descriptors are universally valid at the description level of all in-
stances of a particular sort, structural inheritance may be modelled, like com-
mon inheritance, by first-order predicate logic.

We emphasize that, with respect to the inheritance modes discussed, all cat-
egories of descriptors are viewed as similar. A distinction with Smalltalk and
LOOPS is the clearer notion of semantics-driven inheritance modes. Instance
variables are subject only to structural inheritance in Smalltalk (values are
only specified at the instance level) or normal inheritance in LOOPS (default
values specified at the class level), but lack the possibility of common inheri-
tance. Although the use of class variables in Smalltalk or LOOPS enables some
form of s/mmf information between instances, this is not common in the sense
we use it, since each instance has access to the contents of the class variables
of its class, which it can also modify.

Most other object-oriented languages, such as CLOS (Moon, 1989) and C++
(Stroustrup, 1991), show analogous restrictions on method inheritance and
on shared descriptions as Smalltalk and LOOPS. TO our knowledge no COM
supports inheritance equally for all descriptions and as fully as INCA-COM.

5.2.1 Inher i tance and the modelling process

The distinction between CDs, NDs, and SDs introduced above (after Defini-
tion 5.6) may be used as a modelling aid. This is expressed in the following
requirement.
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Requirement 5.10 // descn'pta'ons are parh'a//t/ de/mino/or all instances o/a
sort, t/iey s/iou/d 6e p/aced «;i</i t/ie appropriate sort as common descriptions. //
descriptions are meant mere/j/ to supp/y a descripiiona/ structure to instances,
t/iey s/iou/d 6e mode/Zed as structural descriptions o/ t/ie sort. // frot/i cases do
not app/y, descriptions are 6est mode/Zed as normal descriptions.

The three kinds of descriptions used may correspond with three phases in
the object modelling process. Since common descriptions de/ine (partially)
the objects, they are suited for a first structuring activity of the sorts in the
object domain, the identi/ication o/sorts. Normal descriptions can be viewed
as assertions on objects. Therefore, the modelling of these descriptions is most
appropriate for a second phase of structuring, consisting of the descriptive
re/mement 0/ sorts. Finally, the structural descriptions impose assertiona/
temp/ates on the instances, i.e., prescribing what kind of assertions should be
possible. This corresponds mainly with a third phase of modelling, namely the
description of objects that will belong to the different sorts. These three phases
exhibit a gradual shift from the emphasis on sorts to instances. Summarizing,
they may guide the modelling process as follows.

Requirement 5.11 T/ie structura/ specification 0/ an 067'ect domain s/iou/d
6e divided into t/iree p/iases, corresponding to identifying common descriptions
(partia/ definitions^), nonnol descriptions (sort-6ased assertions,) and structure/
descriptions (067'ect-directed assertiona/ temp/afes,) consecutiveZy.

Since inheritance uses the sort hierarchies for information distribution and
since sort hierarchies are built from specializations, the distinction between the
three kinds of descriptions entails a natural enhancement of the semantics of
specialization. Therefore, specialization not only adds information to objects
or restricts the value domain for descriptors, but may also change the status
of some descriptions to be inherited in a well-defined manner. The allowed
transformations are from SDs to NDs (adding normal values of descriptions) and
from NDs or SDs to CDs (in both cases stating common values of descriptions
by definition).

5.2.2 Multiple inheritance

As mentioned in Section 5.1.2 we do not allow sorts to have multiple (di-
rect) supersorts. Instances, however, may have more than one sort. There-
fore, instances are in principle subject to some form of mu/tip/e inheritance
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in INCA-COM. Since we require such multiple sorts to be part of strictly dis-
joint hierarchies and since we consider sort hierarchies to represent particular
points of view on the object domain, multiple inheritance seldomly results in
con/Jictinj inherited descriptions. This is due to the fact that descriptions are
often fully dependent on a particular point of view and as such unlikely to
appear in more than one sort hierarchy. Therefore, although the INCA-COM
m princip/e does allow multiple inheritance, there will be rarely conflicting
situations in practice.

We note that in the case of cons/7ic<m<7 mtito'p/e inheritance O/CDS the follow-
ing position is possible. Since CDs are by definition universally valid for all
(direct and indirect) instances of a sort, it follows that if an instance inherits a
common descriptor along two paths with different values, both values must be
valid, i.e., that the descriptor in question is a mu/<i-ua/ued description. We note
that this point of view does not follow from the INCA-COM described so far,
since it is also possible to forbid the use of homonymous common descriptors
in different sort hierarchies as an illegal modelling activity, thereby avoiding
conflicting multiple inheritance of common descriptions. The consequences of
whatever point of view is held are not elaborated here. Also other details
of multiple inheritance mechanisms (for normal descriptions) await further
elaboration.

We have elaborated upon the structuring of a UOD by means of sorts, sort
hierarchies, and specification. Within the framework of Chapter 4, sorts and
sort hierarchies are particularly used for modelling the core of the framework
consisting of natural sorts, and for modelling application domains consisting
of role sorts. Specification allows objects to be assigned to sorts determining
their place in the object world.

Having described sort hierarchies, specification, and their associated inheri-
tance mechanisms, in the next section we address the concepts of composition
and grouping in INCA-COM, which are necessary for describing composite ob-
jects and systems of interacting components.

5.3 Composition and grouping

Besides the structuring of an object domain by sort hierarchies and specifica-
tion, INCA-COM supports objects composed of other objects. Most object con-
ceptions describe these composite 067'ects using a hierarchical-decomposition
principle (e.g., LOOPS (Bobrow and Stefik, 1983; Stefik and Bobrow, 1985)
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Figure 5.5: Graphical view of a composite object.

and ThingLab (Borning, 1981)) in such a way that the object composition
can be represented by a <ree (Kim ei a/., 1987). By such a pari-w/w/e /lierar-
C/M/ the composition seems to be ordered quite satisfactorily.

However, semantically it is then impossible to decompose, e.g., a car object
into just <iwo s«6o6_;'ecis like a coach work and a speci/ic par< of the motor object,
when a car is considered to be composed of at least a coachwork and a motor
(by itself a composition of a collection of motor pieces). Within a particular
goal-directed focus we may consider the decomposition of a car to consist
of precisely t/iis coachwork and £/m£ motor piece (Figure 5.5). Therefore,
we argue in favour of the possibility to represent the (de)composition of an
object by a general sei and not by a tree. Such a set semantically bounds the
subobjects that can be focussed at the same time without being obliged to
consider larger, embracing objects, for which we may have no interest within
the present focus. Formulated slightly differently: such a set only sets limits
on the meaningfulness of considering certain decompositions of the object.

Bunge (1977) postulates that "the world is composed of things" and that
"things are grouped into systems or aggregates of interacting components"
(Postulates M2 and M4 in Bunge (1977, p. 16)). The first postulate is the
basis of the naturalness of object-oriented modelling, assuring that object-
oriented conceptual modelling is indeed a way of accurately modelling a hu-
man being's perception of the real world. The second postulate sheds light
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on the question what the nature of systems is. In Bunge's view the world is
a large system, of which all other things are components. Of course, such a
view is legitimate, but it is hardly usable, since the world or universe should
thus be seen as a composition of all atoms in the universe. Bunge's final pos-
tulate states however that "there are several levels of organization" (Postulate
10 (Bunge, 1977, p. 17)), which makes modelling and describing the world
easier. In Chapter 2 we already mentioned the importance of a level concept
in software development. Although software development entails the creation
of artificial systems, the ontological principles are applicable, since ontology
studies both natural and artificial (i.e., man-made) systems.

In this section, we elaborate the composition concept in INCA-COM. A com-
posite object is not a simple bundle of component objects. Rather, we focus on
the systemic aspect of composite objects, which allows us to contribute holistic
features to them. We stress the important distinction between a composite
object and a system. A composite object is an object with a composition. A
system is a composite object, enhanced with a structure. As an example of the
difference between a composite object and a system, consider again a car, com-
posed of a coachwork, a motor, a carter, a sparkplug etc. A working car is not
just a composite of components, but a system of components which interact
in a well-defined way. If we decompose a car, lining up all the components, we
do not have a car: we only have the collection of components. If we combine
the components in such a way that the wheels are connected to the coachwork,
and the motor forces the wheels to rotate, the result is a car. However, if we
combine the components in some other way, the resulting system might not
even come close to a car. So, a system is a composite object with additional
value. The additional value of a system is a particular s^ruciure, consisting of
the relations and interactions between the components.

5.3.1 Composite objects

Using the concept of an object as defined in Chapter 4, we follow Bunge
(1977) for the conceptualization of composite objects. Bunge's basis for defin-
ing composite objects is the assumption that there is an association </ieon/.
This allows objects to associate with each other to form other objects. Such
an association theory is formally captured in the definition of a commuta-
tive monoid of idempotents, including an association operation (Bunge, 1977,
p. 113). The important parts of the definition are presented below (following
Wand (1989)).
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Definition 5.9 Let ft be t/ie o6;ec£ u>or/(f. T/ie Wnan/ operation • ca//ed asso-
ciation is de/med in t/ie /ollotnnj wot/. ••.-,.-

/. 7/x and y are objects, t/ien x • y is a/so an object;

J?. x • x = x ^objects are idempoteni under association^;

5. • is commutative and associative.

In other words, the above association theory states that an association of
objects is itself an object, that the order of association is not important and
that an object cannot be associated with itself to form a new object. Using
the above association theory, an object association xi • X2 • . . . • x^ represents
an object composed of other objects.

Definition 5.10 ;4n object o is composite i^ it is composed o/ objects ot/ier
t/ian itse//. /.e., o £ ft is composite ijff t/iere exist objects y,z £ ft suc/i //iat
o = y •.? and eacA differs /rom o. Ot/iertuise t/ie object is simple.

The composite-object definition boils down to considering an object as com-
posite if it can be described as consisting of (at least) two other objects. For
example, if a computer can be decomposed into a system unit and a monitor
(each of which might be decomposed further), then it is a composite object.
The composition principle for objects is the basis for the definition of the
parLo/relation.

Definition 5.11 7/x and j / £ ft are objects, t/ien y is a partjof x ijffy-x = x.
77ie symbo/ /or t/ie part.o/ re/ation is: C, so y C i .

We can now define the composition of an object using the part_o/relation. The
composition of an object o is the set of objects which are part of o.

Definition 5.12 TVie composition C o/ an object o is t/ie set o/ its parts:
C(^) = {y £ ft|y C o} /or any o £ ft.

The interesting thing to remark about the above definition is that it defines
the composition of an object as the set of all part objects. The latter set is
intensionally defined by the function C, which consists of applying the pred-
icate C to all objects to find an object's composition. Such a meaning/u/ set
of objects is called a group in INCA-COM(see Section 5.3.3).
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The difference between the composite object o = x • y and its composition
{i , t/} is, that the former is an object, while the latter is a group. Furthermore,
the partjof relation is a partial order relation, meaning that it is (1) reflexive
(a; C a;), (2) asymmetric ( i [ t / - » ->(y [I z)), and (3) transitive ( i II j /At /C
z —> a; C z). The set of composite objects is denoted by the symbol F.

A composite object is the result of associating two or more objects. The
features of such a composite object are divided into /iereditan/ and emergent
features. First, features of a composite object may be related to the features of
objects in its composition. Such features are thus inherited by the composite
object by composing it of other objects, and are called hereditary descriptors.
Second, a composite object may have features which emerge as a result of
combining the parts in a particular way. Such features can be modelled and
described for the composite object because of its object status. Hence, a com-
posite object can have its own descriptors, which emerge through composition.
This is captured in the following definition.

Definition 5.13 Le< F k a /ea^ure o/ an o&jec* o urc£/i composih'on C(o).
77ien

./. F is a hereditary feature o/o ij[f </iere ezz'ste j / £ C(o),y ^ o, suc/i
F is a /eature o/ y.

2. F is an emergent feature o/ o i^ i/iere is no j / G C"(o), j / ^ o, suc/i
F is a /eature o/ y.

As an example consider again a composite object car. The colour of a car is
usually taken to be the colour of its coachwork. Since the coachwork of the
car is an object in its composition, the colour of a car is an hereditary feature.
Analogously, a car's ability to drive is not a feature possessed by any of its
parts. It emerges because the parts are put together in a particular way, so
that the motor propels the wheels, the motor is attached to the coachwork
etc. The car's ability to drive is an emergent feature.

We note that the concept of an hereditary feature is not related to the concept
of inheritance in object-oriented programming languages. In such program-
ming languages, inheritance is a mechanism for distributing features along
class hierarchies, in order to equip the instances of classes with the appropri-
ate set of features. In object-oriented modelling, classification is performed on
the basis of the features an object has. Inheritance of features in the sense of
furnished by a class or superclass plays no role in object-oriented modelling.
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However, having hereditary features as the result of composition is useful in
modelling. It is sometimes implemented in programming languages using del-
egation, i.e., a car can be made to drive by delegating behaviour to the motor
and the wheels. Inheritance is not a modelling tool, but a text-distribution
tOOl. , - . ;

The introduced general notion of composition is rather simple. Consider the
example given in Figure 5.6. As the figure illustrates, the composite object

yi

yz

yi

. . . - v . . . xl • yl x2 • y2

Figure 5.6: The objects Zi and j/i, and the composite object Zi • j/i.

i i yi has a part, a^jte, which is not a part of any of the constituent objects i ]
or j/i. It is better to have a composition principle in which the composition of
a composite object equals the union of the composition of its components, i.e.,
C(zri/i) = C(zi)uC(i/i) in the above example. Furthermore, since thepart_of
relation is transitive, every part object is considered to be in the composition
of an object. Thus in the case of an animal society, the composition of the
society is not only the set of animals, but also the organs of these animals,
and even the atoms making up the organs. The introduction of a refined
composition principle, called atomic composition (or >1 -composition for short)
proves to be more useful in the decomposition of composite objects into their
components.

an

5.3.2 A-composition

The idea behind A-composition is that we want to be able to decompose
object or system into components which belong to a certain sort. The J4-
composition (or composition at tne j4-/eve/) of an object x is the set of parts of
a: that belong to sort 4. Symbolically: let 4 be a sort and let o be an object
(i.e., o £ ft). The .4-composition of o is the set of its A-parts:

o) = C(o) f l ^l = {y G o}.
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The previously defined composition is sometimes also referred to as the a6so-
/u<e composition in order to distinguish it clearly from the A-composition. The
concept of A-composition has the property that the A-composition of a com-
posite object i i -j/i equals the union of the A-compositions of the components:

As an example consider the composition of a body of water. The molecular
composition of a body of water is the set of its #20 molecules. The atomic
composition of the same body is the set of if and 0 atoms composing it;
and the elementary-particle composition is its total collection of electrons,
neutrons, and protons.
A-composition introduces a concept of /eve/s in composition. Such a level
concept is a fundamental modelling aid with respect to abstraction. It allows
a composite object to be decomposed in particular components of a certain
sort. A computer program can be decomposed into modules, modules can be
decomposed into functions, and functions can be decomposed into statements,
and statements are composed of characters. During the development of com-
plex software systems (i.e., man-made artefacts) we are not interested in the
characters of the final statements making up the program. Instead, we like to
focus on architectural issues such as the gross organization of modules and the
interaction between them. The atomic level of specifying computer programs
is the statement.

5.3.3 Groups of objects

Beyond the structuring principles such as a sort hierarchy and a composite-
object graph we introduce another structuring principle, the group o/ oi;ects.
This should be a meam'ng/u/ set of objects. Hence, a group of objects is more
than just some collection of objects. The importance of the group concept
is that it provides the modeller with a tool to model coherent sets of objects
without loading the object world with taxonomies or composite objects of
limited importance. We require that a group can be defined by a meaningful
predicate.

Definition 5.14 .4 group of objects is a set 0/067'ects, de/med fry a meara-
tngf/u/ predicate.

We note that a group, in contrast to a sort or a composite object, has no
object status. That is, groups are fundamentally different from the objects
that are being grouped by them.
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In Section 5.3.1, one such meaningful predicate, based on the parLo/relation
between objects, has been used for defining a composite's object composition.
Thus, the composition of a composite object is a group, defined by the part.o/
relation.

5.3.4 Systems

The composition is one of the important aspects of a composite object. In
order to distinguish a system from a mere composite object, it is necessary to
introduce the concept of interaction between objects.

Earlier in this section we introduced a system as a composite object with
additional value. We can now be more precise about this additional value. The
distinguishing feature of a system is that its components interact. Interaction
is based on a coupling between objects, which is different from a mere relation,
such as being older. A coupling (or bond) between objects makes a difference
to its relata. Thus, two objects are coupled or bonded in case one of them
acts upon the other. An object acts upon another object if it modifies the
latter's history (although we have not defined the history of an object, it is
thought of as the trajectory of its state function in the state space). If both
objects act upon each other, they are said to interact. The interaction between
components defines the influence each component has on other components.
The set of influence relations defines the structure of a system. Furthermore, a
system has an environment consisting of the objects outside the system, which
influence (parts of) the system. Thus, a system is defined in the following way.

Definition 5.15 >ln o6ject is a system ij^ it is composed o/ at /east two di/-
/erent coup/ed objects. 77ie composition o/ a system is t/ie set o/ e/ements
o/ tAe system. 77ie environment o/ a system is f/ie set o/ e/ements not in t/»e
composition o/ t/ie system, u;/iic/i are in/Zuenced 6y or in/Zuence e/ements o/ f/ie
composition o/ t/ie system. JTie structure o/ a system is </ie set o/ in/Zuence
re/afions 6etween t/ie e/ements o/ a system.

We note that, similar to a composite object, for an object to be called a system,
it requires to be composed of at least two other objects. The difference between
a composite object and a system is the influence among the components. For
the set of systems we use the symbol E. According to Definition 5.15 and
Definition 5.10 of a composite object, the set of systems E is a subset of the
set of composite objects T, which is a subset of the entire object world fi:
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For ease of systems analysis, two organization principles are often used. A first
organization principle is that different categories of systems are distinguished,
each of which has its own type of atomic e/ement. The atomic elements of
social systems, e.g., are individual persons. Although the brains and other
body parts are part of individuals, they do not qualify as elements of social
systems, since they do not enter into social relations. Ontology distinguishes
the following five system categories; after the category, the category elements
are given in parentheses:

1. physical things (atoms and fields);

2. chemical systems (protein-synthesizing units);

3. biosystems (organisms and their organs);

4. sociosystems (societies and their subsystems);

5. artificial or technical systems (man-made artefacts).

A second organization principle is the /eve/ o/ organization. Within each sys-
tem category there are systems composed of elements which are not atomic,
but which are themselves systems composed of atomic elements. Thus, in the
category of social systems there might exist levels such as persons, which com-
pose into families, which compose into cities, which compose into provinces,
which compose into countries etc. Thus, each level of organization introduces
a system sort, which decomposes into systems of a lower level.

5.3.5 Systems in INCA-COM

Having introduced a concept for a system, we can now be more precise about
the two different types of system in INCA-COM. Following the framework of
Chapter 4, an information system consists of two parts: a passive object world,
representing a UOD, and a system of active objects communicating about the
object world.

The object world is a composite object, i.e., its composition is the set of objects
acting as representation of things in the UOD. In the information model and
the event model, we have chosen to model such objects by means of descriptors,
events, and laws, constraining the state space of objects. Modelling an object
world thus has a declarative nature, expressing which state of affairs holds in
the UOD and which objects are represented. We remark that the term object
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is chosen deliberately to express that the representation of a UOD is not in
itself a system. By this we mean that, although some objects in an object world
may influence each other, not every object (directly or indirectly) influences
other objects. We reiterate that particular objects in an object world can be
a system. The specification of an object world thus consists of the following
steps: (1) determination of the things in the UOD to be represented as objects;
(2) for each object: describing it in terms of descriptors, events, and laws.
Active objects form a system by communicating on the object world. The spec-
ification of an active object is done in the behavioural model, expressing which
tasks can be performed by active objects. The structure of an active-object
system consists of the set of communication links between the active objects
in the system, specified in the communication model. The environment of
such a system is the set of objects not in the composition of the system, which
communicate with elements in the system. The specification of behaviour has
a procedural nature, which is better suited for expressing task-like steps. The
specification of an active-object system consists of the following steps: (1)
determination of the appropriate object world; (2) determining which active
objects are component of the active-object system; (3) determining the envi-
ronment of the system, and (4) describing the structure of the system in terms
of communicative associations (influence relations) between active objects.

5.4 A conceptual model

In this section we describe a conceptual model of a con/erence-regrts^rah'on
system, and its UOD. The UOD is divided into a world, and an application
domain, the conference-registration domain. The modelling process illustrates
the concepts we have introduced in Chapter 4 and the previous sections of this
chapter.

The description of the case to be modelled is as follows. The conference is
organized by an organizer, who distributes a call for papers. Potential authors
who have received or noticed the call for papers, can write and submit papers
for presentation at the conference. Each paper is assigned to a referee, who
judges the paper and decides to accept or reject it. The result of the refereeing
process is communicated to the senior author of the paper.

The specification of a conceptual model always follows the structure of the
framework of Figure 4.4. A modeller first specifies the natural sorts of interest,
then the application domain by means of role sorts, and finally the application.
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In the example we specify

• the world containing the natural sorts person and article (Section 5.4.1);

• the conference-registration domain containing the role sorts researcher,
conference organizer, referee and conference paper (Section 5.4.2); and

• the conference-registration system consisting of the active objects orga-
nizer, and referee, admitting articles, and refereeing them, respectively
(Section 5.4.3).

5.4.1 World

The world contains sorts like HumanBeing and Person. Such nafura/sorts are
meant to be used in various application domains (see Section 4.2.1). In order
to enhance the reuse of HumanBeing and Person, they are modelled by the least
common description, useful for every application wishing to use Human Beings
and Persons. Thus, the sort HumanBeing is described by a date of birth and
a place of birth, and the sort Person is described by a name, an address, and
a residence. Each sort specified introduces a name sort, which is used to
generate names for identification of instances for the sort under consideration
(see Section 5.1.3). For HumanBeing the name sort generates numbers (nr)
as instance names and for Person the name sort constructs instance names
consisting of an identification number (ID).

Role sorts, introduced in application domains, are institutionally defined sorts.
The instances of such sorts are created within particular application domains.
Often, such an institutional instance is a role of an instance of a natural sort.
Such an association between a natural instance and a role instance is realized
by linking the two instances with a ro/e /mfc. The boundary between natural
sorts and role sorts seems appropriate to distinguish between naturally occur-
ring objects, and institutionally defined objects. However, as the natural sort
Person illustrates, this is not really the case: one may argue that properties
such as name, address, and residence are not properties of Persons, but at-
tributes, institutionally defined by societies, and attributed to HumanBeings
when playing a role as a Person. Thus, an application domain may be based
on other application domains, resulting in a nesting of application domains
(see Section 4.4). This is illustrated in Figure 5.7, showing the structure of
objects playing particular roles. The arrow at the top of the figure shows the
direction in which subsequent roles may be assumed.
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rote

DutchTaxPayer(SoFi-nuinber)

190386770 (
role_of: DulchPerson::001
estiruated_income: ...
estimated_t£x:...

Researcher(Type+nurnber)

TOH
role_of: DutchPerson::001
department: Computer Science
university: Limburg

)

Mammal

Person(ID) Ape Tiger

/ \ A
DutchPerson BelgianPerson HumaaBeing(nr) Chimpanzee

001 (
role.of: HumanBeing::001
name: Harm Bakker
address: Houterctraat 81
residence: Lanaken

001 (
• date_of_birth: 9/2/1964

place_of_birth : Uitgeest

Figure 5.7: The structure of roles.

In Figure 5.7, four instances are described, namely 001, 001, 190386770, and
TOl, from right to left respectively. Two of these instances are named equally
with the instance name 001. Each instance belongs to a particular sort, in-
dicated by the instance.of relation to its sort. 001 belongs to HumanBeing,
001 belongs to DutchPerson, 190386770 belongs to DutchTaxPayer, and TOl
belongs to Researcher. Shown in parentheses following the sort name, the
name sort is given. In order to distinguish equally-named instances from each
other (such as the instances named 001 of the sorts HumanBeing and Per-
son), instance names can be preceded by their sort name, separated by a '::'
(see Section 5.1.3). This gives rise to the instance names: HumanBeing::001,
Person::001, DutchTaxPayer::190386770, and Researcher::T01. Also shown in
Figure 5.7 are two sort hierarchies, namely the sort hierarchy Mammal (with
subsorts Ape, HumanBeing, Chimpanzee, and Tiger), and the sort hierarchy
Person (with subsorts DutchPerson and BelgianPerson).

The instances in Figure 5.7 are linked to each other by role links. The in-
stance HumanBeing::001 has a role Person::001, which has two subsequent
roles, DutchTaxPayer::190386770 and Researcher::T01. In the figure this is
represented by the rolejof links from role instance to role playing instance.
The structure of the role links between several instances enables particular
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sets of descriptors to be located with the sort to which they belong. An
instance which is a role of another instance (e.g., the role Researcher::T01 of
Person::001), will have (access to) the complete descriptions of all nested roles.
Thus, Researcher::T01 has (1) a date_of_birth and a place_of_birth descriptor,
furnished by its HumanBeing instance, (2) name, address, and residence from its
Person instance, and (3) a department, and university from its sort Researcher.
When accessed from Researcher: :T01 only the descriptors defined by its sort
(i.e., department and university) can be modified. The other descriptors can be
used as read-only values.

It is interesting to see that multiple registrations duplicate such descriptors.
For example, the name, address, and residence descriptors are duplicated in
almost every registration. The disadvantage of such a duplication is obvious:
if a person moves to another residence, he will have to change the value of
the residence descriptor in every registration. The reason for this has been a
lack of connectivity between different registrations. In the future, it may be
wise to construct registrations following our proposed role structure. Every
descriptor is registered in only one place, which can be accessed by different
subroles in order to retrieve its value. Whenever a change is necessary, it only
has to be registered in one place.

We remark that the role specification also takes place at the sort description
level. The specification at the sort level indicates which sorts of objects can
play the role being specified by the sort under consideration. For example,
the sort description of DutchTaxPayer would include a role specification with
DutchPerson, indicating that DutchPersons can play the role of a DutchTax-
Payer.

It is not always necessary for a role object to be associated to another object
playing the role. Applications may instantiate role sorts without specifying
a 'base' object to play the role. However, such an instance will not be de-
scribed by the descriptors the base object offers. For example, an application
instantiating Person, without giving a HumanBeing to play the role, will not
have a date_of_birth and place_of_birth. If these are somehow needed, the mod-
eller must provide these descriptors and values as additional descriptions. An
intelligent tool, such as an object editor may assist a modeller in describing
objects in such a way.

We"have given the basic structure of the modelling framework. The sort Hu-
manBeing is a natural sort, which enables several other sorts to be specified,
linked by role associations to the natural sort. We remark that every role sort
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is introduced within some application domain, meaning that only applications
within the application domain may create instances of the sorts in the ap-
plication domain. For example, Persons are created by municipal secretaries,
who have been authorized to create instances of Person, whereas TaxPayers
are created by the taxes department of a country. This illustrates that all role
sorts are institutional sorts.

5.4.2 Conference-registration domain

In order to describe the conference-registration system we first have to con-
sider the con/erence-re<7«s£rah'on app/icafo'on domain. Within the modelling
framework, it is another level of role sorts based on previously-described
roles, such as Person and Researcher. The sorts in the application domain
of the conference-registration system taken into account are: conference pa-
per, author, referee, conference organizer. There might be more sorts, but for
brevity's sake we restrict ourselves to the ones mentioned.

Author is a role of researchers. Since researcher is a role of persons, author
is a su&role of persons. Referee is also a role of researchers (and a subrole of
persons). Conference paper is a role of articles. Articles have not been intro-
duced; they are located within the same application domain as researchers.
The organization of the framework with the corresponding sorts is shown in
Figure 5.8.

Applications
Universe of
Discourse

Conference
Registration
System

Figure 5.8: The modelling framework for the conference registration.
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The description of these objects is shown in Figure 5.9. '

Sort Author (Name sort: a_number) {
Role.of: Researcher

Sort ConferenceAuthor (Name sort: ca_number) {
Role.of: Author

Sort Referee (Name sort: r_number) {
Role_of: Researcher

Sort ConferencePaper (Name sort: paper_number) {
descriptors:

Role.of: Article
Author : ConferenceAuthor
Referee : Referee
Rating : Real

Figure 5.9: Roles in the conference-registration domain.

We remark that modelling any (new) application domain should be preceded
by finding the proper starting point among available sorts in other application
domains. The conference-registration domain illustrates this. The conference-
registration domain is based on the university domain. It introduces roles to
be played by objects from the university domain. The university domain is
based on the natural sorts Person and HumanBeing from the world of the UOD
representation.

Having described the conference-registration domain, the final modelling step
consists of describing the conference-registration system in the next subsection.
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5.4.3 Conference-registration system

The conference-registration system stands for the conference organizer. An
author who has written a paper, submits it to the conference organizer. Such
a submission initiates a directive conversation (see Section 4.7), in which the
author directs the conference organizer to admit the paper, and possibly referee
it. Upon receipt of the paper, the conference organizer sends an acknowledge-
ment of reception to the author and commit himself to execute the procedure
for admitting a paper at the conference. The communicative action in response
to the directive one is described in Figure 5.10.

ON DIRECT receive-paper(p)
DO STATE p.received

COMMIT admit-paper(p)

Figure 5.10: The receipt of a paper.

The result of execution of this communicative action is (1) the creation of the
fact that the paper has been received, and (2) the creation of the agendum
to execute the admit-paper procedure. This procedure consists of checking
the paper requirements, such as the submission deadline, and the number of
words. If these are met, the organizer sends the author a message, telling that
the paper has been admitted and will be judged by a referee. If the paper
requirements are not met, it is rejected. On admittance of the paper, it has to
be assigned to a referee. The specification of the behaviour of the conference-
registration system is done in a procedural language. Figure 5.11 shows the
specification of the admit-paper behaviour.

A conference paper p is rejected if (1) its date of reception is later than the
submission deadline, or (2) the number of words is not within the limits im-
posed. Otherwise, p is admitted, and a subsequent agendum is created to take
care that p is being assigned to a referee. For this referee assignment, a sep-
arate behaviour must be specified. In an analogous way, the communication
and behaviour of a referee may be specified.
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admit-paper (p: Conference-paper) {
IF p.date-of-reception > submission_deadline THEN

STATE p.reject
ELSE IF p.no.words > upper-limit OR

p.no-words < lowerJimit THEN
STATE p.reject

ELSE

STATE p.admitted ,
DIRECT assign-to-referee(p)

Figure 5.11: The admit-paper behaviour.

5.5 Chapter summary

In this chapter, we have presented four structuring principles in INCA-COM:

sort hierarchies, specification, composite objects, and grouping. Sort hier-
archies structure an object world by relating sorts to each other by means of
generalization and specialization. Sorts can only be a subsort of one supersort.
The reason for this is that sorts are introduced within a particular viewpoint,
expressed by the name of the top sort of a sort hierarchy. Within such a
viewpoint subsorts are introduced according to a dividing principle; relating
a sort to more than one supersort would deny this dividing principle. There-
fore, INCA-COM does not allow multiple supersorting. Multiple viewpoints on
a domain are expressed by multiple sort hierarchies.

Specification of objects assigns to each object a sort, determining the place
of objects in the object world. An object can be an instance of only one sort
in a sort hierarchy. However, an object can be specified to be an instance of
different sorts, provided these sorts are in different sort hierarchies. In this
way, an object is assigned sorts according to the points of view expressed by
the names of the top sorts of the sort hierarchies.

Sort hierarchies and specification are the basis for defining three types of
inheritance. They are common inheritance, normal inheritance, and structural
inheritance. Each inheritance type corresponds to a particular phase in the
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modelling process.
Composition allows objects to be composed of other objects. The composition
of an object is defined as the set of objects being a part of the object. Such an
intensionally-defined set of objects is called a group in INCA-COM. A system
is a special kind of composite object. In addition to a composition, a system
has a structure, consisting of the influence relations between the elements
in the composition, and an environment, interacting with elements in the
system. An object world in INCA-COM is an example of a composite object. Its
composition is the group of objects representing things in the UOD. An object
world is modelled in a declarative manner, with objects, descriptors, laws, and
events. A composite object consisting of active objects communicating with
each other is an example of a system. The structure of such a system consists
of the communication links between the active objects. The behaviour of an
active-object system is modelled in a procedural way, allowing task-like steps
to be specified.

In the final section of this chapter we have illustrated the modelling concepts
of INCA-COM in a model of a conference-registration system. The use of sorts
for the representation of natural kinds and role kinds introduces a distinc-
tion between essential and contingent object features. A natural object may
play various roles in different application domains. Each role a natural ob-
ject assumes within an application domain attributes additional features to
the object, which are only interesting within the viewpoint of that particular
application domain.

The construction of a conceptual model following the framework of INCA-COM

determines precisely (1) the objects to be represented; (2) the roles in an
application domain; (3) the active objects; (4) the communication between
active objects; and (5) the behaviour of active objects. The resulting model
can be used for (1) understanding an application domain; (2) simulating an
application domain; or (3) (partly) automating particular active objects.
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Chapter 6

Version management*

The complexity of a real-world system being modelled often brings about a
model with a large amount of objects. The evolution of the objects partici-
pating in the model normally introduces even more objects. Close inspection
of such new objects makes clear that they are quite often versions of the orig-
inal objects. To reduce the number of objects, a growing need arises to keep
track of different versions of the original objects. In this chapter we describe
the version model within INCA-COM and address the specific problems when
manipulating versions of composite objects.

6.1 Versions

Versions introduce a notion of time in a domain to be modelled (Bjornerstedt
and Hulten, 1989). In the literature, there has not been much agreement on
the terminology to be used with respect to versions. As a case in point, Perry
(1987) distinguishes three kinds of versions: (1) successive versions following
each other in time as a result of small corrections or improvements; (2) par-
allel versions resulting from providing alternate implementations or different
functionality; (3) composed versions resulting from constructing objects from
separate components. However, Perry (1987) does not make clear when cor-
rections or improvements are to be considered "small" and when they give rise
to alternate implementations. In addition, a parallel version can be revised as
well, leading to a successive version of a parallel version.

Parts of this chapter have been published as an article for the European Simulation Mul-
ticonference 1990 as Version Management o/ Composite /nstantiated O6jecf« (Bakker ef a/.,
1990).

151
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Perry (1987) describes three different levels of version management. At the
first level there is no automated version management. For instance, at the level
of the operating system Unix no facilities for version management are available.
The user is responsible for keeping track of the appropriate versions.

The second level of version management (basic version management) consists
of managing versions of text files. Such version management is provided by
systems such as the Source Code Control System (sees) and Revision Control
System (RCS),^ which operate on top of an operating system such as Unix.
According to Perry (1987), these systems support all three kinds of versions,
although the support for composed versions is questionable. Of course, the text
files under control of the version-management system may contain programs.

The third level of version management is used in systems such as the System
Version Control Environment (SVCE) described by Kaiser and Habermann
(1983). This environment allows for a much more detailed specification of the
objects constituting a composite object than the systems of the second level.
In SVCE granularity surpasses the level of files: even small granular, syntactic
objects such as data structures and functions/procedures can be distinguished.

In INCA-COM, versions are supported at the object level, i.e., version man-
agement takes place at the third level mentioned above. Basically, versions
are semantic variations of an object, merely denoting the existence of an ob-
ject's variation. Consequently, a version is in principle not an object, as these
variations can simply be attached to the object. However, when coping with
a complex, real-world modelling problem (e.g., modelling the domain of a
CASE environment), one encounters sometimes the need for versions that have
their own particular relations with other versions or objects. For this reason,
INCA-COM contains two different approaches for modelling versions of objects:
versions as parh'a/ o&;'ec£s and version as version 067'ecte.

6.1.1 Versions as partial objects

In the first approach for modelling versions, a version is treated as a parte'a/
o6jec<, because its descriptor space is a subspace of the descriptor space of a
full-blown object. Some descriptors are applicable, while others are inapplica-
ble to versions. The inapplicability of some descriptors warrant the consistency

^Within sees and Res, the terminology used differs from the one used by Perry (1987).
For instance, a parallel version is indicated as a branch in sees, and a version is called a
rewision in RCS.
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of the version space, because they are attached only to the original object. For
instance, a version as a partial object has no sort descriptor, because if would
be semantically unjustified to have a version with its own sort.

6.1.2 Versions as version objects

In the second approach for modelling versions, a version is initially treated as
merely existing without descriptive structure. When description of a version is
necessary, the version is promoted to a version 067'ecL A version object is a full-
blown object, allowing them to be described using the descriptors for objects.
However, the ua/ues of some of the descriptors are constrained: for instance,
a version object has a sort descriptor, the value of which is constrained to be
identical to the value of the sort descriptor of its original object.

6.1.3 Comparison of the two version approaches

The partial-object approach differs from the version-object approach in its
treatment of versions. In the partial-object approach, every version is treated
as a partial object, whereas in the version-object approach a version is only
treated as a version object when a meaningful description can be attached to
it.

The advantage of the partial-object approach is the smaller number of alterna-
tives. For modelling versions in the partial-object approach, the modeller has
to deal with two alternatives: an object and a partial object. In the version-
object approach, a modeller has to choose among an object, a version, and a
version object, requiring more modelling skill.

The disadvantage of the partial-object approach is the possible proliferation
of (partial) objects, making the overall model less transparent. Further, a
partial object is a rather rich concept to represent a version, having the risk
of stimulating the modeller to introduce unnecessary descriptors for versions.

The advantage of the version-object approach is the possibility for refrain-
ing from describing versions, giving a minimum of overhead (e.g., regarding
inheritance).

The disadvantage of the version-object approach is the gap between the two
different kinds of versions possible, namely the version entity only (seen as an
abstract store of the voriation of the original object), and the version object
(describing a version as an o&jecf).
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6.2 Version management of composite objects

As is known from Section 5.3, we have established a way of describing compos-
ite objects. Two characteristics of the composition principle in INCA-COM are
that (1) objects can only be composed of other objects (i.e., objects cannot
be composed of versions), and (2) the composition of an object is a set of ob-
jects, limiting the meaningfulness of particular decompositions of a composite
object. - . . . . :

Thus, an object can only be part of one composition hierarchy. Objects consti-
tuting other objects are referred to as parts. A composite object is described
by HAS_PART relations to its parts. All parts have a PART_OF relation with
their hierarchically-higher object. The hierarchically-highest object is called
the top object. Both HAS_PART and PART-OF are referred to as composition
relations.

Since objects may only have other objects as parts, an object cannot be com-
posed of partial objects, since they lack the status of object by definition. An
object may, however, be composed of version objects, which are full-blown
objects indeed.

The INCA-COM presented so far supports versioned composite objects, since
a composite object is a normal object. Since the parts of a composite object
are themselves objects (see book in Figure 6.1), INCA-COM allows versions of
composite objects to have versions of the parts as components. Consequently,
to establish this possibility (see book-vl in Figure 6.1) we need to extend the
notion of a version of a composite object. Below we describe the semantics of
such composite versions and the semantical requirements INCA-COM imposes
on them.

Requi rement 6 .1 /1 composite version is a version o/ a composite o6jed
deno<in<7 uj/iic/i parts or versions o/parts constitute it.

Hence, composite versions have their own PART.OF relations to parts or ver-
sions of these parts. We use the generic term component to denote an object
or a version having a PART-OF relation to another object or version. A group
of components connected by composition relations is called a composition.
Furthermore, an object or version A is a component of object or version B if
there is a path from A to B consisting of PART-OF relations. The object or
version that contains a component is called the w/io/e of that component.
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In INCA-COM'S semantics, a composite version should have a reason to exist.
This means that the composition of a composite version should be (1) dif-
ferent from the composition of the original object and (2) different from the
composition of other composite versions of the original object. The structural
difference between composite versions is reflected in our semantics. .

Requirement 6.2 .A composite version s/iou/d rco< /mve </ie same composition
os f/ie composite o6;ect itsef/or any o/ its ot/ier composite versions.

Different composite versions can result from the creation of new versions of
parts, as well as from the addition or the deletion of components. Thus, we
allow versions of composite objects to have other (or more) components than
the object itself has, or to lack any originally participating components. The
figures in the Sections 6.3 and 6.4 provide examples of this situation.

Requirement 6.3 .4 part o/ a composite version is not necessari/j/ part o/
t/ie orijfina/ composite 067'ect.

Requirement 6.4 /I part 0/ a composite object is not necessari/j/ part 0/ a//
composite versions 0/ t/iat composite 067'ect.

As stated in this section, we maintain that an object cannot be part of more
than one composite object. In contrast with Kim et a/. (1987), we believe
that a version of a composite object is closer to the idea of a configuration,
describing which specific versions of the parts constitute this version of the
composite object. This is reflected in the following requirement.

Requirement 6.5 06/ects or t/ieir versions can be a component 0/ severa/
versions 0/ one ana* t/te same composite 067'ect.

Requirement 6.5 is in line with the Reuse Approach advocated by Alderson
(1989), based on developing new releases of a software system not by changing
the old release of the system, but by reusing parts of older releases of that
system. Alderson believes that this approach is not widespread because of the
impositions on the performance of the object-management system.
Requirements 6.1 to 6.5 are in accordance with the two version approaches
in INCA-COM presented in Section 6.1. In the partial-object version model, a
version has a restricted set of descriptors, which may contain compositional
descriptors. In the version-object model a version is a descriptor of an object,
merely denoting existence of a version. A version can be promoted to a version
object, offering all descriptive possibilities for full-blown objects.
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6.3 Operational semantics of composite versions

In this section and in the following one we specify the semantics of the opera-
tions on composite versions. Our example is a book modelled as a composite
object. The book consists of two chapters; the first chapter is made up of two
sections. The sections and the second chapter are specified as simple objects
(i.e., as non-composite). ;

A clear exposition of the subject addressed below is not possible without giving
a series of illustrated examples. For this purpose we introduce a graphical
notation for composite objects and their versions. Figure 6.1 describes the
book using the graphical notation.

book ,
chap = chapter
sec = section
v = version

O object

chaplQ Qchap2 ^ version

,^A__/'-A composition
v J w relation

O ~ 7 \ derivation
seel sec2 Z-A relation

Figure 6.1: Graphical notation of a composition containing versions.

6.3.1 Addition of a version

In general, the creation of a version of an object participating in a composition
does not necessarily imply that the version should become a component of
a composite version. We state explicitly that this is at the user's decision.
Below we treat the addition of a version to (a) a non-composite part, (b) the
top object, and (c) a composite part.

(a) Addition of a version to a non-composite part

Suppose a user creates a new version of section 2, identifiable as sec'2-vl.
When he specifies that this newly-created version should be a component
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of a new composition, a new version of chapl, the parent object, should be
created (chapl-vl), having sec2-vl as a component. Recursively, this process
is invoked for the new version chapl-vl. Again, the user has to specify whether
this new version should be a component of a hierarchically-higher version. This
recursive process stops when the user denies inclusion of such a newly-created
version in a hierarchically-higher composition or when the process reaches
a version of the top object of the composition. The process is depicted in
Figure 6.2. A user should also have the opportunity to specify directly the
inclusion of a newly-created version in a version of the top object, causing the
creation of versions at the intermediate levels.

book

chapl

seel
vl

Figure 6.2: Addition of a new version of a component (sec2-vl).
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(b) Addition of a version to the top object •• ^

New versions of the top object can be created in the same way as versions of
parts. When a user specifies that a new version will be composite, he has to
indicate which components (objects or versions) will partake in this composite
version. Referring to Requirement 6.2, this composite version is different from
each of the other existing versions at that moment in time. . ,., ..,,..

(c) Addition of a version to a composite part ' •'• ?

The addition of a version to a composite part can be viewed as a combina-
tion of two separate cases. First, the composite part has a role as part in a
hierarchically-higher composition. Second, the composite part has a role as
top object of a (sub)composition. The addition of a version to such a part is
governed by a combination of the processes described in Section 6.3.1a and
6.3.1b. Summarizing, the user can indicate that the new version will be a com-
ponent of a composition (Section 6.3.1a), as well as that it will be composite
(Section 6.3.1b).

6.3.2 Deletion of a version

We have divided the treatment of deletion of a version into (a) Deletion of a
version of a non-composite part, (b) Deletion of a version of the top object,
and (c) Deletion of a version of a composite part.

(a) Deletion of a version of a non-composite part

Specifying this operation, several algorithms are possible. The following algo-
rithms reflect our train of thought, eventually leading to the preferred algo-
rithm, consisting of an enhanced link-redirection mechanism.

Algorithm 1: Recursive deletion of all hierarchically-higher com-
posite versions Because addition of a version of a part may lead to the
(recursive) creation of new versions of all hierarchically-higher objects, dele-
tion of a version of a part should cause the (equally recursive) deletion of
all versions it is a component of. Further, every component of the deleted
versions should be deleted as well, unless it is a multiple component, that is,
if it is a component of several wholes (necessarily within one composition).
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When this principle is applied, deletion of a newly-added version of a part
will result in the original composition (see Figure 6.3). This seems trivial, but
further scrutiny of various possible version-management schemes reveals that
this is not always the case. A special case occurs when a version is a multiple
component, on which occasion the version cannot be deleted directly.

book book

chapl

book

chapl

seel sec2 /—i seel sec2
vl

book book

chapl

seel

chapl

sec2 seel sec2

Figure 6.3: Algorithm 1: Recursive deletion of hierarchically-higher com-
posite versions.

Further, the semantics of the PART-OF relation imply that when one of the
wholes (that contain the version) is a multiple component, the version itself
must also be considered as a (indirect) multiple component. In Figure 6.4a,
sec2-vl is an illustration of an (indirect) multiple component. Following algo-
rithm 1, the only way to delete this component is a one-by-one deletion of all
but one composite versions the component partakes in. Finally, the intended
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deletion of the component can take place. Figures 6.4b and 6.4c illustrate
this process.

book

seel

a. sec2-vl as component of two
composite versions of book:
book-vl and book-v2.
Hence not deletable.

seel

b. sec2-vl now in only one
composition (book-vl deleted)

c. sec2-vl deleted
book-v2 deleted
chap2-vl also deleted.

Figure 6.4: A component in two composite versions.

Algorithm 2: Deletion of composition relations Figure 6.4 shows that
the process of recursive deletion of Algorithm 1 has the drawback of also
deleting chap2-vl. The algorithm can be improved. By deleting only the
composition relation to this version, the singularly-referenced version remains
undisturbed. Figure 6.5 shows the situation in which a version is not deleted,
although the composition of which it was a component disappears. The version
remains, so it may be used in another version of the composition created
afterwards.

Algorithm 2 still has a disadvantage. If sec2-vl is deleted, chapl-vl and book-
vl are deleted too, while chap2-vl is preserved. The deletion is reasonable
for chapl-vl, because its right of existence (the presence of sec2-vl) has been
deleted. However, the deletion of composite version book-vl seems unreason-
able, because it still has a right of existence, being its component chap2-vl.

Algorithm 3: Enhanced deletion mechanism via redirecting compo-
sition links Algorithm 3 does not have the disadvantages mentioned above.
Yet, it also has the feature that deletion of a newly-created version results in
the previous composition. Looking at Figure 6.4a, there is another possibility
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book book book

chapl

vl

seel

a. sec2-vl will be deleted

vl

b. recursive deletion of
'hierarchically-higher'
composite versions

seel sec2

c. chap2-vl remains

Figure 6.5: Algorithm 2: Upwards deletion of compositions, downwards
deletion of composition relations. . . * '

to handle the deletion of versions of parts. When, e.g., sec2-vl is deleted,
chapl-vl is not deleted, but the composition relation to sec2-vl is redirected
to the most recent version of sec2 or sec2 itself, if no other versions are present
(as in Figure 6.4). Kim e< a/. (1987) employ an analogous redirection mecha-
nism for the management of composite objects within Orion. Figure 6.6 gives
an example of this redirection mechanism.

book book book

chapl chapl chapl

seel seel sec2

c. sec2-vl is deleted

seel sec2

a. original composite object b. sec2-v 1 is added

Figure 6.6: Algorithm 3: Redirection of the entering composition relation.

It is clear that the composition chapl-vl is identical to the composition chapl.
For this reason, maintaining chapl-vl is useless (cf. Requirement 6.2): it
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should be deleted. The procedure to be followed is the redirection of the
incoming relation(s) of the version to be deleted to the preceding (identical)
version. After the redirection, the particular version is deleted (including all
of its HAS.PART relations). The complete process is shown in Figure 6.7a-f,
which also demonstrates the recursion of this process: book-vl has become
identical to book and has to be deleted in the same manner. Now, deletion of
a version just added results in the original composite object.

book book book

chapl

seel
vl

a. sec2-vl is being deleted

chapl

seel

chapl

sec2 seel sec2

b. link ending at sec2-vl
redirected to sec2

c. chapl-vl is identical
to chapl

book book book

chapl

seel sec2

chapl

seel sec2

chapl

seel sec2

d. link ending at chapl-vl e. book-vl identical to book f. book-v 1 also removed;
redirected to chapl; chapl-vl the original object remains
subsequently removed

Figure 6.7: Algorithm 3: Recovery of the original object after adding and
subsequent deleting.

Figure 6.8 shows a more complicated example of the deletion of a version of
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a part (note that this example is the same as used in Figures 6.4 and 6.5).
Here, the recursion stops after the redirection of the composition relation from
book-vl to chapl-vl, since book-vl is not identical to book.

book book

chapl

seel

a. sec2-vl is being deleted

book

chapl

vl

seel sec2

c. chapl-vl is identical to chapl

chapl

vl

seel sec2

b. link ending at sec2-vl
redirected to sec2

book

chapl

vl

seel sec2

d. link ending at chapl-vl
redirected to chapl; chapl-vl
subsequently removed

Figure 6.8: Algorithm 3: The recursion stops because book-vl is not iden-

tical to book.
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(b) Deletion of a version of the top object •'-<: ,'.-.,-.^ - *-.._

When a version of the top object of a composition has to be deleted, the
procedure is as follows:

1. delete the composition relations to its components;

2. delete this particular version of the top object.

From this procedure it is clear that no components of the deleted version are
removed, but only the composition relations to them. Therefore we can call
such a deletion an "explosive" deletion.

(c) Deletion of a version of a composite part

The deletion of a version of a part is a combination of two separate cases: (1)
the version plays a role as a component in a hierarchically-higher composition,
and (2) the version plays a role as version of a top object of a (sub)composition.
These cases are described in the Sections 6.3.2a and 6.3.2b.

6.4 Operational semantics of composite objects

Here we address the semantics of the operations a user may apply to parts of
composite objects. We treat the addition of a new object to a composition,
and the deletion of a part of a composite object.

It is the user's responsibility to specify whether the introduction of a new
part or the deletion of an existing part is consistent with the nature of the
composition. If the nature of the composition is jeopardized, the original
composition has to be copied in order to preserve the composite object as it
was before.

6.4.1 Addit ion of an object to a composit ion ^

The addition of a new part to a composition leads to the creation of a new
composite version of the object it will partake in. This causes one of the
procedures described in Section 6.3.1 to be invoked. Figure 6.9 illustrates this
situation.
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chapl

seel

Figure 6.9: Addition of a new part (index) to a composition.

6.4.2 Deletion of an object of a composition

The deletion of an object can be divided into three distinct cases (cf. Sec-
tion 6.3.2): (a) the deletion of a non-composite part, (b) the deletion of the
top object, and (c) the deletion of a composite part.

(a) Deletion of a non-composite part

The deletion of a non-composite part can result in three different situations,
depending on the answers to the following two questions:

1. are there partial-object versions or version objects of the object to be
deleted?

2. if so, would the user like to impose the role of the object on the oldest
of the remaining versions?

First, when there are no partial-object versions or version objects of the part
to be deleted, the part and its entering composition relation are straightfor-
wardly deleted (see Figure 6.10a). No recursive deletion of embedding objects
takes place, so there is no analogy with the deletion of versions of parts (see
Section 6.3.2).

Second, when the part to be deleted has partial-object versions or version
objects and the user specifies that one of these versions must play the role of
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the part to be deleted, the version is promoted to a full-blown object, replacing
the old part and leaving the original composition intact (see Figure 6.10b).

Third, when the user specifies that none of these versions should take over
the role of the associated object, the deletion ends up with a composition,
without the deleted part, just like the composition remaining in the first case
described above. The difference is that the user is still able to promote the
partial-object versions or version objects (see Figure 6.10c). If the user chooses
not to promote any of the partial-object versions or version objects, a situation
similar to the first one results. -

book book

chapl chap2 chapl

a. deletion of a non-composite part having
no partial versions or version objects

book

chapl

book b. deletion of a non-composite part having
partial versions or version objects; chap2-vl
is replacing chap2 as a part and is promoted
to a full-blown object (chap2')

chapl

chapl chapl

book c. deletion of a non-composite part having
partial versions or version objects; neither
chap2-vl or chap2-v2 replaces chap2 as a

' •' part and is promoted to a full-blown object
(chap2')

o
chap2-vl" . .

o
chap2-v2' . .

Figure 6.10: Deletion of a non-composite part.
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(b) Deletion of the top object of a composition

One might believe that deletion of the top object of a composition should
cause the entire composition including all its parts to disappear. However,
a composition of objects merely describes the composite structure between
these objects, which have an existence of their own. Therefore, the effect of
the deletion of a top object is defined as follows:

1. The deletion of the merely existential versions of the top object.

2. The possible copying of the HAS_PART relations to a version that will
take the place of the top object. This depends on the same two questions
as in Section 6.4.2a. If both questions are answered affirmatively, the
composite structure of the top object is not deleted, but copied into
the version that will be the new top object. Otherwise, the top object
is deleted without its composition relations being copied, and if it has
versions as mentioned in the first question, then the user is asked if he
wants these versions to be promoted to separate objects. Objects created
in this way are not part of any composition at that moment.

3. The deletion of the top object.

4. The parts of the deleted top object are left untouched.

The deletion of composite objects described here only deletes the composition
relations between the top object and its parts. The parts themselves are not
deleted. We believe there should also be a more destructive operation which
deletes an entire composite object, including all its components. The former
operation resembles the explosion of an object into pieces and therefore could
be called the ezp/ode operation, while the latter in fact really deletes the
composite object and could be called the de/ete operation.

(c) Deletion of a composite part

When dealing with the deletion of composite parts one has to consider two
different aspects:

1. the role the part is playing as part of the composition, and

2. the role the part is playing as top object of a (sub)composition.
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With respect to the second role, the effects have been described in Sec-
tion 6.4.2b. One should combine these consequences with the effects the op-
eration has with regard to its first role.

We start with the most simple case: the object to be removed has no partial-
object versions nor version objects. As we described in Section 6.4.2b, deletion
of such an object results in a situation wherein its parts persist as independent
objects, while the object itself is deleted together with its top-object role as
mentioned above. Consequently, its role as part should be abandoned, so the
object is removed, as well as its PART-OF and HAS-PART relations.

The other cases can be treated in the same way as described above. Therefore,
we conclude that the current operation has the same semantics as the operation
described in Section 6.4.2b. When one of the versions of the part to be removed
takes over the role as top object of the subcomposition, it also takes over the
role as part of the embedding composite object.

6.5 Chapter summary

Versions introduce a notion of time in a domain to be modelled. In an object
model, versions are variations of objects. Version management is especially
important for composite objects, because of the structure of the relations be-
tween the composite object and its part objects. The creation of new versions
of part objects may induce new versions of the composite object to be created.

INCA-COM contains two approaches for modelling versions. The first approach
treats versions as parha/ objects. The descriptor space of a partial object is a
subspace of the descriptor space of a full-blown object. The second approach
treats versions, when it is necessary to describe them, as version 067'ecte. A
version object is a full-blown object, with contraints on some of the values of
the descriptors (e.g., the sort descriptor).

We have focussed on a mechanism for version management of composite ob-
jects. We have constructed a composite-version mechanism which gives a
natural result when deleting a version just added, namely the original com-
position. Moreover, the devised version mechanism is capable of coping with
more complicated compositions and remains semantically justified. Compar-
ing Figure 6.7 to Figure 6.3 we see that, although the mechanisms of version
deletion differ, the results are identical, being the original composite object
before addition of sec2-vl.
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Modelling objects using
INCA-COM*

In this chapter, we illustrate INCA-COM'S possibilities for modelling objects in
a natural way, i.e., at a conceptual level for communication between human
beings. Hence, we describe the development of an object-oriented model of
Data-Flow Diagrams (DFDs), introduced in Section 7.1. We model the ob-
jects associated with DFDs in Sections 7.2 to 7.4. Section 7.5 provides some
conclusions on our modelling effort.

7.1 Data-Flow Diagrams

A Data-Flow Diagram DFD is a presentation of a conceptual model of pro-
cesses and data /3Ws between these processes. DFDs play a central role in
Structured Analysis, a method for systems analysis stressing the importance
of data flowing in an organization (see, e.g., DeMarco (1979)). For the sake
of clarity we make a distinction between a conceptual model, which we call a
£>a£a-F/otu Mode/ (DFM), and its visual presentation by a DFD.

The components of a DFD are:

• circ/es representing processes,

• arrows representing datfa

Parts of this chapter have been published as an article for the conference Technology of
Object-Oriented Languages and Systems (TOOLS) (Bakker and Braspenning, 1991b).
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• (wo para//e/ /lonzonfa/ fines presenting da<a stores, and

• 6oies, presenting sources and stnAs.

The number of processes modelling an entire information system is often larger
than the maximum number of processes a modeller can handle at any one time.
To limit the complexity of the presentation, one models large information
systems using a levelled set of DFMs. A modeller expands each process in a
DFM into a new DFM, thus creating a hierarchy of DFMs. The top-level DFM is
called the context mode/, indicating the position of the system with respect to
its environment. The DFD in Figure 7.1 shows an example of a DFM consisting
of a compiler.

programcode

parse tree

parser

^ compiler
user

semantical
\ analyzer

\
execul

semantical
valid parse

--tree~~^~-».
\ /

J I

^ble program

^ \code \
generator /

Figure 7.1: An example Data-Flow Diagram of a compiler.

In Figure 7.1, a compiler is modelled as three distinct processes, exchanging
data with a compiler user. A compiler user acts both as the source of input,
and the sink of output: the user provides the code of a computer program to
the compiler, and receives the resulting executable program from the compiler.
The compiler is divided into the three processes, parser, semantical analyzer,
and code generator. The parser uses program code to produce a parse tree of
the code, the semantical analyzer accepts a parse tree to check its semantical
correctness, and finally the code generator converts the valid parse tree into an
executable program. For brevity, we omit the expansions of the three processes
in this model. For a detailed description of Structured Analysis and the use
of DFDs, we refer to DeMarco (1979).

A Data-Flow Diagram Editor (DFDE) is a tool to be found in many CASE

environments. It is an editor presenting a DFD, enabling its user to create and
manipulate the components of the DFD in graphical way.
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Our modelling application starts with the description of the DFDE. We then
proceed with the modelling of the DFM and its parts. Next, we describe the
DFD modelled as a visual display of the DFM. Below we describe these three
steps and introduce, when needed, the notation for describing objects.

7.2 Modelling the DFDE ^

The description of an object always starts with the object's name, which is the
identifier of the object. The name of the object is followed by its descriptions,
consisting of a set of < descriptor, ua/ue> pairs. The general format for the
notation of a < descriptor, wa/ue> is (see also Section 4.1.2):

descriptor-type :: descriptor : value :: value-domain

The descriptor type is one of the descriptor types used in INCA-COM. We
use the first letter of each type (in case of ambiguity we use more successive
letters), so that we have the following notation for descriptor types: P (prop-
erty), A (attribute), R (relation), L (link), D (display), and V (version). The
description of an object should ai /east specify the sort to which the object
belongs, since the sort of an object specifies the place of the object with re-
spect to other objects.
Figure 7.2 gives the partial description of one particular DFDE, named
myDFDE. The object myDFDE in Figure 7.2 is an instance of sort DataFlow-

Object my DFDE {
SORT : DataFlowDiagramEditor;
R :: usedBy : bakker :: User;

Figure 7.2: A particular DFDE.

DiagramEditor. Further, myDFDE stands in relation (named usedBy) to a
particular user (named bakker). This particular user appears as the value of
the usedBy relation. The value domain of the relation is User, indicating that
the value must be an instance of sort User. We have omitted the description
of User.
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The descriptor for sorts, such as SORT : DataFlowDiagramEditor is a nota-
tional shorthand for the more lengthy R :: instance.of : DataFlowDiagramEdi-
tor :: , where the value-domain indication ' ' stands for all sort objects
(i.e., the extension of the domain's metasort, to be explained below). The
description of myDFDE relies partly on the description of the sort DataFlow-
DiagramEditor. It is common practice to model a domain initially by modelling
the sorts occurring in the domain, rather than modelling particular instances.
Because sorts in INCA-COM are objects too, we can describe the sort DataFlow-
DiagramEditor in the same manner as "normal objects", resulting in the de-
scription given in Figure 7.3. The sort descriptor of a sort has as its value

Sort DataFlowDiagramEditor {
SORT : EditorMetaSort;
SUPERSORT : GraphicalEditor;

Sort EditorMetaSort {
SORT : EditorMetaSort;

' *•' F igure 7.3: The DataFlowDiagramEditor sort.

a metasort (here called EditorMetaSort), which is the sort of all sorts within
this particular domain. Because a metasort is a sort, and therefore (again)
an object, it has to be an instance of a sort too. To break an infinite recur-
sion, a metasort is an instance of itself. The supersort descriptor is used for
the construction of sort hierarchies, which guide the inheritance mechanisms
described in Section 5.2. We see that the sort DataFlowDiagramEditor has as
supersort the sort GraphicalEditor, which we describe in Section 7.4.
At first sight, a sort in INCA-COM seems similar to the usual notion of a 'type'
or 'class' as used in many object-oriented languages. There is, however, an
important difference. As we have stated in Chapter 4 and Chapter 5, the
whole description of a sort can be divided into an eztercszona/ part, which
describes the structure of potential instances of the sort, and an mtensiono/
part, which describes the meaning of the sort itself. In Figure 7.3, we have only
described (and even incompletely) the intensional part of the sorts. For the
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description of the extensional part of a sort we introduce a special attribute
with the name instance-descriptors. It is an attribute, because in the process of
finding the sorts of a domain one is often guided by what some prototypical
instances have in common. Such commonality is what makes a sort at first
knowledgeable, and attributes are just meant for modelling such entities.
To describe that an instance of DataFlowDiagramEditor has a particular re-
lation with the diagram being edited, we extend the description of the sort
DataFlowDiagramEditor in the way described in Figure 7.4. The attribute in-

Sort DataFlowDiagramEditor {
SORT : EditorMetaSort; S ^
SUPERSORT : GraphicalEditor; ^ W
A :: instance-descriptors : { «»«.^.v.v>»b.*v*6Jsr«, : A

R :: editing : . :: DataFlowDiagram; •'' •'' * * » - ^ .?TS-5~

•« . • * . *

Figure 7.4: The extended DataFlowDiagramEditor sort. $

stance-descriptors has as its value a set (indicated by { }) of descriptive entities
(possibly with their own values). We have omitted the domain indication for
this attribute being the domain of all sets of descriptive entities. The entities
listed as the value of the attribute instance-descriptors are inherited by all in-
stances of the sort. For each of the three types of inheritance in INCA-COM

(see Section 5.2) there is a different notation for the ua/ue of the descriptor:

• a description subject to common inheritance is written with an "="
preceding its value, • , . . , . . . - , , .

• a description subject to normal inheritance is written in the normal way,

• a description subject to structural inheritance is written with an "_" as
its value.

For example, the relation editing (see Figure 7.4) is structurally inherited by
all instances of the sort DataFlowDiagramEditor. Subsequently, one should
specify for each instance the value of the relational descriptor, which must be
an instance of the sort DataFlowDiagram.
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7.3 Model l ing t h e D F M . ^ , > • , «,, ^

A DFD is a visual presentation of a conceptual model of processes and data
flowing between these processes. To distinguish between a concept and its
visual presentation, INCA-COM offers the descriptional type disp/aj/to describe
how an object will manifest itself to the outside world. Hence, we describe a
Data-Flow Model as given in Figure 7.5. . - : , , , , , . , . .--.

Sort DataFlowModel { ' " ' ""'

SORT : ModelMetaSort; . - ^ .... : .. ;, ,,..;•

SUPERSORT : SystemModel; •.',. ' •

R :: usedln : StructuredAnalysis :: StructuredTechnique; •

A :: instance-descriptors : { .. , . ,

PARTS : {Process + , DataFlow + , DataStore *,

Source * , Sink * } ;

R :: ExpansionOf : _ :: Process;

D :: visualization : _ :: DataFlowDiagram;

};
} •• - ' • . • - • • - • : • . . - . . - . • ; =

Sort StructuredTechnique { . . . ' , .
SORT : ModelMetaSort; ..'....' . • '

F igure 7.5: The DataFlowModel.
, - « . r . , - • ,• • . - . • . • •. - • -

Four parts of Figure 7.5 are to be discussed.
First, the relation usedln indicates a relationship of the sort DataFlowModel.
This means that the sort DataFlowModel is used in the particular technique,
not implying, however, that also every instance of DataFlowModel will be used
in StructuredAnalysis.
Second, the attribute instance-descriptors contains a parts descriptor, indicat-
ing the composite structure of a DFM. The names listed in the value of the
parts descriptor are all names of sorts, meaning that an instance of DataFlow-
Model will have instances of the named sorts as parts. The optional specifier
after the sort names is used to indicate the cardinality of the specific part: a
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'+' indicates that one or more instances are part of the object. Other cardi-
nality specifiers are: '*' for zero or more, a number (e.g., 4) or a subrange of
numbers (e.g., 1 . . 4). Hence, in this way one describes a sort by effectively
stating that any of its instances has a composite structure, though the sort
itself has not. * ,/,. , , .... • , . • > , , ,w .;, ;

Third, the relation ExpansionOf indicates that a particular DFM is an expansion
of a process on a higher level in the set of DFMs of a system. The ExpansionOf
descriptor is structurally inherited by instances of the sort DataFlowModel.

Fourth, we have used a display with the name visualization, indicating that
every DFM manifests itself through an instance of the sort DataFlowDiagram.
The latter is a visual display of a composite object (a DFM) and therefore an
object composed of the <fisp/ays of the particular DataFlowModel parts. Fig-
ure 7.6 shows the sort description of two of these parts, Process and DataFlow.

Sort Process {
SORT : ModelMetaSort;
A :

R
R
D

Sort

instance-descriptors
:: incoming : { _ } ::
:: outgoing : { - } : :
:: visualization : _ ::

DataFlow {
SORT : ModelMetaSort;
A :

R
R
D

instance-descriptors
:: from : _ :: Process
:: to : _ :: Process;
:: visualization : _ ::

: {
_P( Data Flow);
P(DataFlow); .
LabelledCircle;

: {

LabelledArrow;

Figure 7.6: The sorts Process and DataFlow.

A Process in a DFM generally receives several DataFlows (see Figure 7.1). For
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this reason, the value indication of the relations incoming and outgoing is shown
as { _ } to indicate that the value is a set of Data Flows, drawn from the power
set P of DataFlows in the model. A Process and a DataFlow display themselves
by means of a LabelledCircle and a LabelledArrow, respectively.

Figure 7.7 shows the three levels (or domains) we have discerned in the mod-
elling process. It is important to see why we have made the distinctions

Figure 7.7: Modelling levels.

between a DFDE, a DFD and a DFM. A way of understanding is by looking
at the operations one can perform on objects at each level. All operations
at a certain level are mapped onto the next /ou>er level, e.g., the addition of
a process to a DFM is mapped to the addition of a LabelledCircle to a DFD,
which is mapped to an operation (or series of operations) for the DFDE. Such
a mapping is what makes an editor well-suited: every conceptual operation
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should be mapped onto an ordered set of editor operations. However, each
level has also operations which are meaningless at the next /iig/ier level. On
the DFDE level, we can scroll the window over a DFD and select circles and
arrows; there is no corresponding operation at the DFD level. On the DFD
level, we can move or enlarge circles to enhance the lay-out of the DFD; again,
there is no corresponding operation at the DFM level.

The operations that can be performed on objects are described by events. The
distinction in modelling levels is reflected in the possible events of the objects
at each level. Figure 7.8 shows some simple events for a DFM. Moreover, a

Sort DataFlowModel {

A :: instance-descriptors :

events:
Add Process
AddDataFlow

{ • " " • ' • • • ' •

Figure 7.8: Events of a DataFlowModel.

DFD has events named MoveCircle and MoveArrow, while the DFDE has events
such as SelectObject and DeleteSelection.

7.4 Modelling the DFD

In order to describe the displays within INCA-COM, a set of uisua/ pnrmfoues of
the domain of diagrams is needed. We have examined an existing drawing tool,
which allows a user to construct various shapes with relative ease. We have
chosen to examine the graphical editor within the desktop-publishing system
Interleaf. Investigation showed that Interleaf's basic drawing primitives are:

Interleaf is a trademark of Interleaf Inc.
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(1) line; (2) oval; (3) spline; and (4) text. Several other shapes can be com-
posed by a combination of primitives (e.g., a polyline by a number of lines)
or by constraining a primitive (e.g., a circle is a constrained oval). As this set
of primitives proved sufficient for the construction of a multitude of different
shapes, we have adopted it as the basis for the visual-display sort hierarchies.
These visual-display sort hierarchies are not to be considered as static struc-
tures: the user of INCA-COM can extend them with user-defined displays, in
the same manner as introducing subsorts in 'normal' sort hierarchies.
The display visualization of a Process has as value an instance of LabelledCircle.
The latter is modelled as a subsort of Circle, with an additional behaviour that
displays the name of the Process centered at the origin of the circle. Here we
touch an important issue. A LabelledCircle must have some location in order
to draw itself. Since this is a generic need of all visual displays, we introduce
another metasort, VisualizationMetaSort, which fulfils this need. To make in-
stances of the sorts in this domain inherit from this VisualizationMetaSort, it
is modelled as given in Figure 7.9.

Sort VisualizationMetaSort {
SORT : VisualizationMetaSort;
A :: instance-descriptors : {

A :: instance-descriptors : {
P :: origin : (0,0) :: Coordinate;
B :: draw : ...

F igure 7.9: The metasort VisualizationMetaSort.

The effect of the description in Figure 7.9 is that all instances of Visualiza-
tionMetaSort (i.e., the sorts of the visual-display domain) inherit the value of
the attribute instance-descriptors. The value passed to sorts contains a nested
attribute instance-descriptors. The value of the nested attribute is inherited by
all instances of the sorts.

The introduction of several metasorts divides the entire object world into
different name spaces corresponding to the different domains (DFM, DFD and
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DFDE). Within a name space, there can be no objects with the same name, but
within different name spaces this is allowed, as long as it is clear to which name
space an object belongs. In the description in Figure 7.9, the value-domain
indication Coordinate is a so-called complex type to be specified outside the
current model. v , •. •, s : - r v y . v i . ' ; - .... , . t ? > ^ . ^ -.,••

Figure 7.10 shows the visual-display sort hierarchies for modelling of visual-
izations. The gray display sorts are primitive. The white ones indicate visual

instance_of

subsort of

Figure 7.10: Sort hierarchies of visual displays.

displays resulting from either composing or constraining other visual displays.
For example, the sort Line is a primj<rue visual display, the sort PolyLine is
a composite visual display, and the sort Circle is a constrained visual display.
We note that the sort Square is a constrained composite visual display. For
the description of the visual-display sorts, we refer the interested reader to
Appendix A.
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The display types within INCA-COM can also be used to describe how user-
interface objects manifest themselves to the user. An example of such use of
a display is given in Figure 7.11, which describes the sort GraphicalEditor (the
supersort of the DFDE). The sorts in the parts description of Figure 7.11 must
be specified as display sorts (not shown here).

Sort GraphicalEditor { ^-•-—-^
SORT : EditorMetaSort; / . A
SUPERSORT : Editor; f "•";'! S j ,
A :: instance-descriptors : {

D :: visualization : _ :: GraphicalWindow;

Sort GraphicalWindow {
SORT : VisualizationMetaSort;
A :: instance_descriptors : {

PARTS : {Border 1, WorkArea 1, Menu 0..1, HorizontalSlider 0..1,
VerticalSlider 0..1, Closer 0..1, Fuller 0..1, Sizer 0..1

F igure 7.11: The GraphicalEditor.

7.5 Chapter summary > /r

Designing has always been an important, yet difficult phase in any develop-
ment process. INCA-COM does not make the modelling process easier; on the
contrary, we have seen that the relatively large set of semantically different
modelling tools requires a modeller to make much more choices than required
when using conventional object models. However, the gain is obvious: a model
which is more precise and detailed, and therefore richer in meaning. The ef-
fort required to produce such a model is worthwhile: the model is designed
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only once, but is usable for many more times. Furthermore, due to the high
level of specification and the fact that most object-oriented programming lan-
guages adhere to at least part of the same principles as INCA-COM, it should
be relatively easy to implement such a design model. The mapping onto a
programming language can be automated at least partly.

In our modelling application, the clear distinction between application-domain
concepts and their displays enables a clear understanding of the concepts,
without being blurred by details for displaying objects. We believe this dis-
tinction is beneficial for the addition of knowledge and reasoning mechanisms
in order to come to an iNtelligent CAse environment. Moreover, the modelling
application has guided us in the development of the 6asic m'suaZ-cfop/ay sorf
/iierarc/nes, which can be used in other application domains too.

In order to specify more complex objects than the ones we have described, one
would surely need a sophisticated object design editor. Such an editor should
support a modeller in:

• showing multiple sort hierarchies in a graphical way,

• navigating through sort hierarchies,

• creating and editing objects; for instance, as soon as the sort of an object
has been specified, the editor should allow to show all the descriptors
the new object inherits (with actual and possible values),

• specifying displays in a graphical way; this should be done using a graph-
ical editor.

In Chapter 9 we elaborate on such a tool, called INCATOOL, which is modelled
using the INCA principles for application domains and applications.
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Chapter 8

An object-oriented model for
spreadsheets*

We have described INCA-COM as the basis of the next generation of INtelligent
CAse environments. Of course, other complex application domains can also
profit from the descriptive power of our model for object orientation. In this
chapter we treat the application of INCA-COM to the domain of spreadsheets.
Through this application we describe a new kind of spreadsheet, and show
part of the descriptive power of INCA-COM.

8.1 Existing spreadsheets

The flexibility of spreadsheets is a key factor to its world-wide success, but
it is also a well-known disadvantage in maintaining and adapting application
models. A spreadsheet modeller possesses some kind of mental model when
identifying the information to be represented. Much of this knowledge is left
implicit, and thus cannot be used by a spreadsheet program assisting the
modeller. Human users can also have trouble identifying the information value
in a spreadsheet, if it consists of numbers only.

The usual manner to overcome such limitations is to use cognitive pointers to
the intended meaning of the different cells by giving names or text labels to
particular rows and columns of the spreadsheet. Although the labels aid the

Parts of this chapter have been published as an article for the European Simulation
Symposium 1992 (Bakker and Braspenning, 1992).
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user in understanding the meaning of the different speadsheet entries, they
are useless for the spreadsheet program.

The new generation of spreadsheets, such as Lotus Improv™, allow the spread-
sheet modeller to identify the cells by using names instead of tags such as 41
or 52. Obviously, such a naming scheme for cells is an improvement com-
pared to the conventional scheme, since the need for explanatory labels within
the spreadsheet is reduced. However, the application of INCA-COM'S object-
oriented modelling principles shows that there is more room to adopt new
sophisticated models for spreadsheets. .

8.2 A new spreadsheet r ?" •' ' '' i • ?

In order to illustrate how a spreadsheet is modelled we start from the spread-
sheet of Figure 8.1. Figure 8.1 contains three regions of interest. We identify
the region with Peter and Harm as the co/umn-/a6e/ region, the region with
length and age as the roiu-/aie2 region, and the lower-right region as the
region. Below, we elaborate each of the regions. .

column-label
region

row-label
region

length
age

Peter Harm

1.85 1.83
42 28

value
region

Figure 8.1: The prototype spreadsheet.

Column-label region The region with column labels contains the names
Peter and Harm. We consider these names as the names of (simple) objects.
Since every object in INCA-COM belongs to at least one sort, the question is:
"What are the sorts of these objects?" Both objects are an instance of Human
Being, which can be shown by extending the co/umn-/a6e/ region to allow for
the sorts to be displayed in Figure 8.2. Thus, the objects Peter and Harm
are specified as instances of the sort Human Being. Other extensions of our
example spreadsheet are also shown in Figure 8.2.
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sorts

instances

length
age

Human

Peter
1.85
42

Being

Harm
1.83
28

Animal

Dog

Snoopy Pluto
0.95 1.10

15 40

Cat

Garfield
0.60

10

Tom
1.15

18

Figure 8.2: The spreadsheet extended with sorts.

The next extension to be made is the introduction of different sorts in the
spreadsheet. These sorts are related to each other by means of specialization
and generalization relations. This in effect shows the sori /n'erarc/ij/ in which
Human Being partakes. The supersort of Human Being is Animal, and this
is shown by extending the column-label region upward. By its specification,
any object is thus connected to at least one sort hierarchy. Continuing in
this fashion, and extending the sort hierarchy both upward and downward a
spreadsheet like the one in Figure 8.2 is formed. We note that the names
in the column-label region, such as Peter, Harm, and Snoopy, denote simple
objects (i.e., objects which do not have instances themselves), while the names
Animal, Human Being, Dog, and Cat denote sort objects. This distinction is
stressed by using bold typeface for sort objects, and normal typeface for simple
objects.

Row-label region The next step is to consider the entities along the ver-
tical side of the spreadsheet. The entities in the row-label region are viewed
as descriptors for the objects along the top side. By means of descn'ph'ona/
re/?ec£ion (elaborately treated in Chapter 9), the row labels can also be ex-
tended in a similar way as the extension of the column labels. An example is
given in Figure 8.3. It shows the instances of Figure 8.2, which are described
using the descriptors length, age, ssn (social-security number), father, and
colleague. The names property, attribute, relation and link refer to the de-
scriptor types, used in INCA-COM to specify the semantically different aspects
of each object description. Each descriptor is associated with its descriptor
type. Thus, property and length are related in the same way as Human Being
and Peter are related. Peter is an instance of Human Being, and length is an
instance of property.
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I •

descriptor
types

property

attribute
relation

link

sorts

N^lnstances

descriptors~*\

length
age
ssn

father
colleague

Human

Peter

1.85
42
123

[Joop 1
iHarml

Being

Harm

1.83
28

456
1 Jan 1
Peter 1

Animal

Dog

Snoopy Pluto

0.95 1.10
15 40

Cat

Garfield

0.60
10

Tom

1.15
18

Figure 8.3: The spreadsheet extended with sorts and descriptor types.

Value region The final step in creating a new spreadsheet consists of mod-
elling the value region. The value region of the extended spreadsheet in Fig-
ure 8.3 contains various numbers. These are, of course, the values of the
various elements of the description of the objects in the column-label region.
Actually, the spreadsheet is nothing more than a way of representing values
from an underlying conceptual model, constructed using INCA-COM. The INCA

description of the object Peter reads as given in Figure 8.4.

object Peter {
SORT : Human Being;
P::length : 1.85::RealNumber;
P::age : 42::NaturalNumber;
A::ssn : 123::SSN;
R::father : Joop::HumanBeing;
L::colleague : Harm::HumanBeing;

Figure 8.4: The INCA description of Peter.

Depending on the type of descriptor, the value cell in the value region contains
a value from a particular wz/ue domain. For properties and attributes such
as length, age and ssn, the value has to be taken from a particular pnrm7ii;e
value domain (comparable to a type in a traditional programming language).
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However, the numbers in the value region for the descriptors length, age and
ssn are interpreted according to the described value type in the reflexive (again
object-oriented) description of the corresponding descriptor.

For relations and links such as father and colleague, the value should be an-
other object in the application domain. Thus the value of, e.g., the relation
father of Peter refers to Joop, which is another object in the application do-
main. An object which acts as the value of a descriptor in the value region
is shown with a box around it (see Figure 8.3). Such objects can be made
visible, e.g., by clicking on them.

8.3 New concepts

The spreadsheet of Figure 8.3 is a starting point for considering the semantic
tools defined in INCA-COM. Not all semantic tools have been shown in this
spreadsheet. Below, we introduce them all, illustrating them with an example.

Specification Any cell in the value region contains an element of a partic-
ular value domain determined by the corresponding descriptor. Each object
(shown along the top side in Figure 8.3) is an instance of at least one sort,
which can be shown as well.

Specification is an important new tool in modelling and programming. Besides
the usual imperative, functional and logical ways of modelling and program-
ming, the use of specification means the use of a virtual machine attached to
the specification hierarchy (i.e., objects belonging to a particular sort). The
virtual machine distributes descriptions which are valid for different objects
all belonging to a particular sort, thereby enhancing the cognitive economy of
the necessary descriptions to be entered by the modeller. The virtual machine
may be used also for keeping an eye on application constraints which should
be satisfied at all times during a modelling effort.

In INCA-COM each descriptor is itself considered as an object. The descriptors
length, age, ssn, father, colleague, shown in the row-label region of Figure 8.3,
are objects, with their descriptor types displayed on their left side. The possi-
bility to treat descriptors themselves as objects is a form of /anguage re/7ech'on,
which we treat more elaborately in Chapter 9. Since the descriptors are ob-
jects, they can be viewed in the same manner as the objects Peter and Harm.
In this way, the descriptors become an application domain on their own, as
shown in a separate spreadsheet in Figure 8.5. This application domain is
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a basic one, since it reflects the ontology of the modeller, i.e., the basic dis-
tinctions which appear to be important for describing any other application
domain. A point to note is that in the reflexive spreadsheet the descriptor-

mecasort

sorts

property minValue
maxValue
unit

PROPERTY

Length

HumanLength DogLength

0
3.00
meter

0
2.00
meter

Age

HumanAge

0
150
year

DogAge

0
40
year

Figure 8.5: The descriptors treated as objects.

type property is a so-called metasort, having here only two instances, namely
Length and Age. These instances are themselves application sorts. They are
instantiated during modelling of an application domain.

In Figure 8.5 the metasort named property is shown in bold capitals. (Sorts
and instances are shown as previously explained in Section 8.2.) By modelling
Length and Age as sorts, the modeller can introduce subsorts, specializing
their descriptions. Thus, subsorts, such as HumanLength and DogAge might
be introduced, limiting the value the descriptor can have between 0 and 3.00
meters, and 0 and 40 years, respectively (the more generic Length and Age
should permit large values to allow generic types of age to be modelled). The
result of introducing such subsorts is shown in Figure 8.5 as well.
The possibility to introduce new subsorts in the domain of the descriptors is
called accommodation. In this way, a (meta)modeller can adapt the medium
of representation, ameliorating the assimi/ah'on of domain knowledge. The
terms accommodation and assimilation are adopted from Piaget (1972). For
instance, the introduction of the sort HumanAge makes it possible to represent
the model of Figure 8.3 more accurately. In this model, all instances have
the same descriptor (age), whereas the uses of HumanAge and DogAge for
the instances of Human Being and Dog are more specific, allowing for more
semantic checks on the model.

Generalizat ion / Specialization The sorts on both sides of the spread-
sheet are related to form a so-called sort hierarchy. Such a hierarchy is shown
in Figure 8.3, viz. the Animal hierarchy with subsorts Human Being, Dog,
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and Cat. Figure 8.5 also contains two sort hierarchies viz. the Length hierar-
chy with subsorts HumanLength and DogLength, and the Age hierarchy with
subsorts HumanAge and DogAge.

Analogously to specification the use of generalization/specialization means the
use of a virtual machine which distributes descriptions from sorts to subsorts
(when needed), thereby relieving the modeller of the effort to specify identical
descriptions too many times. In essence, the sort hierarchy allows a form of
reasoning, namely subsumptive reasoning, to be active during the modelling
effort. Due to this kind of reasoning the user of such a new spreadsheet is
able to reason what the consequences will be of particular changes in the sort
hierarchy.

Relation and link The semantic descriptor type re/afion is used to relate
two objects. In the spreadsheet the /ai/jer relation in Figure 8.3 illustrates
this. The spreadsheet also shows a /mfc descriptor (colleague), used for a more
arf-/ioc connection between objects.

The explicit introduction of the types re/afton and /m& prevents the spread-
sheet user from entering values that refer to something else than objects of
the intended application domain. Hence, again, such explicitness supports
the user in capturing the semantics of the object descriptions. In addition, a
spreadsheet editor would allow to show the user an overview of already intro-
duced application objects from which a particular value for a relation or link
of an object may be chosen.

Display An INCA object has displays, describing how the object is presented
to the outside world. In this context, a display models the way the object is
shown within the spreadsheet (e.g., iconized, textual, or as a bitmap image).
An object may also be made to display itself in an audible way.

Behaviour The possible activity of an object is described by its behaviour.
Every behaviour can be shown by a push button. The model user manipu-
lating the spreadsheet can push such a button to activate the corresponding
behaviour.

A spreadsheet with displays and behaviours comes near to present-day hyper-
text possibilities, except that the use of triggers (such as buttons, active words,
etc.) is now completely determined by the chosen objects of the application
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domain. Thus, all hypertext possibilities are here under the control of a com-
mon object-oriented framework providing hypertext-like reacte'm'ty through the
use of particular behaviours attached to any object.

Composition As an example of a composite object, we consider the spread-
sheet of Figure 8.6. Analogously to the above, the column-label region contains

sorts

instances

parts

property revenues
costs
profit

Company

myCompany

deptl

42
20
22

dept2

52
20
32

yourCompany

deptl

82
20
62

dept2

94
34
60

Figure 8.6: Composition in a spreadsheet.

the sort Company. Two of its instances are myCompany and yourCompany.
They are so-called composite 067'ecte, i.e., objects which have other objects as
their parts. The parts of the companies are departmentl and department2.
The composition of the companies allows them to be viewed by using the
department as the focus. The result of viewing the companies by their depart-
ments is shown in Figure 8.7. We remark that the information presented in the
Figures 8.6 and 8.7 is the same. The difference is the way of presenting it. In
Figure 8.6 the numbers for revenues, costs, and profit are presented per com-
pany, while in Figure 8.7 they are presented by focussing on the departments
(parts) of each company.

Versions An INCA object can have uersions, which are variations of the
object. In the spreadsheet of Figure 8.8, each department is shown to have
three versions, namely 1988, 1989, and 1990. Similar to using the composition
of objects for changing the focus, the versions of the objects can be used
to view the model in distinct ways. Figure 8.9 shows the result of using
the versions 1988, 1989, and 1990 as the primary focus on the companies.
Thus, the versions are used in Figure 8.9 to view the properties revenues,
costs, and profit per department, but even viewing them per company can be
accomplished easily.
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Figure 8.7: Focus on object parts.
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Figure 8.8: Versions in the spreadsheet.

Multiple sort hierarchies INCA-COM does not allow sorts to have multiple
supersorts. The reason for disallowing multiple inheritance is that a sort
hierarchy should provide one point of view on a domain, according to which
subsorts are introduced (see also Section 5.1).

Therefore a sort is not allowed to partake in another hierarchy, since this
would be a mixing of different points of view, and would ignore the different
points of view each of tjie hierarchies expresses. Moreover, since every sort
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Figure 8.9: Focus on versions.
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hierarchy allows for a form of subsumptive reasoning, the points of view should
be clearly distinguished. However, it is allowed for an object to have multiple
sorts. Thus, an object can be specified from different points of view, which is
a quite natural way of modelling.

In the spreadsheet model, different points of view can be shown by using
three-dimensional visualization with different planes. Each hierarchy in which
an object partakes is shown on a different plane. The planes are ordered in
the third dimension, and the user can select the point of view (plane) of his
interest.

8.4 Chapter summary

The application of INCA-COM to the general domain of a spreadsheet shows
that INCA-COM'S semantic tools can be used to express the different aspects
and relations of objects. In order to have full benefit of a spreadsheet manipu-
lating program it is necessary to regard the conventional row-column display as
merely a view on a model. By bringing semantics into this underlying model,
the spreadsheet program is able to manipulate the model views in ways not
possible with current spreadsheet programs. In this chapter we have shown
how INCA-COM is used for the description of the underlying model.

We have divided a spreadsheet into three different regions: the co/umn-/a&e/
rej/ton, the rou>-/a6e/ region, and the i>ot/ue region. The column-label region
contains the names o/ o6;'ec<s. These objects are assigned to their soris, which
are also located in the column-label region. The sorts can be related to each
other, thus forming sor£ /n'erarc/iies, resulting in additional structure in the
object world.

The row-label region contains the names of the descriptors for objects in the
column-label region. The six descriptor types in iNCA-cOMare property, a£-
<n'6u<e, re/a<ion, /infc, disp/ay, and uersion. The relation type comprises at least
three presupposedly important relations, viz. the ms<ance_o/, the sutsorLo/
and the porLo/relations, which are used for specification, specialization, and
composition, respectively. These three relations structure an application do-
main, so that the spreadsheet program can assist a user with different views
on the model.

The value region contains the values of the descriptors in the row-label region.
The values have to be taken from a particular value domain. For descriptors
from the types property and attribute the values have to be from a primitive
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value domain, and for descriptors from the types relation and link the values
have to be objects within the application domain.

The semantic categorization of descriptors furthers easy assimi/afa'on of do-
main knowledge. In addition, INCA-COM uses descriptional reflection: every
descriptor and its type are treated as objects too. By this reflection a mod-
eller may extend interactively the modelling tools of INCA-COM by creating
additional descriptor types and associated application descriptors (occommo-

The use of reflection will be elaborated in Chapter 9.

In addition to modelling spreadsheets in INCA-COM, the new spreadsheet con-
cept appears to be an effective way of presenting information to a user, and
therefore we will adopt a similar INCATOOL interface for presenting any object
model in whichever domain to a modeller and to other users.
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Chapter 9

INCATOOLl

In this chapter we describe the tool INCATOOL, which supports the modelling
with INCA-COM. The emphasis of the description is on the architecture. INCA-
TOOL's main purpose is supporting the construction of an INCA model based
on the structure of the modelling framework of Chapter 4 and the structur-
ing principles of Chapter 5. Modelling with INCA-COM has an iterative and
evolutionary nature, and therefore is best supported by an interactive and
open-ended software tool, allowing high-level design decisions to be changed
or discarded, continuously showing the consequences of the decisions. Ap-
pendix B presents an hypothetical session with INCATOOL illustrating the kinds
of operations a modeller may perform during modelling.

We describe the requirements of modelling support by considering modelling
as a form of knowledge acquisition, during which assimilation and accommo-
dation play an important role. In order to assist a modeller, INCATOOL uses
explicit knowledge about the concepts of INCA-COM and their representation
by means of language elements, INCATOOL'S architecture is based on the re-
flective representation of INCA concepts and language elements in terms of
INCA-COM leading to the concepts of an ontology and a descriptor domain.
The latter two are defined as follows:

• an ontology contains the concepts used when modelling with INCA-COM;

This chapter is based on two articles: Geautomatiseerde onderateurjing wan object-
jeorienteerd mode//eren (Dutch Conference on Applications of Artificial Intelligence 1991,
Bakker and Braspenning (1991a)) and Z)e onto/ojjie en generteifce fcenmerJten uan een o6jec(-
georienfeerrfe faa/ uoor fcennis<7e6aseerde ana/yje en onttoerp (Dutch Conference on Artificial
Intelligence 1992, Bakker et a/. (1992))

195
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• a descriptor domain contains the language elements used for the descrip-
tion of application objects.

The concept of an ontology is based on considering the INCA concepts as
objects. The concept of a descriptor domain is based on treating descriptors
as objects.
The chapter also provides an integrating view on the relations between ontol-
ogy, application domain, and descriptor domain. It ends with a description
INCATOOL's architecture.

s * *• " I ' "" * •? a ' *"'•' •

9.1 Requirements of modelling support

Following Piaget (1972), asszmz7ataon and accommodation are the two impor-
tant aspects of knowledge-acquisition processes as explained in Braspenning
(1989a): ••-• ; ' .

• assimilation of fact and rule structures concerns the representation of
UOD knowledge by means of partial ma<c/«es with template-like repre-
sentation structures;

• accommodation of the system's own knowledge-representation capabili-
ties concerns changing the cognitive templates used during assimilation.

If we supply the knowledge about INCA-COM in a reflective manner, i.e., in
the form of INCA objects, assimilation of application-domain knowledge and
accommodation of the representation language can be performed with INCA-

TOOL. Consequently, we take assimilation and accommodation as require-
ments for INCATOOL. The two requirements facilitate the construction of an
ontology and the determination of a descriptor domain.

Assimilation entails the use of a fixed set of concepts, which act as templates
for the modelling of objects in an application domain. In order to support the
modeller, INCATOOL must have knowledge about the concepts (and descrip-
tors) available in INCA-COM. This kind of knowledge is required for assisting
the modeller during the modelling of a particular application domain and par-
ticular application(s).

Accommodation is required to enable a modeller to modify the knowledge
about the descriptors durmjf modei/ing. Thus, a modeller can extend (or ac-
commodate) the descriptors used in INCA-COM in order to describe application
objects which cannot be represented adequately in in INCA-COM'S core.
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Stated otherwise, the knowledge base containing explicit knowledge about
INCA-COM is used by INCATOOL to support the modelling process (assimila-
tion), and can be extended interactively by the modeller (accommodation).

INCA-COM offers the groundwork for the description of objects in an appli-
cation domain, such as the conference-registration domain. In INCA-COM a
description of an object is usually incomplete: a description should be seen
as a parta'a/ description, which is added to the already existing description of
the object. The description process evolves into a final object description. As
stated in Chapter 4, each object in INCA-COM is identified by a unique name,
taking care of the identity of the object. The object description has the form
of an ordered set of (descriptor, value) pairs. A descriptor is identified by a
name and is assigned to one of the descriptor types introduced in Section 4.4.

The space of object descriptors and their relations can be seen as an application
domain itself, which can be described with INCA-COM as well. The descriptors
and their types thus become the subject of description. For the modeller it
suffices to specify the semantic type of a descriptor by means of a descriptor
type indication.

The local description of objects is supported by INCATOOL, offering mecha-
nisms for the efficient distribution of descriptions applicable to various objects.
In order to support a modeller, INCATOOL should give immediate feedback
by showing the effects of editing operations, such as addition or removal of
descriptions. Immediate feedback on modelling decisions is essential for an
evolutionary way of modelling.

9.2 The INCA ontology

By introducing an ontology for object-oriented modelling, we do not aim at
starting a philosophical discussion on the essence of things or on the study
of being. The previous chapters have focussed on primitives such as objects,
sorts, properties, attributes, etc. Here, a tec/mica/ concept of ontology, rep-
resenting a set of concepts to be used in ant/ application model is discussed.
Based on the concept of an object, our view of an ontology provides the basic
distinctions, useful in any modelling effort. After all, modelling presupposes
an initial choice of concepts for looking at the world, and expressing a model.
The INCA ontology thus does not imply existence of things denoted by its on-
tological primitives, but it merely provides useful concepts for modelling. The
concepts are used for assimilation of application-domain knowledge.
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The INCA ontology has been given the form of five sort hierarchies (see Fig-
ure 9.1), each of which represents a particular point of view on the basic con-
cept object. The sorts in the ontological sort hierarchies represent concepts,
which can be instantiated in any application model. A similar ontological
principle is used in KL-ONE by introducing the concept Thing. There, each
application concept is either directly or indirectly a specia/izaiion of Thing.
This implies that Thing and its specializations are by definition within the
same domain. In INCA-COM, we distinguish between ontological concepts and
the application concepts by explicitly creating an ontology.

object object object

sort primary repre- system atomic molecular cellular
sentation VV

•",-•••• '.-• sort- composite
, . hierarchical

object object

persistent event active passive

Figure 9.1: The INCA ontology.

The INCA ontology in Figure 9.1 provides distinctions applicable to every ob-
ject. The ontological distinctions are expressed by means of sort hierarchies.
In this respect we follow the guidelines for sort hierarchies set forth in Chap-
ter 5. The names of the ontological sorts are chosen in such a way that they
can be read from the leaves to the top of the hierarchy. As a case in point, we
mention the hierarchy object with subsorts sort and primary, which are to be
read as sort.object and primary.object.

For each object (within an application domain) the modeller is required to
specify to which sort in each ontological hierarchy it belongs. This has to
be done in such a way that the mos£ speci/ic sorts are chosen. Objects for
which this specification is not appropriate (e.g., because the modeller wishes
to postpone the decision) can be specified to belong to the top sort in the
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sort hierarchy under consideration. Later, the object may receive a more
specific sort instead of the top sort, i.e., a lower one in the particular hierarchy.
Further, the INCA principle that an object may only belong to one sort in the
same hierarchy is preserved. This is similar to the use of partt'tionmi/s in
the ontology of Cyc (Lenat e< a/., 1990), which are used to model exclusive
divisions of sorts into subsorts. The five ontological distinctions are discussed
below.

Sort and primary object The first distinction is made between a sort and
a primary object. This distinction results from the decision to describe and
treat sorts similar to objects (see Section 5.1). A sort object is a sort with
respect to its instances, and an instance with respect to its (meta) sort, but
the distinction we make here explicit clearly divides all application objects
into primary instances (objects in the application) and application sorts.

Representation and system object The second distinction is made be-
tween a representation and a system object. A representation object refers
to (is a representation of) an object in the initial application domain, while
a system object has been introduced for the description of a representation
object. A system object has no reference to an object within the universe of
discourse. In a certain way, the distinction between representation and system
objects can be seen as the definition of an app/icah'on cursor, which constantly
refers to the original application level, while the modeller may be modelling
at a different (i.e., higher) level. Such higher-level objects are system objects,
while objects at the application level are representation objects.

Atomic, molecular, and cellular object The fact that particular groups
of objects are used for constructing composite objects is the basis for a dis-
tinction between atomic, mo/ecu/ar, and ce//u/ar objects. Atomic objects are
objects which are not composite. They are used as the building blocks for
more complex objects. Molecular objects are objects consisting of a particular
group of objects. A molecular object has the object status. Thus, it has the
ability to relate to other objects, and it can be described by means of a set of
descriptions.

Two explicit specializations of the ontological sort of molecular objects are
the sort /iierarc/i?/ and the composite ofrjeci. A sort hierarchy is defined by a
group of sort objects, related by the relation subsort^of. A composite object
is defined by a group of objects, related by the relation part_of.
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In addition to atomic and molecular objects, another distinction is made into
cellular objects. Cellular objects are also defined by a group of objects, related
to each other by particular relations. The difference with molecular objects is
that a cellular object has the functionality of (sub)system, meaning that there
is interaction between the parts of the cellular object.

In INCA-COM the group concept is used for modelling sets of objects by means
of a predicate (see also Chapter 5). A group is generated by evaluation of the
corresponding predicate. Thus, a group is defined by an intensional description
of a collection of objects.

A group has no object status, but as we described earlier in Chapter 5 a
composite object is an object, described partially by its composition. The
composition of such an object is in fact a group, defined by a predicate parLo/:
the objects having the parLo/relation with a composite object are elements of
its composition. Because of their lack of object status, groups are not present
in the ontology.

Persistent and event object There is no dynamics in an object world, if
there is no change. One of the reasons to consider objects is that they are
the constant elements within the flux of events in the object world. Objects
and events are dual concepts. However, the duality also enables a modeller
to consider events as meaningful objects. For instance, in a windows environ-
ment, the clicking of a button in a window is an event, resulting in a change
in a window object. It may also be useful to consider such an event as an
object by describing it in terms of a time instant, a duration, and its relation
with previous events. Within the INCA ontology we have therefore made a
distinction between persistent and event objects. Persistent objects have a life
cycle due to a sequence of events changing their state (see also Sections 4.4
and 4.5). By modelling events as objects, they are considered as instances of
particular sorts of events, describing their generic nature.

Active and passive object The fifth ontological distinction concerns the
distinction between active and passive objects. Passive objects represent
things in the UOD, about which information is represented in the object world.
Passive objects are the subjects of discourse of active objects. Events change
the state of passive objects. Active objects communicate with each other about
passive objects. The actions of active objects correspond to events in the ob-
ject world. A sequence of actions is called the behaviour of an active-object
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system; a sequence of events in an object world is called a process.

9.2.1 I N C A - C O M as appl ica t ion domain

Since INCATOOL is designed to represent and manipulate objects from a UOD

in an application domain, it is appropriate to represent the knowledge about
INCA-COM in an object-oriented way. Then, a modeller may use INCATOOL
for the accommodation of the medium of representation, in the same way
INCATOOL is used in the assimilation of application domains. In fact, this
boils down to considering INCA-COM itself as an, albeit particular, application
domain. INCA-COM's concepts are thus represented as a collection of objects,
which represent the knowledge for using the concepts (Braspenning, 1990).

Figure 9.2 illustrates the idea of representing INCA-COM'S concepts as objects
in the ontological domain. It shows an application domain containing a sort
hierarchy with the application sorts PolyLine, PolyGon, Square, and Triangle.
The sorts Square and Triangle have two instances, my_square and my_triangle,
respectively. They are related to their sorts by the Instance.of relation, indi-
cated by the solid arrows.

PolyLine •-.,

PolyGon •

Square " Triangle'

t
my_triangle "

my_square ---

application domain

sort.object

primary.object

ontological domain

Figure 9.2: Reflection in INCA-COM.

The ontological domain shows the two INCA concepts sort.object and pri-
mary.object from the INCA ontology. The dashed lines in Figure 9.2 mark
the instantiation relation between the application objects and the modelling
concepts in the ontology. The objects my square and my.triangle are ontologi-
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cal instances of primary.object, and PolyLine, PolyGon, Square, and Triangle are
ontological instances of sort.object.
Each object in an application domain is an instance of an application sort
which is located in a sort hierarchy. Application objects and sorts represent
things and concepts in the UOD. The sorts in an application domain have
a template-like function, since they may be instantiated in order to repre-
sent objects within the UOD. Thus, sorts within an application domain are a
conceptual structure, offering a framework of concepts to be instantiated by
application objects in order to represent a state of affairs in a UOD.
A similar line of reasoning holds with respect to the relation between INCA
models, and a generic (i.e., instantiable) description of INCA concepts. In
order to support a modeller during his modelling task, INCATOOL must have
some template or generic structure of INCA concepts such that INCATOOL may
instantiate these templates to form application models. These generic concepts
are located in the ontological domain.

9.3 Descriptor reflection

In order to use the ontological concepts, a language should offer language el-
ements referring to these concepts. Several types of language are possible. A
language with a reflective nature (i.e., possessing some reflection, for which
see below) is called a reflective language. The common characteristic of re-
flective languages is the relation between implicit entities in a domain £>„
(n = 0,1,2,...), called the base level, and another domain .Dn+i, called the
meta level (Ferber, 1989). Every domain can serve as a base level for the next
higher level, or as the meta level for the next lower level. Z?o can only be used
as a base level. We note that reflection has different meanings depending on
the context in which it is used. In object-oriented languages the following two
forms of reflection can be found (see also Ferber (1989)):

Structural reflection: every entity is considered to be an object; in some
object-oriented languages classes are considered to be objects, belonging
to a metaclass.

Computational reflection: the specification of the 6e/mt>iour of an object is
expressed in the same language used for the description of objects; this
approach has been introduced by Maes (1987) and was implemented in
3-KRS, in which language local interpreters (meta-objects) execute the
behaviour of each object.
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When modelling an application domain with INCA-COM emphasis is on the de-
scription of the applition objects and not on the behaviour of the application
objects. This implies that computational reflection is not an essential ingre-
dient of our language. As we see it, computational reflection is a specialized
form of language reflection, which is defined as follows.

Language reflection: the language elements for describing objects refer to
objects of the same type as the objects described by the language.

This definition entails that language reflection contains on the one hand com-
putational reflection and on the other hand descriptor reflection. The focus
of INCA-COM is description by means of descriptors. Incorporating language
reflection in INCA-COM leads to a specialized form of language reflection, which
we call descn'pfor re/Zech'on, defined as follows.

Descriptor reflection: the descriptors for describing INCA objects in an ap-
plication domain refer to INCA objects in a separate descriptor domain.

In INCA-COM structural reflection and descriptor reflection are used in the
following way. First, treating a sort as an object is a form of structural re-
flection. The advantage of this is the possibility to describe sorts in the same
way as normal objects. Describing sorts as normal objects has been treated
earlier in Chapters 4 and 5. Second, descriptor reflection consists of treating
descriptors of objects at the level of an application domain as objects at a
higher level application domain, called the descriptor domain. The advantage
of descriptor reflection is the possibility to describe descriptors using the same
concepts as normal objects and to accommodate the representation language
by introducing specialized types of descriptors as explained in Section 9.1.

Figure 9.3 gives an example of a description in which the descriptors of objects
in an application domain are treated as objects in the descriptor domain. The
description in the application domain contains two object descriptions, namely
the objects HumanBeing and Harm. Each object description starts with the
indication of the ontological sort(s) to which the object under consideration
belongs. The object HumanBeing is specified to be a sort.object. The set of
descriptions further indicates that (1) HumanBeing is a subsort of Animal not
further described here and (2) its set of InstanceDescriptors contains a descrip-
tor Age meaning that each instance of HumanBeing is at least described by an
Age descriptor. Such an instantiated object is the object Harm, specified to be
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sort.object DescriptorType {

sort.object Relation {
lnstance_of: DescriptorType;

sort.object lnstance_of {
lnstance_of: Relation;

sort.object Age {
lnstance_of: Property;
ValueDomain : HumanAge;

sort.object HumanBeing {
Subsort_of: Animal;
InstanceDescriptors: {

Age

}
primary.object Harm {

lnstance_of: HumanBeing;
Age : 28;

. f.r vi : ; : •-»'.: Descriptor domain

sort.object Property {
lnstance_of: DescriptorType;

sort.object Subsort_of { ' -»
lnstance_of: Relation;

• sort.object InstanceDescriptors {
lnstance_of: Attribute;

Application domain

Figure 9.3: An application domain in which the descriptors are treated as
objects in the descriptor domain.

a primary.object. In the application domain it is an instance of HumanBeing,
and it has an Age with value 28.

In the descriptor domain, the descriptors of the application domain are fur-
ther described. The descriptors are Subsort.of, InstanceDescriptors, Age, and
lnstance_of (note that the values of the relational descriptors Subsort-of and
Instance.of (Animal and HumanBeing, respectively), are ofc/'ecte in f/ie same
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opp/icaiion rfomam, hence they are not described in the descriptor domain,
but in the application domain, which is not shown here). They are described
in the descriptor domain as objects. We remark that each of these objects
is a sort.object. The reason for this is that they are to be instantiated in
the application domain, for every object in whose description they are used.
Thus, a descriptor name in the application domain refers to an equally-named
descriptor sort in the descriptor domain. The actual descriptional use of such
a name leads to the instantiation of the descriptor sort. The instance name
of an instantiated descriptor is generated by the underlying naming system;
it should not be used by the modeller, but only serves to distinguish between
the different instances of the various descriptor types.

The sets of descriptions of the four objects Subsort.of, InstanceDescriptors, Age,
and lnstance_of contain a description indicating the type of the descriptor.
lnstance_of is specified to be an instance of Relation, Age is an instance of
Property, Subsort-of is an instance of Relation, and InstanceDescriptors is an
instance of Attribute. The descriptor domain also shows that the descriptor
types, such as Relation and Property, are described as sort objects (in fact,
they are meta sorts, since their instances are sort objects), belonging to the
sort DescriptorType not further described here.

Referring to the idea of Section 9.1 to consider the space of object descrip-
tions and their relations as application domain we now treat the description
of descriptors in the descriptor domain. This enables a modeller to specify
the semantics of descriptors. In order to illustrate such a specification, we
show how the semantics of the lnstance_of descriptor can be specified. In Fig-
ure 9.4 the object lnstance_of is described. Its ontological sort is sort.object,
which means that it is to be instantiated in the application domain, for ev-
ery object description in which the lnstance_of descriptor is used. The type
of the Instance-of descriptor is specified by the (self-referential) descriptor In-
stance.of, relating the descriptor to its sort, Relation. Note that in this special
case the description of a descriptor contains a reference to the descriptor being
described. This implies, of course, that initially some particular descriptors
are present, since it would be impossible to give any description whatsoever
without such initial descriptors (bootstrapping problem).

The descriptor type Relation furnishes two descriptors, o and s, which denote
the source and target object between which a particular relation holds. These
two descriptors are used for the description of the semantics of the Instance.of
descriptor.
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sort.object Ins tance-of { .
Instance.of : Relation; ... > : T
semantics(o,s) : {

lnstance.of(o, primary.object) A->lnstance_of(s, sort.object)
errorMessage('Only sorts have instances.');

lnstance.of(o, primary.object) A lnstance_of(s, sort.object) -
description(o) + = InstanceDescriptors(s);

Figure 9.4: The semantics of the Instance.of descriptor.

The use of a descriptor implies that its semantics is checked. The semantics
of the lnstance_of descriptor consists of two rules, which are applied if their
preconditions are met:

• if the Instance-of descriptor is not associating an object with a sort ob-
ject, an appropriate error message is generated;

• if the lnstance_of descriptor is actually associating an object o with a sort
object 5, the description of o is extended with the extensional description
of the sort object 5 (given by the attribute InstanceDescriptors).

This semantics is given in Figure 9.4 as semantics. It takes two parameters
o and s specifying the object for which the descriptor is used, and the value
specified in the (descriptor, value) pair, respectively.

During the interactive modelling process INCATOOL plays an important role.
It should assist the modeller whenever an as yet unspecified descriptor is be-
ing used. This can be accomplished by starting a dialogue during which the
modeller describes the newly-introduced descriptor. The sort specification of
the descriptor object specifies to which descriptor type the descriptor belongs,
such as property, attribute, relation, or link.
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9.3.1 Descriptors as application domain

The most important modelling activity, is speci/ica(ion of objects (see also
Chapter 5). By assigning an object to its sort(s), it is assigned its place
within the object world. By such a sort assignment, an object receives its
initial description given by the extensional description of its sort(s). Besides
the primary description of an object by means of sort assignments, INCA-COM

contains a set of descriptor types for the semantic categorization of object
descriptions. The idea to treat the space of object descriptors and their types
as a separate application domain enables a modeller to view the descriptor
types as sorts and particular descriptors as instances of these sorts. Earlier,
ideas on this subject have been presented in Braspenning (1990); in Chapter 8
we have given an example by showing the modelling of descriptors such as
Length and Age. A similar approach has also been employed in the TELOS

knowledge-representation system (Mylopoulos, 1992).

The organization of a domain by means of sort hierarchies can be employed to
model each semantic descriptor type as the top sor< of a separate sort hierarchy.
Such an approach enables a modeller to refine each type by specialization. The
possibility to treat descriptors as objects is an extension to KL-ONE (Brachman
and Schmolze, 1985), which does not include a feature to extend the medium
of representation. Specializing a descriptor sort or descriptor type into a more
specific type, a specialized type should have an extended description: its in-
tension is greater than the intension of its supersort (i.e., specialization is an
enhancement of intension). As an example, the descriptor married-to should
be assigned to the semantic descriptor type Relation, whereas the descriptor
largerJhan should be assigned to the type Transitive.Relation, which is a spe-
cialization of Relation. By adapting the elements of INCA-COM, a modeller
creates a particular specialized, accommodated modelling environment for an
adequate representation of an application model in a particular application
domain.

The descriptor domain is not located within the original application domain,
but is thought of as an application domain on top of it. The descriptors
and their types thus become the subject of description: the elements of a
(descriptor, value) pair are viewed as consisting of particular instances of
generic sorts of descriptors and generic sorts of values, respectively. A de-
scription is viewed as a combination of particular instances of these generic
sorts, and, similarly, describing objects becomes a way of combining particular
(descriptional) objects. Figure 9.5 extends Figure 9.2 by showing the relation
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between objects, ontological concepts, and descriptions. ••

•'• -',-: Relation Property Link Attribute

mstance_of subsort_of
i i * •

i

•

i

i

; PolyLine --.,

: 1
' PolyGon -—

: / \
' ...X'

Square " Triangle'

1 my_triangle y_
my_square ' "

application domain

descriptor domain

• - ^ sort.object

. ^ primary.object

ontological domain

Figure 9.5: The relationship between objects, ontological concepts, and de-
scriptions.

Figure 9.5 illustrates that the descriptions of objects in the application domain
are considered as instances of specific descriptor types. The relations between
the objects in the application domain are assigned to their descriptor type.
The two Instance-of relations between my_square and Square, and my.triangle
and Triangle are instances of the descriptor object lnstance_of in the descriptor
domain. The lnstance_of object is an instance of the descriptor type Relation.
Similarly, the relations between the sorts in the sort hierarchy in the applica-
tion domain are considered as instances of the descriptor subsort_of, which is
also an instance of the descriptor type Relation.

The other types of descriptors, such as properties, links, and attributes can
be assigned to their respective descriptor types (for the sake of clarity this is
not shown in Figure 9.5).

The result of the reflective description of INCA descriptors is the possibility to
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extend INCA-COM by means of the same abstraction principles used in ordinary
application domains. For example, a modeller may introduce a particular
subsort TransitiveRelation of Relation, which has the semantics associated with
a transitive relation. , , • . * • - !• ... ;,; ^

With respect to the description of objects, each description is considered as a
proposition being added to the set of existing propositions. The description
of the INCA concepts is iNCATOOL's fcnouj/edge 6ase. It contains the knowledge
INCATOOL uses for supporting the modeller in his task of describing application
objects. This knowledge is formulated in an object-oriented manner. As an
illustration we give a sample of this knowledge base in an informal language.

1. An INCA object consists of an object name, and a set P of propositions

P- • .

2. The untqrue relation between object name and P is denoted with object

3. Each proposition p is characterized by descriptor type Z)T, descriptor
Z), value V, and value domain VZ?, where both Z?T and Z), as well as V
and VZ? are related (see below).

4. Descriptor type Z)T is the meta sort of the declarative sorts property P ,
aiiriftuie J4, re/ation iZ, and /mJb Z-. Value domain VZ) is also a particular
meta sort, namely of all sorts which during modelling are used as a value
domain.

5. Each of the sorts P , /4, iZ, Z- has in principle an infinite number of
instances, in order to describe the application object in an adequate way
(i.e., the extension of the sorts P , ,4, /2, and X is infinite).

6. Constraint: the usage of an Z£ or an Z- for the construction of a propo-
sition p requires to instantiate the VZ) as an app/ication sort, and V as
an instance of this application sort.

7. Constraint: the usage of a P or an .4 for the construction of a proposition
p requires to instantiate the VZ) as a data type from the underlying
abstract machine, and V as an exemp/ar of this data type.

8. Each of the sorts P , J4, # , Z- is to be conceived as the top of a sort hierar-
chy, so specializations can be made to introduce more specific properties,
attributes, re/ations, and /infcs; a transitive re/ation is an example.
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9.4 The location of the ontology

In the Sections 9.2 and 9.3 we have described the use of (1) treating INCA-COM
as an application domain in an ontology, and (2) treating the descriptors of
objects as an application domain. In this section we show the location of the
ontology with respect to both an application domain and a descriptor domain.

The ontological specification of an object is independent from the earlier in-
troduced application-specific specification. The latter consists of application-
specific sorts, together with application-specific sort hierarchies. Yet, the onto-
logical specification is in form similar to the application-specific specification:
it specifies to which ontological sorts each object belongs. The structure of
the resultant specifications is shown in Figure 9.6.

In Figure 9.6 the three different domains of objects are shown, namely the
application domain, the ontology (ontological domain), and the descriptor
domain. They are shown as the three rectangles in Figure 9.6. The relation
between these three domains is as follows.

Ontology Each of the objects in an application domain (both sort objects
and primary objects) is an instance of several sorts in the ontology. The
ontological sorts represent the concepts in INCA-COM, such as the concept
of an object, a sort, and a composite object. The five sort hierarchies in
the ontology indicate that we use five different viewpoints in the ontology.
Each viewpoint is expressed by a separate sort hierarchy, following the
specification of an application domain set forth in Section 5.1. The
ontology has been discussed in Section 9.2.

For clarity's sake, the relations between the objects in the application
domain and sorts in the ontology are shown in the figure as a set of five
arrows between the application domain and the ontology. They indicate
that each object in the application domain is an instance of a sort in the
different five sort hierarchies of the ontology.

Application domain In the application domain each object is an instance
of an application-specific sort. This is indicated by the arrow from each
object to its sort. The sorts are part of sort hierarchies, shown as the
structures of sorts with the fat lines. The division between objects and
sorts is shown by the solid line between objects and sorts. The dashed
line separates sorts and metasorts, following the basic partitioning of
the object world described in Section 5.1. Objects in the application
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Descriptor domain Ontology

Application domain

Figure 9.6: The location of the ontology.

domain are described by descriptors. For instance, object o is described
by a descriptor

Descriptor domain The objects in the descriptor domain are the descriptors
for objects in the application domain. Thus, the descriptors (and some
of the values, in case of relations and links) are viewed as objects, which
are located at a higher level, on top of the application domain. The
figure illustrates this by object o in the application domain described
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* by a descriptor ogre: in the descriptor domain, the descriptor age is an
object. In the descriptor domain, cu/efoj is a primary object, belonging
to a sort age. Describing object descriptors of level n at a level n + 1 thus
is considered as modelling a separate application domain. Analogous to
the application domain, each of the objects in the descriptor domain is
an instance of the sorts in the ontology, again indicated by the set of five
arrows between the descriptor domain and the ontology. ,

Each of the three domains is considered as a particular application domain. In
Section 9.2 we have treated the sorts and the five sort hierarchies in the INCA
ontology. The specification of an application domain by means of sorts and
sort hierarchies has already been discussed in Chapter 5. In Section 9.3 we
have introduced descriptor reflection, enabling a modeller to treat descriptors
as objects.

9.5 Architecture of INCATOOL

The goal of INCA-COM is offering concepts for the modelling of information
systems. In INCA-COM, the notion of an information system is broad since any
system communicating with its users about a UOD is considered an information
system. The generality of this notion of information systems enables us to
consider INCATOOL as a particular kind of information system.

Hence, we present the architecture of INCATOOL as an information system fol-
lowing the framework of INCA-COM as presented earlier in Figure 4.15. The
purpose of INCATOOL is to assist a modeller during the modelling process.
Therefore, INCATOOL must have knowledge of the concepts of INCA-COM and
the way applications are modelled. Thus, the UOD of INCATOOL is the com-
plete modelling framework of Chapter 4 (i.e., Figure 4.15). This is indicated in
Figure 9.7 with the dotted lines. Analogous to a "normal" application domain
offering generic concepts for modelling a particular UOD, the UOD of INCATOOL
offers templates for INCA application concepts. We recall that for the descrip-
tion of an application domain we need descriptors. These descriptors are taken
from the descriptor domain, which, from INCATOOL's point of view, can also
be seen as an application domain. The representation of INCA concepts as an
application domain is what we have called an onto/ogy. Figure 9.7 presents
the relation between the ontology and the modelling framework of Chapter 4.
For clarity, we only show the INCA concepts sort.object and primary.object from
the ontology.
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Figure 9.7: Ontology as the representation of INCA concepts.
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Figure 9.7 shows that the (representation of the) UOD in the ontology concerns
the domain of INCA concepts. This gives the essence of the ontology: it pro-
vides the basic concepts and model structures to be instantiated for particular
application models. The knowledge about the use of the INCA concepts is rep-
resented in the same object-oriented manner as "normal" application domains
meaning that objects, sorts, and sort hierarchies are used.
The representation of INCA concepts is used by INCATOOL for communicating
about the conceptual-model world and creating particular object models. IN-
CATOOL uses the knowledge of the INCA ontology to perform particular actions
on request of its user (i.e., a modeller). Besides viewing a modeller as a user
of INCATOOL, a similar relation exists between an application user and an ap-
plication at the application level. Figure 9.8 illustrates this relation between
applications and their users at both application level and INCATOOL level.

Application
modeller INCATOOL ontology

Application
user

--'

Application - Application
domain

Universe of
Discourse

Figure 9.8: Applications and their users.

At the application level, an application user employs an application to create
a representation of a UOD. To this end, the application domain offers specific
sorts reflecting concepts in the UOD. An application user uses these sorts as
templates to instantiate specific objects, corresponding to things in the UOD.
By doing so, an application user may also be regarded as a mode/Zer, since the
use of an application entails transforming or translating facts holding in the
UOD into application-domain objects.

In a similar way, at the level of INCATOOL an application modeller uses a
specific application, INCATOOL, to create specific application domains, with
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associated applications, to be used by application users. Of course, such an
application domain must reflect its UOD by an appropriate choice of concepts
corresponding to the model of application users. This process of finding the
right concepts to model a UOD is especially important during analysis in the
software life cycle.

The structure of application domains, applications, and their users is similar
to the structure proposed by Nijssen (1989). The INCA conceptualization of
an application domain, consisting of objects playing specific roles allows par-
ticular sorts, i.e., generic UOD structures, to be reused in different application
domains. Furthermore, our conceptualization of an application consisting of
communicating active objects is more detailed than the concepiua/ m/ormah'on
processor proposed by Nijssen (1989). Nevertheless, Nijssen's work is insight-
ful regarding the relation between a meta model and an application-domain
model.

9.6 Chapter summary

In this chapter we have described the architecture of INCATOOL. We have
taken assimilation and accommodation, two important aspects of knowledge-
representation processes, as requirements for INCATOOL. The need for assimi-
lation has facilitated the construction of an ontology of INCA concepts, which
furnishes a set of basic concepts to be used in modelling any application do-
main. The need for accommodation has enabled us to consider the space of
object descriptors as an application domain, the descriptor domain. Thus, de-
scriptors are treated as objects, leading to a form of language reflection, called
descriptor reflection. By treating descriptors as objects, the descriptor types
introduced in Chapter 4 become the sorts of the descriptor domain. Describ-
ing objects entails instantiating the descriptor sorts in the descriptor domain.
Descriptor reflection enables the modeller to specify the semantics of the de-
scriptors which are used during modelling. Furthermore, descriptor reflection
allows a modeller to accommodate the modelling language by introducing new
types of descriptors.

In the context of the conceptual framework described in Chapter 4, INCATOOL
is an application communicating with a user about changes in the application
domain. In the case of INCATOOL, the application domain is the domain of
INCA concepts represented in the INCA ontology. It offers the basic concepts
to be used in modelling application domains. In interaction with its user,
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INCATOOL instantiates INCA concepts from the ontology. The ontology pre-
sented furnishes a universal framework for modelling objects. By specifying
the sorts and their structure for a particular application, a specific applica-
tion framework is created. The descriptions of the (conceptual) objects in
an application domain are formed by instantiating the sorts in the descriptor
domain. Accommodation of the modelling language by introducing new types
of descriptors can be performed with INCATOOL since the descriptor domain
is also an application domain.
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Chapter 10

Evaluation

In this chapter, we summarize the contributions of this thesis and draw some
conclusions on the problem statement set forth in Chapter 2. Thereafter, we
suggest directions for future research.

10.1 Summary of contributions

The evolution of software-development tools to address the complexity of
software-systems development has taken place in two separate domains. First,
the automation of tasks in programming has stimulated developments of
software-engineering tools, such as compilers and eventually integrated com-
binations of tools, known as computer-aided so/£iuare en^meen'ngf (CASE) en-
vironments. Second, within artificial intelligence there has been research into
automatic programming. The ultimate goal of automatic programming is to
arrive at automatically-created computer programs on the basis of a problem
description. However, this goal has, by far, not been reached and it remains
an open question whether it will ever be. The more promising way to combine
the efforts of both software engineering and artificial intelligence leads to the
concept of mie/%enf CASE environments. Led by the wish to create the foun-
dations for future intelligent CASE environments, we formulated the following
problem statement in Chapter 2.

What is the nature of a conceptual object model for the analysis
and design of information systems?

In the previous chapters we have provided the concepts and structuring prin-
ciples for the INCA Conceptual Object Model (INCA-COM).

217
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An important decision has been to base INCA-COM on object-oriented concepts.
The reason for this is twofold: object orientation has emerged in artificial
intelligence as a knowledge-representation tool, and in programming as an
evolution of different programming paradigms. The purpose of our research
has been the identification of the concepts enabling the level of object-oriented
modelling to be raised to the levels of analysis and design, such that (1) a
UOD can be represented; (2) application domains can be represented; and (3)
systems can be modelled.

For the modelling of information systems we have developed and described
a conceptual framework consisting of three distinct parts. First, objects oc-
curring in the real-world outside of an information system are modelled by
a core of objects belonging to so-called nature/ sorts. Second, objects in an
application domain are modelled by describing ro/e sorts, i.e., sorts to be in-
stantiated by applications. Third, the active part of an information system
consists of active objects communicating with each other about objects in the
real world and the roles these objects are playing. Communication between
active objects is based on speech-act theory.

The models used in modelling according to the proposed framework are (1)
the in/ormation mode/describing the structure of information, including roles;
(2) the euenf mode/ describing which events can take place in the object world
and which order is imposed on these events; (3) the 6e/iamoura/ mode/ describ-
ing which objects are active by performing particular actions, which give rise
to events in the object world; and (4) the communication mode/ describing
what interactions take place between active objects. The information model
and the event model are used for modelling a passive object world, whereas
the behavioural model and the communication model are used for modelling
a system of active objects. Such a division between a passive-object world
and an active-object system may seem counterintuitive to the general idea of
object orientation as a unifying and uniform concept. However, we think such
a division is essential in modelling information systems: the nature of an in-
formation system entails that it contains a representation of a UOD. Although
such represented objects can be active in the real world, their representation is
under the control of active objects within the information system. Modelling
an information system with only one type of object does not aid in developing
a clear conceptual model.

For the description of objects we have introduced different types of descriptors.
They allow a modeller to express different semantic purposes of descriptions.
A property is used to model an essential feature of an object, which it will have
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in every possible application. An attn'6u£e is a contingent feature of an object
when it plays a role. A re/afa'on is an essential association between objects, and
a /in& is a non-essential association between objects, when they are playing a
role.

In addition to the descriptional structuring of objects according to the mod-
elling framework, INCA-COM contains four structuring principles on the domain
of objects. They are sort hierarchies, specification, composition, and group-
ing. These structuring principles are based on meaningful relations between
objects and sorts. The inheritance mechanisms in INCA-COM are based on sort
hierarchies and specification. We have described three types of inheritance,
namely common inheritance, normal inheritance, and structural inheritance.
A system is a composite object with a structure. In INCA-COM, active objects
communicating among each other on an object world form an active-object
system. In order to allow objects to evolve over time, a version concept is
part of INCA-COM. We have assessed the problems in managing versions of
composite objects, and have presented algorithms for addition and deletion of
versions and parts of composite objects.

For support during modelling with INCA-COM we have described the archi-
tecture of INCATOOL. It supports the assimilation and accommodation of
application knowledge. The architecture is based on the model for informa-
tion systems presented in Chapter 4, leading to an ontology of INCA concepts.
Modelling with INCA-COM is supported by INCATOOL, using the ontology as its
application domain. INCA-COM has been extended with reflective capabilities.
Two types of reflection are provided. First, structural reflection consists of
treating sorts are objects, allowing them to be described in the same manner
as normal objects. Second, descriptor reflection, a form of language reflec-
tion, consists of treating descriptors as objects, allowing the language to be
accommodated to enhance the process of assimilation of object descriptions.

10.2 Conclusions

In the previous section we have briefly described the nature of INCA-COM, pro-
viding the answer to the problem statement of Section 2.5. Object-oriented
modelling is often seen as a panacea for addressing complexity problems during
the development of information systems. Especially the concept of an object is
mentioned as unifying the behavioural aspect and the representational aspect
of an information system. However, for the analysis and the design of informa-
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tion systems a division is necessary between (1) active model concepts, taking
care for the execution of processes, and (2) passive model concepts, accounting
for the representation of a UOD in the information system. By assigning these
aspects to a single type of object, combining both procedures and data, the
distinction between processing and representation is denied. In INCA-COM the
modelling of an information system is based on two different types of object:
the active object and the passive object.

In Section 2.5 we mentioned five requirements for the conceptual object model.
Below, we repeat each requirement, and describe how it has been fulfilled by
INCA-COM.

1. fiepresentmg t/ie UOD o/an in/ormatzon system.
The UOD of an information system is modelled explicitly in INCA-COM
using the information model and the event model. These models allow
a modeller to express which things in the context of an information
system are represented as objects, and which events can take place. The
representation of a UOD forms an object world, consisting of passive
objects.

2. A/ode//in<7 generic parts o/ a UOD.
Generic parts of a UOD are modelled by natural sorts in the core of the
object world. They represent sorts of objects which occur naturally in
different applications.

3. A/ode//in<7 specie parts o/ a UOD.
Specific parts of a UOD are modelled by role sorts in application domains
of the object world. They represent roles of natural objects occurring in
an application domain.

4. A/ode//ing in/ormation systems 6y means o/ iwe/Z-cte/mea' fdejeomposztion
princip/es.
An information system or application is modelled by active objects, com-
municating on an object world. Applications are modelled using the
behavioural model and the communication model. The structure of an
information system consists of the communication links between the ac-
tive objects.

5. /teuse o/ spect/ications to a//ou> c/ieap systems to 6e 6ut/f.
The use of object-oriented principles for both representation of a UOD
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and modelling of an information system enhances the reuse of specifi-
cations. The distinction between a passive-object world and an active-
object system enhances the understanding and subsequent reuse of dif-
ferent parts of an information system. • * '• > :?^ >mu«m>so: ..w-ns, ^

Regarding the long-term objective of the INCA project, i.e., realizing an
I intelligent CASE environment for systems development, we remark the fol-
lowing, INCA-COM offers concepts for modelling information systems. Since
a CASE environment is also a (special) kind of information system, it can be
modelled with the INCA concepts. The conceptual architecture of INCATOOL
sketched in Chapter 9 gives a starting point for the realization of such a CASE

environment. INCATOOL contains knowledge on the concepts in INCA-COM, en-
abling to assist a modeller in describing the objects in an information system.
The realization of INCATOOL should be tackled in future projects.

10.3 Suggestions for future research

In order to achieve full INtelligent CASE, based on the concepts of INCA-COM,
the following research is envisaged.

• The language for modelling with INCA-COM should be defined formally.
This includes a formal notation for modelling of laws.

• A standardized set of system architectures should be made available.
The availability of such a set allows system designers to reuse particular
systems, and to implement systems with a predefined architecture, such
as a client/server system or a blackboard system.

• The architecture of INCATOOL, based on a reflective metamodel of INCA-
COM, should be proven by implementing it in a suitable way. Some
experience with this in C++ has shown that implementation of reflection
in such a language is non-trivial. The concept of so-called meta CASE

tools is interesting in this context.

• The value of the concept of an active-object system communicating on an
object world by means of speech acts should be assessed for conceptual
models for so-called act-management systems, logistics systems, and,
more generally for telematics systems.
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We conclude this thesis by stressing that the main point of modelling infor-
mation systems is the conceptual division between passive objects as repre-
sentations of things in the UOD of the information system, and active objects
as actors, controlling passive objects in a purposeful manner. Object-oriented
modelling of information systems should therefore offer concepts for modelling
both passive objects and active objects. The concepts of object orientation
can be used for both, but they should not be intermingled. • . ,
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Visual displays

This appendix contains the descriptions of the visual displays, which have been
introduced in Chapter 7. Figure A.I contains the descriptions of the primitive
visual displays, and Figure A.2 contains the descriptions of the constrained
and/or composite visual displays.
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Line {
SORT : VisualizationMetaSort; ./*,
A :: instance-descriptors : {

P :: endPosition : (0,0) :: Coordinate;

}; - •• , ; v -
j - • i -

Oval {
SORT : VisualizationMetaSort;
A :: instance-descriptors : {

P :: radiusl : 0 :: NaturalNumber;
P :: radius2 : 0 :: NaturalNumber;

Spline {
SORT : VisualizationMetaSort; .
A :: instance-descriptors : {

P :: controlPoints : { - } : : P(Coordinate);

}

Text {
SORT : VisualizationMetaSort;
A :: instance-descriptors : {

P :: font : courier :: Font;

ft-

Figure A.I: Primitive visual displays.
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PolyLine {
SORT : VisualizationMetaSort;
A :: instance-descriptors : {

PARTS : {Line + } ;

Rectangle {
SORT : VisualizationMetaSort;
SUPERSORT : PolyLine;
A :: instance-descriptors : {

— constraint: number of lines is 4
and angle between every subsequent

— pair of lines is 90 degrees.

Square {
SORT : VisualizationMetaSort;
SUPERSORT : Rectangle;
A :: instance-descriptors : {

— constraint: lines have equal length

Circle {
SORT : VisualizationMetaSort;
SUPERSORT : Oval;
A :: instance-descriptors : {

— constraint : radiusl = radius2

Figure A.2: Composite and constrained visual displays.
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Appendix B

Hypothetical session with
INCATOOL

This appendix contains an hypothetical session with INCATOOL, illustrating its
use in modelling with INCA-COM. It allows us to gain insight into its manner
of operation.

For this purpose we model a domain of various objects and sorts. INCATOOL

has to support the modeller in finding the right place to add new sorts, while
the object editor can be used to actually describe the new sorts. INCATOOL
shows similarities with Smalltalk/V's ClassHierarchyBrowser (Digitalk Inc.,
1988), but has (at least) two major differences. First, INCATOOL supports the
descriptors used in INCA-COM. Second, INCATOOL supports the increment/
description of a domain (Smalltalk/V's ClassHierarchyBrowser does not sup-
port the addition of a new class which is a generalization of two (or more) other
classes: one can only specia/ize by adding classes as subclasses to a hierarchy.)
Figure B.I gives a first image of the user interface INCATOOL may possess. In
the hypothetical session we use a model in the domain of data-flow diagrams,
which we described in Chapter 7. One part of this model describes a model
of a data-flow diagram, and the associated data-flow diagram editor. The
presentation of objects in this part is realized by msua/zzah'em sorts, described
as INCA objects too.

Since every object in INCA-COM is an instance of a sort, and every sort occur-
ring in a particular domain is part of a hierarchy and itself an instance of a
so-called metasort, INCATOOL initially shows a survey of all metasorts present.
These metasorts correspond to the different modelling domains the modeller
has established (see also Chapter 7). INCATOOL shows all domains, unless the
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File Edit Editor Debug Help

Domains

DataTypeMelaSort

Hierarchies

VisualizationMetaSort
Line

Sorts in hierarchy

PolyLine
Rectangle
Square

Instances of sort

i •" •

help
parse displays

INCA Command

Added sort VisualizationMetaSort

Added sort Line

Added sort PolyLine

Added sort Rectangle

Added sort Square

Added sort Oval

Added sort Circle -- . . - .

Figure B.I: INCATOOL'S user interface.
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user wishes to see only a subset of the available domains. INCATOOL visually
indicates which domains the user can examine and modify.
The modeller now can select a domain (i.e., a particu/ar metasort), which will
show all the names of the sort hierarchies in the domain. The name of a sort
hierarchy is determined uniquely by the name of the top sort of the hierarchy:
the name of this (op sor( is characteristic for the modelling perspective from
which the domain has been modelled by means of the hierarchy. Selecting a
hierarchy is followed by showing it: the sorts in the hierarchy are displayed in
a list, and a graphical presentation of the hierarchical structure is shown. The
modeller can now select a sort. This can be done both in the sort list and in
the graphical presentation. The selection of a sort is displayed in both ways
and results in displaying the instances of the selected sort.

Figure B.2 shows two sort hierarchies (PolyLine and Oval) and their associ-
ated metasort VisualizationMetaSort, which instantiates into the (top) sorts
PolyLine and Oval.

VisualizationMetaSort

7\
Square Triangle

Figure B.2: Sort hierarchies.
For the sake of the example, suppose the modeller wishes to add the sort Circle
to the Oval hierarchy depicted in Figure B.2. To that end he selects the sort
Oval and chooses for addition of a subsort to this sort. Now INCATOOL creates
a new sort, which is given automatically the initial description as presented in
Figure B.3.

We recall that the description of an object in INCA-COM consists of the name
of the object, followed by a set of descriptor-value pairs, and that both de-
scriptor and value are typed. The types of descriptors represent the semantical
categories within INCA-COM, which we have described in Chapter 4. We refer
to Chapter 7 for examples of their use.

An object's sort descriptor SORT indicates to which sort the object belongs. For
sorts, the value of the sort descriptor is necessarily a metasort. The supersort
descriptor describes which sort is located above the sort in question. The
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Circle
SORT: VisualizationMetaSort;
SUPERSORT: Oval;
A ::

P :
B
P :
P :

instance-descriptors: {
: location : - :: Coord; - -
: Draw : ... ;
: radiusl : _ :: Real;
: radius2 : _ :: Real;

from
from
from
from

VisualizationMetaSort L''. : ^' •'
VisualizationMetaSort . ?.. ' >.: . .
supersort . . ,_;,;
supersort . . . , .

• • ' i "

Figure B.3: The sort Circle.

attribute (A) named INSTANCE_DESCRIPTORS is used only for the description
of sorts and indicates the descriptors which the instances of the sort Circle will
have. In this case, a circle will have a property location, a behaviour Draw,
and two properties, radiusl and radius2.

The modeller now has to indicate in what ways the sort Circle differs from
its supersort Oval. The sort Circle differs from Oval in its constraint on the
properties radiusl and radius2: a circle has two equal radiuses. The modeller
can specify this by constraining the value of radius2 to be equal to the value
of radiusl. Such a constraint is expressed in a /au; attached to radius2, such
that the values of both radiuses are always equal.

The above example shows the creation of a subsort by constraining f/ie ua/ue of
one of its descriptors. In this case, the values of two descriptors are linked by
putting them on a par. In addition, a subsort can be specified by constraining
the ua/ue domain of a descriptor. It is not possible to create a subsort which
has a broader value domain. If such is the case, the modeller possibly should
exchange the subsort and supersort.

Besides specialization by constraining f/ie ua/ue domain of descriptors, there is
a second way of specializing sorts. It consists of the addition of descriptors to
the description of a sort. For example, the modeller can specify a subsort of
Circle, called LabelledCircle, which adds a text string to supply a circle with
a label. Such a labelled circle can be used for example for the visualization
of processes in a data-flow diagram. The specification of such a subsort is
done in an analogous way as described above, taking into account that a new
descriptor is being added. Of course, it is also possible to create subsorts which



combine both constraints on descriptor values and extension of descriptors.

A second way of creating new sorts is jenera/izafo'on. It consists of leaving
out irrelevant details of a number of sorts, thus creating a generic sort with
the relevant descriptions of the more specialized sorts. The modeller can
for example specify a generalization of the sorts Square and Triangle, to be
located in between PolyLine on the one hand, and Square and Triangle on
the other hand. For that purpose, he selects the sorts to be generalized. The
specifications of these sorts are given in Figure B.4.

The modeller now indicates that the generalization of Square and Triangle
will be called PolyGon. INCATOOL assumes that the new sort will be located
between Square and PolyLine (i.e., as a subsort of PolyLine and as supersort
of Square and Triangle). Subsequently, the modeller is asked to specify which
descriptors of Square and Triangle are to be specified for PolyGon, and which
remain to be specified by Square and Triangle themselves. The modeller in-
dicates that the coinciding constraint on starting and ending point is to be
specified for PolyGon. The remaining ones are specified for Square and Tri-
angle. Figure B.5 describes the sorts PolyGon, Square and Triangle after this
generalization operation.

Note that the number of constraints of both Square and Triangle has di-
minished by one as a result of the constraint specified for PolyGon. In fact,
Triangle's only difference with respect to PolyGon is its number of lines, which
is restricted to three. By performing the above generalization, one could use
the more generic sort PolyGon to specify new subsorts, such as, e.g., a paral-
lelogram.
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PolyLine
SORT: VisualizationMetaSort;
A :: instance-descriptors:

{
PARTS : { Line * };

Square {
SORT: VisualizationMetaSort;
SUPERSORT: PolyLine;
A :: instance-descriptors: {

PARTS : { Line 4 };
- - with 3 constraints:
- - the four lines have equal lengths,
- - are perpendicular,
- - and the starting point of the first
- - line is the ending point of the
- - fourth line.

Triangle {
SORT: VisualizationMetaSort;
SUPERSORT: PolyLine;
A :: instance-descriptors: {

PARTS : { Line 3 };
- - with the constraint:
- - the starting point of the first
- - line is the ending point of the
- - third line.

Figure B.4: The sorts PolyLine, Square and Triangle.
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PolyLine
SORT: VisualizationMetaSort;
A :: instance-descriptors:

{
PARTS : { Line * };

PolyGon {
SORT: VisualizationMetaSort;
SUPERSORT: PolyLine;
A :: instance-descriptors: {

- - constraint: the starting point of
- - line 1 is the ending point of
- - line n.

Square {
SORT: VisualizationMetaSort;
SUPERSORT: PolyGon;
A :: instance-descriptors: {

PARTS : { Line 4 };
- - with 2 constraints:
- - the four lines have equal lengths and
- - are perpendicular

Triangle {
SORT: VisualizationMetaSort;
SUPERSORT: PolyGon;
A :: instance-descriptors: {

PARTS : { Line 3 };

Figure B.5: The sort hierarchy after creating the sort PolyGon.
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active object an object which has an active role within an information sys-
tem. Active objects perform a discourse on an object world among each
other by means of speech acts.

actor synonymous with active o6jec<.

application domain part of a UOD that is specific for an application.

attribute (a descriptor type). A contingent feature of an object when it plays
a certain role in an application domain.

composite object an object composed of objects other than itself,

composition the set of component objects of a composite object.

conceptual model resulting model from conceptual modelling. In the model
triangle, a conceptual model is a role of a conceptual system with respect
to the three types of possible systems.

conceptual modelling the activity of formally describing some aspects of
the physical and social world around us for purposes of understanding
and communication.

conceptual object model conceptual model having objects as its primary
concept.

conceptual schema Formal description which results from conceptual mod-
elling (Mylopoulos, 1992).

conversation combination of different types of speech acts, by which means
active objects perform a discourse, and by which active object may in-
fluence each other.

235
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description Annotation of an object, resulting from modelling. Consists of
a combination of a (typed) descriptor, and a (typed) value.

descriptor element of a description, used to designate the description.

descriptor type Type of a descriptor. INCA-COM contains six descriptor
types: property, attribute, relation, link, display, and version. The set
of available descriptor types may be extended by a modeller.

display (a descriptor type). A display describes how an object manifests
itself, e.g., by means of a visual presentation, a textual presentation, or
audible presentation.

empirical model resulting model from empirical modelling. In the model
triangle, an empirical model is a role of a concrete system with respect
to the three types of possible systems. An example of an empirical model
is a simulation of a logistics system.

entity substantial individual, something which exists.

extension the set of objects denoted by a token (or belonging to a sort in
INCA-COM).

formal model resulting model from formal modelling. In the model triangle,
a formal model is a role of a formal system with respect to the three types
of possible systems.

illocutionary act Type of speech act, in which a speaker expresses her/his
intention, by means of an illocutionary force, which includes an illocu-
tionary point.

illocutionary point intention of an illocutionary act. There are five illocu-
tionary points: (1) assertive or descriptive; (2) commissive; (3) directive;
(4) declarative; and (5) expressive.

INCA Abbreviation of iNtelligent CASE. Refers to a next generation of CASE

tools, based on a formally defined conceptual model of an information
system. The two main goals of an INCA environment are (1) to fur-
nish a representation system for capturing the real world in which a
(future) information system is to be employed, and (2) to offer concepts
for modelling and constructing information systems, in terms of the rep-
resentation of (1).
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INCA-COM Abbreviation of iNtelligent CASE Conceptual Object Model.
INCA-COM has been designed with the purpose of providing a concep-
tually rich basis for the modelling of information systems, in order to
enable a modeller to express a model in a natural way (i.e., with concepts
being used by humans, not by computers).

information system An ensemble of information and information process-
ing agents, humans or machines.

intension the concept being designated by a token, i.e., the meaning of a
token.

interface part of an object which defines the operations other objects may
invoke, and which parameters must be provided.

link (a descriptor type). A contingent association of an object with another
object, when the object is playing a role.

meaning triangle A way of visualizing the relations between tokens (sym-
bols), concepts, and things (objects). A token designates a concept and
denotes a thing, and a concept refers to a thing. The relations in the
meaning triangle are the basis for defining the concepts intension, ex-
tension, re/erent, and population.

method a way of working in order to solve a problem.

methodology set of methods for solving a particular kind of problems (such
as system development). In Dutch there is a distinction between a
'methodiek', standing for a set of methods for solving practical kinds
of problems, and a 'methodologie', standing for the scientific knowledge
on which method to use.

model the notion of model is based on a relation between two different sys-
tems: "someone, who uses a system M, which is independent of a system
5, in order to understand system 5, uses system M as a model of sys-
tem 5." There are three types of models: empirical models, consisting
of concrete things, conceptual models, consisting of concepts, and formal
models, consisting of uninterpreted syntactic symbols (forms).

model triangle way of visualizing the relations between the three differ-
ent kinds of models, empirical model, conceptual model, and symbolic
model.
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modeller anyone who is modelling. Programmers, designer, analysts are con-
sidered to be modellers. '

modelling the process of (1) determining a system in the problem domain;
(2) determining an aspect system of the system; and (3) finding an iso-
morphic transformation (translation) of the aspect system into a model
system.

object In object-oriented programming: an encapsulated combination of data
and procedures that act upon the data. The data form the state of
the object, the procedures are the operations other objects may invoke
through the object's interface.
In INCA-COM: an individual concept with an own identity. An object
has a set of descriptions. Every object has a unique name. An object

• ,: o is formalized as a tuple (n, J9(n)), in which n is the object name, and
.D(ft) the set of descriptions of n.

object model An o6/ec£ mode/ (OM) defines the conceptual entities that can
be used for the object-oriented modelling of an application domain or
UOD.

object-oriented model An object-oriented model is the result of expressing
a particular domain using the concepts offered by an object model.

object world Conceptualization of a UOD in terms of concepts offered by
object orientation (objects).

ontology the set of concepts to be used when modelling with INCA-COM.
More generally, an ontology defines the basic concepts for modelling a
domain.

passive object an object which has a passive role within an information
system. A passive object is a representation of a thing in the UOD of an
information system.

property (a descriptor type). An essential feature of an object, meaning that
the object has the property in every possible application.

protocol A typical interaction sequence between two or more objects. A
protocol has a dynamic nature, as opposed to an interface, which is
static.
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relation (a descriptor type). An essential association between objects, with-
out which the description of the objects is not complete.

role when an object plays another object in an application domain, it has a
role in the application domain.

sort A sort represents a concept which can be instantiated. A sort acts as a
semantical primitive, and allows its instances to receive an initial set of
descriptions.

speech act minimal unit of human communication. One type of speech act
is the i7/ocuhonarj/ ac£. In speech act theory any utterance of a sentence
has a proposifaona/ conteni and an tV/ocufo'onarj/ /orce.

speech act theory theory of communication between people, stating that
communication is not only a means for spreading information, but also
a way of acting (Searle, 1969; Searle and Vanderveken, 1985). Commu-
nication consists of sequences of speech acts.

symbolic model See formal model.

system object with a composition (the set of component objects), a structure
(the relations between the component objects, and the relations between
the component objects and objects in the environment), and an environ-
ment (the objects not contained in the system, but having relations with
components in the system).

thing ontological term for a substantial individual together with its proper-
ties.

Universe of Discourse see UOD.

UOD The UOD of an information system consists of the things in a partic-
ular domain, about which people in the information system perform a
meaningful discourse.

version (a descriptor type). A version is a variation of an object.

world core of the representation of a UOD containing natural sorts, being
representations of concepts which can be reused in different application
domains.
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Summary

This thesis describes research on object-oriented modelling of information sys-
tems. Led by the wish to use object orientation during analysis and design,
and to create the foundations for future intelligent CASE environments, Chap-
ter 1 announces the development of the INCA Conceptual Object Model (INCA-

COM) as the goal of our research (CASE stands for Computer-Aided Systems
Engineering; INCA for INtelligent CASE). Chapter 2 introduces the software cri-
sis, and describes the developments in software engineering for managing the
complexity of systems development. Nowadays, object-oriented programming
languages combine several important abstraction principles in programming,
and CASE tools are currently widely available for aiding software engineers
during systems development.

To reach our goal we took the decision to base INCA-COM on object-oriented
concepts. The reason is twofold: object orientation has emerged in artificial
intelligence as a knowledge-representation tool, and in programming as an
evolution of different programming paradigms. The requirements for INCA-
COM are that (1) the Universe of Discourse (UOD) of an information system can
be represented; (2) application domains can be represented; and (3) systems
can be modelled.

Chapter 3 assesses object-oriented modelling from both the programming and
the modelling perspective. The programming perspective shows that object
orientation combines different forms of abstraction, such as identity, state,
behaviour, class, class hierarchies, and inheritance. The modelling perspective
sheds light on the use and nature of different types of model, i.e., concrete,
conceptual, and formal models. Modelling a system consists of finding or
constructing an appropriate system that can act as a model for the system
being modelled. As a case in point we mention that programming is a way
of conceptual modelling resulting in computer programs, i.e., models to be
executed on a computer.
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262 Summary

In Chapter 4 the concepts of object-oriented modelling are identified. For
modelling of information systems a conceptual framework consisting of three
distinct parts is described. First, things occurring in the UOD of an information
system are modelled by a core of objects belonging to so-called natura/ sorts.
Second, objects in an application domain are modelled by describing ro/e sorts,
i.e., sorts to be instantiated by applications. Third, the active part of an
information system consists of active objects communicating with each other
about things in the UOD and the roles these things are playing. Communication
between active objects is based on speech-act theory.

The models in the proposed framework are (1) the in/ormation mode/describ-
ing the structure of information, including roles; (2) the euerat mode/describing
which events can take place in the object world and which order is imposed on
these events; (3) the 6e/iawoura/ mode/ describing which objects are active by
the performance of particular actions, which give rise to events in the object
world; and (4) the communication mode/ describing what interactions take
place between active objects. The information model and the event model are
used for modelling a passive object world, whereas the behavioural model and
the communication model are used for modelling a system of active objects.
Such a division between a passive-object world and an active-object system
may seem counterintuitive to the general idea of object orientation as a uni-
fying and uniform concept. However, such a division is essential in modelling
information systems: the nature of an information system entails that it con-
tains a representation of a UOD. Although such represented objects can be
active in the real world, their representations are under the control of active
objects within the information system. Modelling an information system with
only one type of object does not aid in developing a clear conceptual model.

Chapter 5 describes four structuring principles, in INCA-COM, for the domain
of objects: sort hierarchies, specification, composition, and grouping. These
structuring principles are based on meaningful relations between objects and
sorts. The inheritance mechanisms in INCA-COM are based on sort hierarchies
and specification. We have described three types of inheritance, namely com-
mon inheritance, normal inheritance, and structural inheritance.
A system is a composite object with a structure. In INCA-COM, active objects
communicating among each other on an object world form an active-object sys-
tem. We have illustrated the principles by modelling a conference-registration
system with associated application domain.

In Chapter 6 we introduce a version concept for INCA-COM, in order to allow
objects to evolve over time. We assess the problems in managing versions of
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composite objects, and present algorithms for addition and deletion of versions
and parts of composite objects.

Chapter 7 presents the modelling of a domain of data-flow diagrams and Chap-
ter 8 the modelling of a domain of spreadsheets.

Chapter 9 describes the architecture of INCATOOL to be used as a supporting
tool during the modelling process with INCA-COM. The architecture is based
on the model for information systems presented in Chapter 4. The idea behind
the architecture is that INCATOOL is an information system having the concepts
in INCA-COM as its application domain. The representation of INCA concepts,
in terms of the concepts themselves, is called an ontology. INCA-COM has been
extended with reflective capabilities. Two types of reflection are provided:
structural reflection and descriptor reflection. The former consists of treating
sorts are objects, allowing them to be described in the same manner as normal
objects. The latter is a form of language reflection, treating descriptors as
objects. Thus, the modelling language can be extended with new descriptors
and new types of descriptors.

Chapter 10 concludes the thesis by evaluating how the requirements from
Chapter 2 are met by INCA-COM. It is stressed that modelling of information
systems requires a division between passive objects as representations of things
in the UOD of an information system, and active objects as actors, controlling
passive objects in a purposeful manner. Both domains benefit from object
orientation, but they should not be intermingled.
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Samenvatting

Dit proefschrift beschrijft onderzoek naar object-georienteerd modelleren van
informatiesystemen. Geleid door de wens om object-orientatie tijdens de
fasen analyse en ontwerp in te zetten en om de basis te leggen voor toekom-
stige intelligente CASE-omgevingen, kondigt hoofdstuk 1 de ontwikkeling van
het INCA Conceptueel Object Model (iNCA-COM) als het doel van het onder-
zoek aan (CASE staat voor Computer-Aided Systems Engineering; INCA voor
INtelligente CASE). Hoofdstuk 2 introduceert de software-crisis, en beschrijft de
ontwikkelingen in de software engineering voor het hanteren van de complex-
iteit van systeemontwikkeling. Tegenwoordig combineren object-georienteerde
programmeertalen diverse belangrijke abstractieprincipes van programmeren,
en CASE-tools zijn tegenwoordig beschikbaar ter ondersteuning van systeem-
ontwikkeling.

Om ons doel te bereiken hebben we de beslissing genomen INCA-COM te
baseren op object-georienteerde concepten. De reden is tweevoudig: object-
orientatie is ontwikkeld in de kunstmatige intelligentie als middel voor ken-
nisrepresentatie, en in het programmeren als een combinatie van verschillende
abstractievormen. INCA-COM moet concepten bieden voor het modelleren van
(1) het Universe of Discourse (UOD) van een informatiesysteem; (2) appli-
catiedomeinen; en (3) een systeem.

In hoofdstuk 3 wordt object-georienteerd modelleren beschouwd vanuit het
programmeerperspectief en het modelleerprespectief. Het programmeerper-
spectief toont dat object-orientatie verschillende abstractievormen combineert,
zoals identiteit, toestand, gedrag, klassen, klassehierarchieen, en overerving.
Het modelleerperspectief geeft inzicht in het gebruik en de aard van verschil-
lende typen van modellen, te weten concrete, conceptuele en formele modellen.
Het modelleren van een systeem komt er op neer een geschikt systeem te vin-
den of te construeren dat als model van het te modelleren systeem kan dienen.
Als voorbeeld noemen we dat programmeren een manier van conceptueel mo-
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delleren is die resulteert in computerprogramma's, ofwel modellen die door
een computer kunnen worden uitgevoerd.

In hoofdstuk 4 zijn de concepten van object-georienteerd modelleren bepaald.
Voor het modelleren van informatiesystemen beschrijft het hoofdstuk een con-
ceptueel raamwerk bestaande uit drie onderdelen. Ten eerste worden entiteiten
in het UOD van een informatiesysteem gemodelleerd door een kern van objecten
die tot zogenoemde natuurlijke soorten behoren. Ten tweede worden objecten
in een applicatiedomein gemodelleerd door rolsoorten te beschrijven. Dit zijn
soorten die door applicaties worden geinstantieerd. De kern en een appli-
catiedomein vormen te zamen een objectenwereld die de representatie van een
UOD vormt. Ten derde bestaat het actieve deel van een informatiesysteem uit
actieve objecten die onderling communiceren over de entiteiten in het UOD en
de rollen die deze entiteiten spelen. De communicatie is gebaseerd op taalhan-
delingstheorie (speech-acttheorie).

De modellen in het voorgestelde raamwerk zijn (1) het m/ormafiemode/
waarmee de structuur van de informatie in een systeem wordt beschreven;
(2) het <7e6euriemsmo</e/ waarmee de gebeurtenissen die in een objectenwereld
kunnen plaatsvinden worden beschreven; (3) het gedragsroode/ waarmee wordt
beschreven welke objecten actief zijn en bepaalde acties uitvoeren, die resul-
teren in gebeurtenissen in de objectenwereld; en (4) het commumcah'emocfe/
waarmee wordt beschreven welke interacties er zijn tussen de actieve objecten.
Het informatiemodel en het gebeurtenismodel worden gebruikt voor het mo-
delleren van passieve-objectenwereld, en het gedragsmodel en het communi-
catiemodel worden gebruikt voor het modelleren van een systeem van actieve
objecten. De splitsing tussen een passieve-objectenwereld en een actieve-
objectensysteem lijkt in strijd met het algemene idee dat object-orientatie een
uniforme manier is om zowel gegevens als processen te modelleren. Toch is bij
het modelleren van een informatiesysteem een dergelijke splitsing essentieel.
De aard van een informatiesysteem bepaalt dat zich in het informatiesysteem
een representatie bevindt van een UOD. Alhoewel dergelijke representatie-
objecten actief kunnen zijn in de echte wereld, staat hun representatie onder
besturing van de actieve objecten in het informatiesysteem. Modelleren van
een informatiesysteem met slechts een type van objecten is niet bevorderlijk
voor het ontwikkelen van een helder conceptueel model.

Hoofdstuk 5 beschrijft de vier structuringsprincipes in het domein van ob-
jecten: de soorthierarchie, specificatie, compositie, en groepering. De struc-
tureringsprincipes zijn gebaseerd op betekenisvolle relaties tussen objecten en
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soorten. De mechanismen voor overerving in INCA-COM zijn gebaseerd op soor-
thierarchieen en specificatie. Er zijn drie typen van overerving onderscheiden,
namelijk gemeenschappelijke, normale en structurele overerving.
Een systeem is een composiet object met een bepaalde structuur. In INCA-
COM vormen actieve objecten die met elkaar communiceren over een objecten-
wereld een systeem van actieve objecten. De principes worden geillustreerd
door het modelleren van een conferentieregistratiesysteem met bijbehorend
applicatiedomein.

In hoofdstuk 6 introduceren we een versieconcept voor INCA-COM, om ob-
jecten de mogelijkheid te geven in de tijd te veranderen. We behandelen de
problemen die optreden bij het beheren van versies van composiete objecten,
en beschrijven algoritmen voor het toevoegen en verwijderen van versies en
deelobjecten van composiete objecten.

Om de modelleerconcepten in INCA-COM te illustreren worden in het proef-
schrift diverse voorbeelden gegeven. Hoofdstuk 7 presenteert het modelleren
van een domein van data-flow-diagrammen en hoofdstuk 8 het modelleren van
een spreadsheet.

Hoofdstuk 9 beschrijft de architectuur van INCATOOL, een hulpmiddel bij het
modelleren met INCA-COM. De architectuur is gebaseerd op het iNCA-model
van een informatiesysteem. Het idee achter de architectuur is dat INCATOOL
een informatiesysteem is met de concepten uit INCA-COM als applicatiedomein.
De representatie van iNCA-concepten, in termen van de concepten zelf wordt
een ontologie genoemd. INCA-COM is uitgerust met twee mogelijkheden voor
reflectie. Ten eerste worden soorten behandeld als objecten, zodat ze op
dezelfde manier als normale objecten kunnen worden beschreven. Ten tweede
worden de descriptoren als objecten behandeld. Hierdoor ontstaat de mo-
gelijkheid de modelleertaal uit te breiden met nieuwe descriptoren en nieuwe
typen van descriptoren.

Hoofdstuk 10 besluit het proefschrift door te evalueren op welke wijze INCA-
COM tegemoet komt aan de eisen die in hoofdstuk 2 zijn gesteld. Tenslotte
wordt benadrukt dat het modelleren van een informatiesysteem een scheiding
noodzakelijk maakt tussen enerzijds passieve objecten als representatie van
entiteiten in het UOD van het informatiesysteem, en anderzijds actieve objecten
als actoren, die de passieve objecten met een bepaald doel besturen. Beide
domeinen hebben profijt van object-georienteerd modelleren, maar moeten
niet door elkaar worden gehaald.
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